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Introduction 1
In this thesis we investigate topological properties and invariants of a special
class of non-linear partial differential equations (PDEs) with applications to the
theory of relative braid classes. The three main results can be summarized as
follows:
• the Poincaré-Hopf Theorem for relative braid classes;
• the construction of an isomorphism between the braid Floer homology and
the braid Morse homology;
• a generalization of the Poincaré-Bendixson Theorem for non-linear Cauchy-
Riemann equations.
In the next sectionswe explain the interplay between braids and differential equa-
tions, and why we can exploit the topological properties therein contained. In
order to put this into a more general context, we start off with some examples
which involve the solution of analytical problems via topological tools.
1.1 Examples of topological invariants in analysis
In this thesis we use topology as a useful tool which can give information on
the structure of dynamical systems. Perhaps the first user of topology in differ-
ential equations was Poincaré, who developed many of his topological methods
while studying ordinary differential equations which arose from certain astron-
omy problems. His study of autonomous systems
x˙ = F (x), x ∈ R2, F ∈ C1(R2;R2).
involved looking at the totality of all solutions rather than at particular trajec-
tories as had been the case earlier. This is the context of the famous Poincaré-
Bendixson Theorem.
The use of topological techniques in analysis is full of insightful examples. We
provide three.
(i) The classical BROUWER DEGREE theory provides a tool that contains infor-
mation about the zeroes of a continuous function. Its infinite-dimensional
generalization, the LERAY-SCHAUDER DEGREE, applies to a special class of
operators.
(ii) The POINCARÉ-HOPF FORMULA relates a purely topological concept, i.e.
the Euler characteristic of a smooth manifold M , to the index of a vector
field onM , which is a purely analytical concept.
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(iii) MORSE THEORY also can be put in this framework: one of the consequences
of the Morse inequalities is that the number of critical points of any Morse
function on a smooth manifold is closely related to the homology of the
underlying manifold.
1.1.1 The Brouwer degree and the Leray-Schauder degree
The analytical construction of the (localized) Brouwer degree deg(f,Ω, p) of a
smooth mapping f : Ω ⊂ Rn → Rn, with Ω open bounded and a regular value
p ￿∈ f(∂Ω), is defined as
deg(f,Ω, p) :=
￿
x∈f−1(p)
sgn Jf (x).
Here Jf denotes the Jacobian of f. By approximation one can extend the definition
to continuous functions and also to non-regular values.
For such maps the degree being non-vanishing implies the existence of an
x ∈ Ω such that f(x) = p.More importantly the Brouwer degree is invariant un-
der homotopies of functions and of domains. On the base of these properties one
can show that degree theory has important implications, amongwhich Brouwer’s
fixed point Theorem. In full generality the latter states that any Hausdorff topo-
logical space homeomorphic to the unit closed ballB1(0) ⊂ Rn has the fixed point
property 1.
A straightforward generalization of Brouwer’s fixed point Theorem to infi-
nite dimensions, i.e., using the unit ball of an arbitrary Banach space instead
of Euclidean space, is not true. The main problem here is that the unit balls in
infinite-dimensional Banach spaces are not compact. Nevertheless an infinite di-
mensional degree theory exists and has been developed by Leray and Schauder.
They identified an important class of non-linear operators in a Banach space, the
compact perturbations of the identity, for which the problem of contractibility
of the sphere could be solved. This extension has been successfully applied to
non-linear elliptic boundary value problems, see [41].
1.1.2 The Hairy Ball Theorem and the Poincaré-Hopf formula
The Hairy Ball Theorem states that there is no non-vanishing continuous tangent
vector field on even dimensional n-spheres. For ordinary spheres, or 2-spheres,
the latter can be rephrased as follows: whenever one attempts to comb a hairy
ball flat, there will always be at least one tuft of hair at one point on the ball.
The theorem was first stated by Poincaré in the late 19th century and proved in
1A Hausdorff topological space X has the fixed point property if every continuous mapping g :
X → X has at least one fixed point.
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Figure 1.1: The standard two-torus T2 embedded in R3. In black the sublevel sets
of the height function.
1912 by Brouwer. This is famously stated as you can’t comb a hairy ball flat without
creating a cowlick, or sometimes you can’t comb the hair on a coconut.
From a more advanced point of view, every zero of a vector field has an index
2, and it can be shown that for an even dimensional sphere the sum of all of the
indices at all of the zeros must be two. Therefore there must be at least one zero.
This is a consequence of the Poincaré-Hopf formula. The latter has the form￿
i
indX(xi) = χ(M), (1.1)
where M is a manifold, X a vector field on M , the sum of the indices is over all
the isolated zeroes ofX, and χ(M) is the Euler characteristic ofM.One important
consequence of (1.1) is that the index of a vector field does not depend on the
choice of the vector field, but only on the topology of the manifold M. In the
case of the torus, the Euler characteristic is 0; and it is possible to comb a hairy
doughnut flat. In this regard, it follows that for any compact regular 2-dimensional
manifold with non-zero Euler characteristic, any continuous tangent vector field
has at least one zero.
1.1.3 Classical Morse Theory
The power of Morse theory is that it provides an analytical framework in which
to study the topology of manifolds. One of the classical references is Milnor [37].
Consider the standard embedding of the two-torus T2 in R3, as shown in Fig-
ure 1.1 and the height function h : T2 → R which returns the third coordinate of
such embedding. This function has four critical points. By studying the sublevel
2defined, for an isolated zero, in terms of the mapping degree introduced in the previous section
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Figure 1.2: Handle decomposition of the sublevel sets of the embedded two-torus.
sets Mc = h−1((−∞, c)) we realize that the topology of Mc does not change as
long as c does not pass a critical value of f. When c crosses a critical value, the
topology changes. Morse theory is the study of this phenomenon. More gener-
ally, if a manifold has a non-trivial homotopy type, the sublevel set M∞ has a
non-trivial homotopy type and therefore f must have critical points. The Morse
inequalities [9] are a concise formulation of this, relating the minimum number
of critical points of a function to the homology of the underlying manifold. They
imply furthermore (1.1). One can prove that the homotopy type of a sublevel set
changes exactly by attaching an n-cell (or an n-handle as in Figure 1.2) where n is
given by the nature of the critical point, i.e., depending whether the critical point
is a minimum, maximum, or a saddle point. One builds up a CW-complex in this
manner, which captures the homotopy type of the manifold. For this to work the
function f needs to satisfy certain properties, which are contained in the concept
of a Morse function.
1.2 Braids and braid diagrams
In this section we begin with informal definitions of braids, braid classes and
relative braid classes in three different contexts. All three settings are closely
related and we will point out their relations. We will mainly follow [52].
1.2.1 Braids on D2
Consider the standard 2-disc D2 (with coordinates x = (p, q) ∈ D2) in the plane
and the cylinder C = [0, 1]×D2 . An unordered collection of continuous functions
x = {x1(t), . . . , xm(t)}, xk : [0, 1] → D2 (called strands) is called a braid on the 2-
disc D2 if:
(i) xk(t + 1) = xσ(k)(t) for some permutation σ ∈ Sm, and
(ii) xk(t) ￿= xh(t) for all k ￿= h and all t ∈ [0, 1].
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The set of all braids on D2 homotopic to x is denoted by [x]D2 and is called a
braid class. We will often use, for such braids, the terminology bounded braids,
since for all x0 ∈ [x]D2 we have |x0| ≤ 1. A way to visualize a braid is to consider
a so-called braid diagram in the plane. The latter is obtained by projecting the
cylinder C onto a plane of the form [0, 1] × L, where is L ⊂ R is a diameter of D2.
If we denote the projection by π : D2 → L, then two strands xk(t) and xh(t) have
a positive crossing in the projection at πxk(t0) = πxh(t0) if xk −xh rotates counter
clockwise about the origin, for small interval of times t around t0. A negative
crossing corresponds to a clockwise rotation. Now consider special collections
of the form {x(t), y1(t), . . . , ym(t)}, with x = {x(t)} a periodic function on [0, 1],
with values in D2 and y = {y1(t), . . . , ym(t)} as above. Denote such collections by
x rel y and assume that they are braids with 1 +m strands. Since we singled out
two braid components we denote the braid class containing x rel y by [x rel y]D2 .
The latter is called a relative braid class, abbreviated RBC. The component y is
called the skeleton of the relative braid class. We refer to the x-component as the
free part. If we take the skeleton y to be fixed, then the set of periodic functions
x for which x rel y is a braid is denoted by [x]D2 rel y and is called a relative braid
class fiber. On [x]D2 rel y we consider the C0 topology. The space [x rel y]D2 is a
fibered space over [y]D2 and the relative braid class [x]D2 rel y is a fiber in [x rel y]D2 .
The intertwining between x and y gives rise to different braid classes. A relative
braid class is called PROPER if x can not be deformed, or ‘collapsed’, onto any y
components, nor onto the boundary ∂D2. We abbreviate proper relative relative
braid classes as PRBCes. In this thesis we consider only relative braids, whose
free part is composed by only one strand, but we can easily generalize the notion
of relative braid (classes) with x consisting of n strands.
1.2.2 Braid diagrams in dimension 1
In the special case that strands x(t) are of the form xL(t) = (qt(t), q(t)) the projec-
tion onto the q-coordinate provides a representation of a braid in terms of graphs.
Such strands satisfy the property that they lie in the kernel of the one-form
α = dq − pdt,
which is known as the Legendrian property. An unordered collection of functions
Q = {Q1(t), . . . , Qm(t)}, Qj : [0, 1] → [−1, 1], j = 1, . . . ,m is called a (bounded)
braid diagram or, equivalently a (bounded) LEGENDRIAN braid if
(i) Qk(t + 1) = Qσ(k)(t) for some σ ∈ Sm, and
(ii) all graphs Qk(t) intersect transversally.
The set of all braid diagrams isotopic to Q is denoted by [Q][−1,1]. As before we
also consider collections of the form q relQ = {q(t), Q1(t), . . . , Qm(t)} and the
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Figure 1.3: A positive relative braid and its Legendrian projection.
associated (bounded) relative braid classes [q relQ][−1,1] and [q][−1,1] relQ (fibers).
In order to slim the notation for bounded Legendrian RBC we will write sim-
ply [q relQ] and for fibers [q] relQ, instead of [q relQ][−1,1] and [q][−1,1] relQ respec-
tively. It is immediate that these Legendrian braid classes are a subset of the braid
classes on D2. The Legendrian constraints implies that all crossings of strands are
positive.
As in the case of D2, the intertwining between q and Q yields different braid
classes. In this case the notion of proper translates into the following condition.
We say that a relative Legendrian braid class is PROPER if the strand q cannot be
deformed onto any of the strands Qk, for all k = 1, . . . ,m nor onto the constant
strands ±1.
1.2.3 Discrete braid diagrams
Yet another simplification is obtained by considering piecewise linear functions
connecting the points qi = q(i/d), i = 0, . . . , d. We represent such piecewise lin-
ear functions by sequences qD = {qi}i=0,...,d. Both the sequences and their linear
piecewise extension will be denoted by the same symbol qD. An unordered col-
lection of sequences QD = {Q1D, . . . , QmD} = {{Q1i }, . . . , {Qmi }}i=0,...,d is called a
discrete, or PIECEWISE LINEAR BRAID DIAGRAM if
(i) Qki+1 = Q
σ(k)
i , for some permutation σ ∈ Sm, and for all i = 0, . . . , d
(ii) all the graphs Qk(t) intersect transversally 3.
The set of the equivalents classes, via isotopy, fixing the endpoints is denoted
by [QD]. Crossing in this setting are also marked as positive. Collections of the
form qD relQD = {qD, Q1D, . . . QmD} and the associated relative braid class are
denoted by [qD relQD] are the fibers by [qD] relQD. As before, we say that a class
3in this setting we say that an intersection is transverse if (Qki−1−Qk
￿
i−1)(Q
k
i+1−Qk
￿
i+1) > 0whenever
Qki = Q
k￿
i .
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Figure 1.4: A Legendrian relative braid and its discretization.
of discrete braid diagrams is PROPER if the piecewise linear strand qD cannot
be deformed onto any of the strands QkD, for all k = 1, . . . ,m and the strand qD
cannot de deformed onto the constant sequence ±1.
1.2.1. Remark. Properness is a topological condition that descents from braids on
D2 to discrete braids, i.e. properness of [x rel y]D2 implies
[x rel y]D2 =⇒ [q relQ] =⇒ [qD relQD].
The implications do not necessarily go in the opposite direction.
1.3 State of the art: braids and PDEs
The use of braids in dynamics is not without precedent (see e.g. [27], [28], [29],
[38], [49]), in particular if applied to the theory of topological forcing in dimension
two and three ([26], [49], [50]). How do braids evolve and under which equations
this motion is ruled? We explain this in the next three paragraphs. An important
motivation for using braid theory in dynamics comes from the comparison prin-
ciple, which essentially states that if we evolve a braid in time, the complexity
of the braid diminishes. The comparison principle motivates the choice of the
Cauchy-Riemann equation for braids in D2, the choice of the heat flow for Legen-
drian braids in dimension 1, and the choice of discrete parabolic relations in the
discrete case.
1.3.1 The Cauchy-Riemann equations
The non-linear equations
us − J(s, t)(ut −XH(t, u)), u : R × S1 → D2 (1.2)
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are called the Cauchy-Riemann equations, or, abbreviated, non-linear CRE. The
parameters J and H are called almost complex structure and Hamiltonian re-
spectively. An almost complex structure is a smooth map J : R × S1 → Sp(2,R)
such that J(s, t)2 = − Id, for all (s, t) ∈ R × S1 (here Sp(2,R) denotes the sym-
plectic group of degree 2 over R).We consider the class of constant almost com-
plex structures and we denote it by J . Regarding the Hamiltonian function
H : S1 × D2 → R, we assume that H(t, x) = 0 for all x ∈ ∂D2 and all t ∈ R
and we call this class of HamiltoniansH . The Hamiltonian functionH gives rise
to the Hamiltonian vector field XH .
For a braid x the total crossing number Cross(x) is defined as the number of
positive minus the number of negative crossings, i.e.
Cross(x) := #{positive crossings} −#{negative crossings}.
For relative braids this number is denoted byCross(x rel y) and it is an invariant of
the relative braid class [x rel y]D2 . Let [x]D2 rel y be a relative braid class fiber with
skeleton y, then we can choose Hamiltonians H, such that the skeletal strands
are solutions of the s-stationary equations yt = XH(t, y). Let u(s, ·) rel y denote a
local solution in s of the Cauchy-Riemann equations, then
Cross(u(s1, ·) rel y)| ≤ Cross(u(s0, ·) rel y) for all s1 ≥ s0.
This is also known in literature as the Monotonicity Lemma (see [49]): in essence
along solutions u(s, t) of the non-linear CRE (1.2), the number Cross(u(s, ) rel y)
is non-increasing. In other words, along flow-lines of the non-linear CRE posi-
tive crossings can evolve into negative crossings, but not vice-versa. If we con-
sider braid classes which are proper they yield isolating sets for the dynamics:
a bounded solution u(s, ·) ∈ [x]D2 rel y with [x]D2 rel y a proper fiber stays away
both from any of the y components and from ∂D2.
1.3.2 The heat flow
Consider the scalar parabolic equation, or the non-linear heat flow equation
vs − vtt + v − ∂vW (t, v) = 0, v : R × S1 → [−1, 1]. (1.3)
For the non-linearity W we assume the following hypotheses: W ∈ C∞(S1 ×
[−1, 1];R) and ∂vW (t,±1) = ±1 for all t ∈ S1. Equation (1.3), unlike (1.2), gener-
ates a local semi-flow ψs on the space of periodic function C0(S1; [−1, 1]).
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LetQ be a braid diagram of dimension 1 onm strands, we can define the ana-
logue of the crossing number for x as the intersection number I(Q) as it follows:
I(Q) := #{total number of crossings}.
Since, by the Legendrian constraint, all intersections correspond to positive cross-
ings, the total intersection number is equal to the crossing number defined above.
This means that if we define y = (Qt, Q) then
Cross(y) = I(Q).
The classical lap-number property [6] of non-linear scalar heat equations states
that the number of intersections between two graphs can only decrease in time s,
as s increases.
We now apply this principle to Legendrian braid classes. Let [q] relQ a Leg-
endrian RBC fiber with skeleton Q and suppose that we can choose the non-
linearity U such that the skeletal strands are solutions of the stationary equation
Qtt−Q+∂QW (t, Q) = 0.Denote by v(s, ·) relQ local solutions of the heat equation,
then, as in the elliptic case, then
I(v(s1, ·) relQ) ≤ I(v(s0, ·) relQ) for all s1 ≥ s0
If we consider Legendrian braid classes that are proper they yield isolating sets for
the dynamics: also in this case a bounded solution v(s, ·) ∈ [q] relQ with [q] relQ
a proper Legendrian fiber stays away both from each of the Q components and
from the constant strands ±1 (this property is also called isolation of proper braid
classes).
1.3.3 Discrete parabolic relations
In the discrete setting the dynamics that respect the braids consists of the discrete
parabolic equations. These are recurrence relations on the space of discretized
braid diagram and consist of nearest neighbor interaction. They resemble spacial
discretizations of parabolic equations. For a k-strand braid diagram on d points,
the discrete parabolic relations are given by
d
ds
vαi = Ri(vαi−1, vαi , vαi+1), for all i = 0, . . . , d − 1, (1.4)
for every α = 1, . . . , k. On Ri we assume the following: ∂1Ri > 0 and ∂3Ri > 0;
Ri+d = Ri, for all i.
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If we restrict the range of the sequences vαD,α = 1, . . . k to the interval [−1, 1],
then Equation (1.4) generates a flow φs on the space Dkd of k-tuples of d-periodic
sequences. This flow will be referred as parabolic flow on Dkd . If we furthermore
assume that Ri(−1,−1,−1) = Ri(1, 1, 1) = 0 for all i, the constant sequences ±1
are stationary for the flow φs.
There is a discrete analogue of the crossing number and the intersection num-
ber. Recall that any discrete braid diagram (of k-strands) can be expressed in
terms of the (positive) generators {σj}k−1j=1 of the braid groupBk. While this word
is not necessarily unique, the length of the word is, as one can easily see from
the representation of Bk. As in the previous cases, we consider piecewise linear
braids that are composed by a free part and a skeletal part, and we denote them
by qD relQD. Note that the skeletal part may consist of multiple (say m) piece-
wise linear strands, i.e. QD = {Q1D, . . . , QmD}, while we consider the free strands
to be only of 1 strand. The length of a closed braid in the generators σj is thus
precisely the word metric ￿(QD) from geometric group theory. The geometric in-
terpretation of ￿(QD) for a piecewise linear braid QD is the number of pairwise
strand crossings in the diagram QD. This means that if we discretize a positive
braid diagram Q in dimension 1 and we call the discretization QD then
￿(QD) = I(Q).
A result in [28] shows that, as for the continuous case, the word length can only
decrease as time s increases.
We now apply this principle to discrete braid diagram. Let [qD] relQD a dis-
cretized RBC fiber with skeletonQD and suppose that we can chooseRi such that
the skeletal strands are solutions of the stationary equation for all α = 1, . . . ,m
Ri(Qαi−1, Qαi , Qαi+1) = 0, for i = 0, . . . , d − 1 (and by periodicity Qα0 = Qαd for all
α = 1, . . . ,m). Denote by vD(s) relQ local solutions of (1.4), then, as in the elliptic
case, and in the continuous parabolic case we have
￿(vD(s1) relQ) ≤ ￿(vD(s0) relQ) for all s1 ≥ s0
This was shown in [28]. Also in this case, if we consider discrete braid classes
which are proper they yield isolating sets for the dynamics.
1.4 Braid invariants
In the previous section we linked the three types of braid classes to natural dy-
namical systems associated with these braid classes. They all share the properties
that proper braid classes yield isolating sets for the dynamics.
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Floer’s approach, used in the beginning to solve the Arnol’d conjecture, de-
velops a Morse type theory for the Hamiltonian action
AH(x) =
￿ 1
0
1
2 ￿Jx, xt￿ dt −
￿ 1
0
H(t, x(t)) dt.
This applies to the non-linear CRE. The variational structure for the heat flow is
given by the action
LU (q) =
￿ 1
0
1
2 |qt|2 + 12 |q|2 dt −
￿ 1
0
U(t, q(t)) dt
and takes the name of Lagrangian action functional. A discrete variational prin-
ciple for discrete parabolic equations is given by the action
W ({qi}) =
d−1￿
i=0
Si(qi, qi+1),
where Si are smooth functions on [−1, 1]×[−1, 1]with the property that ∂1∂2Si > 0.
In this case Ri = ∂2Si−1 + ∂1Si. All the equations introduced above are now
gradient flow equations and we carry out Floer’s procedure.
1.4.1 Floer homology, Morse homology, Conley homology for
proper relative braid classes
Let us explain the basic ingredients of Floer theory for the Cauchy-Riemann equa-
tions. The same applies to the other two cases. We should emphasize that the in-
gredients for obtaining respectively Floer homology, Morse homology and Con-
ley homology are the same, but working out the details is very delicate and some-
times very tedious. Denote the set of bounded solutions of Equation (1.2) in a
braid class fiber [x]D2 rel y, that exists for all s ∈ R, byM ([x]D2 rel y; J,H). The im-
age under the mapping u ￿→ u(0, ·) is denoted byS ([x]D2 rel y; J,H) ⊂ C(S1;R2).
• Compactness. Consider a PRBC and the setM of bounded solutions of the
Cauchy-Riemann equations in the considered braid class. Elliptic regularity
guarantees that the spacesM and S are compact with respect the appro-
priate topologies and properness insures that S is isolated. Compactness
and isolation hold in all the three cases.
• Genericity of critical points. For a generic choice of Hamiltonians H in the
class H (where H has been introduced in Section 1.3.1) for which the
skeletal strands y are solutions of the associated Hamilton equations, the
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critical points of AH in the proper relative braid class [x]D2 rel y are non-
degenerate. Hence the set of critical points in [x]D2 rel y, which we denote
by CritH([x]D2 rel y), consists only of finitely many isolated points. Notice
that no non-degeneracy condition is imposed on the y strands. The fact that
there are only finitely many isolated critical points in a class holds also for
the other cases.
• Genericity of connecting orbits. The gradient structure of the Cauchy-
Riemann equations implies thatM is the union of the space of connecting
orbit:
M ([x]D2 rel y; J,H) =
￿
x±∈CritH([x]D2 rel y)
M x
−,x+([x]D2 rel y; J,H),
where M x
−,x+([x]D2 rel y; J,H) is the subspace of bounded solutions of
Equation (1.2) with limits x− and x+ for s → ±∞. It can be proven that for
generic choice of J and H, the space of connecting orbit are smooth finite
dimensional manifolds without boundary.
• Index function. One can establish a grading µ(x) on the non-degenerate
elements of CritH([x]D2 rel y) in such a way the the dimension of
M x
−,x+([x]D2 rel y; J,H) is given by the formula
dimM x
−,x+([x]D2 rel y; J,H) = µ(x
−) − µ(x+).
This theory is based on the theory of Fredholm operators and holds in all
cases. For the Cauchy-Riemann equations we chose µ to be the Conley-
Zender index, for the heat flow the classical Morse index and the same for
the case of discrete parabolic equations.
• Chain complex and its homology. The construction of the chain complex and
therefore the Floer homology has become a standard procedure ([23]). By
the compactness and genericity CritH([x]D2 rel y) is finite and we define the
chain groups Ck([x]D2 rel y) as formal sum
￿
j αjxj with coefficients αj ∈
Z2. A boundary operator is defined by the formula
∂kx =
￿
µ(x￿)=k−1
n(x, x￿)x￿,
where n(x, x￿) is the number of elements (modulo 2) inM x
−,x+([x]D2 rel y; J,H)
with µ(x−)−µ(x+) = 1.Genericity and compactness imply that this number
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is finite. Proving that ∂k is a boundary operator is equivalent to showing
that
∂k−1 ◦ ∂k = 0.
The composition counts the number of broken trajectories, i.e. the number
of elements in the set￿
µ(x￿)=k−1
￿
M x
−,x￿([x]D2 rel y; J,H) ×M x
￿,x+([x]D2 rel y; J,H)
￿
.
The space M x
−,x+([x]D2 rel y; J,H)/R, with µ(x−) − µ(x+) = 2, is a mani-
fold without boundary of dimension 1 and the Floer’s gluing construction
reveals that ifM x
−,x+([x]D2 rel y; J,H)/R is not compact then the manifold
can be compactified to manifold with boundary diffeomorphic to [0, 1] by
adding broken trajectories in
￿
µ(x￿)=k−1
￿
M x
−,x￿([x]D2 rel y; J,H) ×M x
￿,x+([x]D2 rel y; J,H)
￿
.
The gluing construction also reveals that the procedure is surjective and
thus the number of broken trajectories is even, thus ∂k−1 ◦∂k = 0. In the end
this proves that (C∗, ∂∗) is a chain complex and its homology is well-defined
and finite.
We define
HFk([x]D2 rel y; J,H) := Hk(C∗, ∂∗).
Different choices of H ∈ H and of J ∈ J (H and J have been defined in
Section 1.3.1) yield isomorphic Floer homologies and
HF∗([x]D2 rel y) = lim←− HF∗([x]D2 rel y;H, J),
where the inverse limit is defined with respect to the canonical isomor-
phisms ak(H,H ￿) : HFk([x] rel y;H, J) → HFk([x] rel y;H ￿, J) and bk(J, J ￿) :
HFk([x] rel y;H, J) → HFk([x] rel y;H, J ￿). Some properties are (see [49] for the
proofs):
(i) the groups HFk([x]D2 rel y) are defined for all k ∈ Z and are finite, i.e. Zd2 for
some d ≥ 0;
(ii) the groups HFk([x]D2 rel y) are invariants for the fibers in the same rela-
tive braid class [x rel y]D2 , i.e. if x rel y ∼ x￿ rel y￿, then HFk([x]D2 rel y) ∼=
HFk([x￿]D2 rel y￿). For this reason we will write HF∗([x rel y]D2);
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(iii) if (x rel y) ·∆2￿ denotes composition with ￿ full twists, then HFk([(x rel y) ·
∆2￿]D2) ∼= HFk−2￿([x rel y]D2).
A similar construction can be carried out for the heat flow equation and the dis-
crete parabolic equation leading to Morse and Conley homology, respectively
HM∗([q relQ]) and HC∗([qD relQD]).
The latter is isomorphic to the homological Conley index. The former will be
referred to as the Morse homology of [q relQ] and the latter as the homological
Conley index of [qD relQD]. Note that properties (i) and (ii) continue to hold in
the three different settings.
1.5 Discussion of the results
Since the construction of these three topological invariants is so similar in the
three cases, the first question that arises is whether these three topological invari-
ants are related. We give a (partial) answer to this question in this thesis. In the
following subsections we analyze the main results contained in this manuscript.
The first two results go towards the direction of linking topological invariants for
discrete braids to those concerning continuous ones. We go even beyond this aim:
in Chapter 2 we link the Euler-Floer characteristic to a non-variational problem,
a novelty in the panorama of the Floer context. The last result, i.e. the Poincaré-
Bendixson Theorem for non-linear Cauchy-Riemann equations, is more a topo-
logical property characterizing these equations.
1.5.1 The Euler-Floer characteristic and periodic point of two-
dimensional diffeomorphisms
Endow the 2-disc D2 with the standard symplectic form ω = dp∧dq and choose a
Hamiltonian functionH in the classH . Define the time-dependent Hamiltonian
vector field XH via the relation
dH = ω(XH , ·).
Solving the initial value problem associated to the vector field XH , i.e.￿ dx
dt
= XH(t, x)
x(0) = x0
(1.5)
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Figure 1.5: Here the braid on the left has two components and three strands. The
diffeomorphism is on the right and has one point of period one and two points
of period two. The two components of the braid are generated by two points of
period two and one of period one. The fact that the braid has three strands does
not necessarily implies that the diffeomorphism has one periodic point of period
three.
gives rise to a smooth family of Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms (i.e. diffeo-
morphisms that preserve the area form ω and originated from XH ) denoted by
ψH : R × D2 → D2. The time-1 map f = ψH(1, ·) is orientation preserving and
exactly homotopic to the identity according to the nomenclature introduced in
[13]. There is a one-to-one correspondence
k-periodic points of f 1−1←→ period-k orbits of ψH .
The latter holds because fk(x) = x if and only if {ψH(t, x), t ∈ [0, 1]} is a
closed orbit of period k. The relation between braids and symplectomorphisms
is explained as follows. Let x ∈ D2 be a k-periodic point, i.e. fk(x) = x,
k ≥ 1 , the minimal period. Then the set Ak = {x, f(x), . . . , fk−1(x)} satisfies
f(Ak) = {f(x), f2(x), . . . , fk(x) = x} = Ak, and a periodic point is thus repre-
sented by an element Ak ∈ Ck(D2), the configuration space of k distinct points in
D2.Any invariant setAk of f of cardinality k is a point inCk(D2) and gives rise to
a k-strand braid via t ￿→ ψ(t, Ak). Summarizing, a k-periodic point x ∈ D2 gives
rise to an invariant setAk := {f(x), . . . , fk−1(x), fk(x) = x} for f, i.e. f(Ak) = Ak.
On the other hand, if there exists a k ∈ N and distinct points x1, . . . , xk ∈ D2, such
that the set Ak := {x1, . . . , xk} is invariant for f, this does not imply necessarily
that there exists one k-periodic point, but that there exists a collection of periodic
points x11, . . . x1k1 , x
2
1, . . . x
2
k2
, . . . , x￿1, . . . , x
￿
k￿
with
￿
￿ k￿ = k.
In [49] the authors show that, under the hypotheses that f has an invariant set
Am representing them-strand braid class [y]D2 , for any proper relative braid class
[x rel y]D2 for which the braid Floer homology HF∗([x rel y]D2) ￿= 0, there exists an
invariant set A￿n for f such that the union Am ∪ A￿n represents the relative braid
class [x rel y]D2 . The latter is a forcing result: if the braid Floer homology of asso-
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ciated proper relative braid classes is non-trivial, then additional periodic points
of the time-1 map of the Hamiltonian family of symplectomorphisms induced by
the Hamilton equations are forced to exist. We stress that different braid classes
yield different periodic points.
As explained so far, for any given proper relative braid class [x rel y]D2 the
Floer homology HF∗([x rel y]D2) is well-defined and applicable to Hamiltonian
systems and area-preserving maps of the 2-disc. Two immediate questions that
come to mind are: Can the invariant be applied to more general systems and mappings
of the 2-disc, and to what extend can the invariants be computed?
We give a partial answer to this question in Chapter 2 and we summarize our
result in this section.
The construction of HF∗, as it is presented in this thesis, fails when X is arbi-
trary. The main reason is simple: Equation (1.5) relies strongly on a variational
principle, one-periodic solutions are critical points of an action functional. By re-
placing XH with an arbitrary X the variational structure is lost, and, so far, Floer
theory has never been applied in a non-variational setting. The project of building
a non-variational Floer theory would certainly be challenging, and there is hope
for this to work, also in light of our results presented in Chapter 4. Turning back
to our problem, not everything is lost. By substituting in (1.5) a non-Hamiltonian
vector field X we obtain ￿ dx
dt
= X(t, x)
x(0) = x0.
(1.6)
Under the hypotheses thatX is one-periodic (X(t, x) = X(t+1, x)) and tangent to
the boundary ∂D2 (X(t, x) ·ν = 0 for all x ∈ ∂D2,where ν is the outward unit nor-
mal on ∂D2)4, the system (1.6) gives rise to a smooth family of diffeomorphisms
φ(t, ·) : D2 → D2, whose time 1-map g = φ(1, ·) is orientation preserving. The
one-to-one correspondence between period-m points of g and m-periodic orbits
of φt still holds. Note that g has less structure than f, namely it is only a diffeomor-
phism and not a Hamiltonian symplectomorphism in general. By assuming that
g has an invariant set Bm that consists of m distinct points in D2, then Bm gives
rise to am-strand braid, exactly in the same manner as for symplectomorphims.
In Chapter 2 we show that Problems (1.5) and (1.6) can be rephrased into
problems “à la Leray-Schauder” in the following way. Multiplying by J, adding
µx, µ ￿= 2πZ on both sides of (1.5) and (1.6) and inverting (J ddt + µ) we obtain
respectively
Φµ,H(x) = x − (J ddt + µ)
−1(JXH(x, t) + µx) = 0
and
Φµ(x) = x − (J ddt + µ)
−1(JX(x, t) + µx) = 0.
4In caseX = XH this means thatH ∈ H
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In this regard both maps Φµ,H and Φµ are in the form “identity minus compact”.
Now, by assuming y to be the skeleton for X (i.e. yjt = X(t, yj), j = 1, . . . ,m)and
looking at periodic solutions in a proper relative braid class fiber Ω := [x]D2 rel y,
we prove that isolation is preserved also for the non-variational case: in other
words solutions that are contained in Ω stay away from the elements of the skele-
ton y and from the boundary ∂D2. The Leray-Schauder degree degLS(Φµ,Ω, 0) is
therefore well-defined. By assuming that y is also the skeleton for XH (such a
Hamiltonian function can always be constructed, see [49]) we perform a linear
homotopy Xα = (1 − α)X + αXH , α ∈ [0, 1]. For such homotopy Xα, y it is an
admissible skeleton, since it is a skeleton for bothX andXH .Associated with the
homotopy Xα we define the homotopy of maps
Φµ,α(x) = x − (J ddt + µ)
−1(JXα(x, t) + µx), α ∈ [0, 1].
We observe that isolation is preserved for all α ∈ [0, 1]. By the homotopy invari-
ance of the Leray-Schauder degree we have
degLS(Φµ,Ω, 0) = degLS(Φµ,α,Ω, 0) = degLS(Φµ,H ,Ω, 0).
By linearizing Φµ around a non-degenerate solution x ∈ Ω and gauging Φ￿µ,H(x)
with the operator Id−(J ddt + µ)−1(θ Id +µ), θ ￿= 2πZ we prove that we can re-
late degLS(Φµ,H ,Ω, 0) with the braid Floer homology: a delicate analysis of
degLS(Φµ,H ,Ω, 0) via spectral flow theory reveals that
degLS(Φµ,H ,Ω, 0) = −χ(HF∗([x]D2 rel y)) = −χ(HF∗([x rel y]D2)), (1.7)
where χ is the Euler characteristic of the braid Floer homology. In (1.7) the sec-
ond equality follows from invariance of fibers of the braid Floer homology. The
parallel with the finite dimensional case is clear. In case of finite dimensions,
via the Morse inequalities one defines the Euler-Morse characteristic for gradient
vector fields and extends it via the Brouwer degree to arbitrary vector fields. In
our case we give meaning of the Euler-Floer characteristic, naturally associated
to the variational problem (1.5) to non-variational systems such as (1.6), via infinite
dimensional degree theory.
The above arguments lead to the definition of an index ι for non-degenerate
and isolated one-periodic closed integral curves x of X. By using the theory of
parity of index zero Fredholm operators we prove that for a non-degenerate and
isolated one-periodic closed integral curves of X we have that degLS(Φµ,Ω, 0) is
independent of the choice of µ and of θ.More generally the index ι(x) is indepen-
dent of the inversion of the operator J ddt + µ, and of the choice of any gauging
matrix Θ ∈ M2×2(R), provided that σ(Θ) ∩ 2πiZ = ∅.We then provide a deriva-
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tion of a Poincaré-Hopf formula for relative braid classes. The latter has the form
(recall (1.1)) ￿
x0
ι(x0) = χ(HF∗([x rel y]D2)).
The sum here is computed over all closed integral curves x0 rel y in the proper rel-
ative braid class fiber [x]D2 rel y. The index formula can be used to obtain existence
results for closed integral curves of arbitrary vector fields in proper relative braid
classes and provides an extension of the already mentioned forcing result con-
tained in [49]: if χ(HF∗([x rel y]D2)) ￿= 0, this forces the existence of closed integral
curves of arbitrary vector fields X in any proper relative braid class [x rel y]D2 . In
the language of diffeomorphisms and periodic points the result can be reformu-
lated as follows: under the hypotheses that a diffeomorphism g has an invariant
set Am representing the m-strand braid class [y]D2 , for any proper relative braid
class [x rel y]D2 for which the Euler characteristic of the braid Floer homology does
not vanish, there exists a fixed point for g such that the unionAm∪{x} represents
the relative braid class [x rel y]D2 . Note that we obtain results concerning fixed
points of diffeomorphisms, but the same theory, with small but necessary adjust-
ments, applies to periodic points of the diffeomorphisms. A further development
would be to extend the result to any two-dimensional surfaces (with or without
boundary).
The remaining part of Chapter 2 deals with computability of the Euler-Floer
characteristic. The latter can indeed be determined via a discrete topological in-
variant. In this sense the challenge of constructing an isomorphism which links
the Floer homology for proper relative braid classes to the Conley homology of
proper discretized relative braid classes via Morse homology is not that far from
being solved. On the level of the Euler characteristic of the three homology theo-
ries, the following holds
χ (HF∗([x rel y]D2)) = χ (HM∗([q relQ])) = χ (HC∗([qD relQD])) .
The idea behind the proof of this result is to first relate χ (HF∗([x rel y]D2)) to
mechanical Lagrangian systems and then use a discretization approach based on
the method of broken geodesics. This result opens the door for computation of
the Floer Homology (at least on the level of the Euler characteristic), since the
problem of computing HC∗([qD relQD]) is combinatorial, and relates the Floer
homology to finitely computable simplicial homology.
1.5.2 Braid Floer homology equals braid Morse homology
Chapter 3 consists of an isomorphism theorem between Floer homology for PRBC
and Morse homology for Legendrian PRBC. Let x = (p, q) ∈ D2 and y = (P,Q) ∈
D2, such that x rel y is a proper relative braid. Compose x rel y with an integer ￿
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Figure 1.6: Representation of full twists of braids with 2, 3 and 4 strands.
of full twists ∆2. A full twist can be explained informally in the following way:
think of pieces of string attached to the tips of your fingers and rotate one hand
by π; this is the half-twist, also also called the Garside element. Rotating the hand
once more gives the full twist (see Figure 1.6).
If the number ￿ is chosen properly then (x rel y) · ∆2￿ gives rise to a braid
x+ rel y+ with only positive crossings. The latter are called positive (relative)
braids. This form for (x rel y) ·∆2￿ = x+ rel y+ is called the Garside normal form,
see [10] or [25].
Passing to braid classes, we obtain the following equality
[(x rel y) ·∆2￿]D2 = [x+ rel y+]D2 (1.8)
By the shift property proved in [49] (Property (iii) of Section 1.4.1), on the level of
the homology, this yields
HF∗−2￿([(x rel y) ·∆2￿]D2) ∼= HF∗([x+ rel y+]D2). (1.9)
It follows from (1.9) that we can restrict ourselves to positive braids, hence from
now on we will consider, without loss of generality, only positive relative braid
classes. Positive braids enjoy, up to isotopy, the Legendrian property, in other
words x+ rel y+ is isotopic to a Legendrian relative braid xL rel yL. The latter can
be written as xL = (qt, q) and yL = (Qt, Q). Denoting by π2 is the projection onto
the second coordinate we can write (relative) Legendrian as q relQ. We denote
by [q relQ], all the (relative) braids which can be homotoped via a Legendrian
isotopy to q relQ, and by [q] relQ the associated fiber.
Having introduced the concepts used in the third chapter, in the following we
summarize the content of Chapter 3, which consists of three different sections.
In the first section we define the braid Floer homology with respect to a new
class of Hamiltonian functions. The construction is carried out by taking into
account a broader class of braid classes. We consider relative classes that are
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homotopic to x rel y via homotopies in R2 instead of D2, and we denote them by
[x rel y]R2 . In this case the problem comes from the fact that fibers [x]R2 rel y are
not a-priori bounded, since they are not a priori contained in compact subsets
of D2 as it happens for [x]D2 rel y. To overcome the issue of non-compactness of
R2, we consider a new class of Hamiltonian functions which we call hyperbolic.
Following the construction summarized in Section 1.4.1 we obtain the definition
of the hyperbolic Floer homology for unbounded proper relative braid class, which
is denoted by
HHF∗([x rel y]R2).
Even though we restrict our attention to positive braids, the hyperbolic braid
Floer homology can be defined for all kind of braids, not only for positive ones.
By following the arguments in [49] also in this case the shift theorem holds, i.e.
HHF∗−2￿([(x rel y) ·∆2￿]R2) ∼= HHF∗([x+ rel y+]R2). (1.10)
The main result contained in the first section of Chapter 3 consists of proving that
HF∗([x rel y]D2) ∼= HHF∗([x rel y]R2). (1.11)
The second part of Chapter 3 deals with Morse homology for braids. This is
also a new result: so far, the formulation of a Morse theory for braids has been
proven for piecewise linear braids in [28], not yet for continuous ones. By select-
ing a positive representative x+ rel y+ in [x rel y]R2 , and considering Legendrian
isotopies, in the the second part of Chapter 3 we focus our attention on Legen-
drian relative braid classes [q relQ]R. For such braids we construct a Morse-type
homology. The fact that, to build our theory, we can use the classical Morse index,
instead of the Conley-Zehnder index, derives from the special properties of the
Legendrian braid classes, where only positive crossings are admitted. As in the
previous case we consider unbounded classes and a special class of Hamiltoni-
ans, which, in this case, are called mechanical. The latter allows to construct braid
invariants with support on non-compact manifolds. At the end of the second part
of Chapter 3, we define
HHM∗([q relQ]R),
i.e., the mechanical Morse homology for unbounded proper Legendrian braid
classes. We observe, furthermore, that
HHM∗([q relQ]R) ∼= HM∗([q relQ]), (1.12)
where the latter is the Morse analogue of HF∗([x rel y]D2).
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In the last part of the chapter we prove that, for a (positive) proper relative
braid class [x rel y]D2 , the following holds:
HHF∗([x rel y]R2) ∼= HHM∗([q relQ]R). (1.13)
The isomorphism (1.13) is proved using the machinery of [46], with some modi-
fications that make it applicable to the theory of relative braid classes. In essence,
to prove (1.13) we use a perturbation method, through which the solutions of the
heat equation can be seen as limit as ε goes to zero of an ε dependent Cauchy-
Riemann equation, see Section 3.4.1. As in [46] we prove that the bounded so-
lutions of the Cauchy-Riemann equations are in one-to-one correspondence with
the bounded solutions of the heat flow. The map which ensures the one-to-one
correspondence takes the name of the Salamon-Weber map. We prove that this
map respects the braid classes. As a consequence, the Morse complex defined
for Legendrian braid classes agrees, up to isomorphisms, with the Floer complex
defined for relative braid classes.
Putting together (1.11) (1.12) and (1.13) we obtain that for a proper positive
braid class in D2 [x rel y]D2 it holds that
HF∗([x rel y]D2) ∼= HM∗([q relQ]).
By considering not-only positive proper relative braid classes, and considering
the shift (1.9), this is a first step towards the conjecture that
HF∗−2￿([x rel y]D2) ∼= HM∗([q relQ]) ∼= HC∗([qD relQD]). (1.14)
Equation (1.14) would link the Floer braid invariants to the discrete invariant for
piecewise linear positive braid classes, and hence to finitely computable simpli-
cial homology, opening finally the door for computation of the Floer homology.
1.5.3 Asymptotic behavior of the Cauchy-Riemann equations
Chapter 4 goes towards the direction of constructing a Floer homology theory
in a non-variational setting. Our result is purely topological and exploits the
structure of the Cauchy-Riemann equations. By looking at the construction of
the Floer/Morse/Conley homology we see that the Cauchy-Riemann equations
are obtained as formal L2-gradient flow of the Hamiltonian action. In this case,
bounded solutions will be, generically, connecting orbits between equilibria. As
already mentioned, equilibria (i.e. the critical points of the action functional) are
in this case periodic solutions of the equation
xt = XH(t, x), x ∈ D2, t ∈ S1, (1.15)
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for a chosen non-autonomous Hamiltonian vector field XH on D2. For a general
vector fields X we have shown furthermore that we can build a Poincaré-Hopf
formula and give meaning to the Euler-Floer characteristic. By substituting a
non-Hamiltonian vector field X in (1.15) we lose the variational structure, and,
with it, the gradient-like behavior of the Cauchy-Riemann equations. In this case
they become
us − J(ut −X(t, u)) = 0, u : R × S1 → D2, t ∈ S1. (1.16)
If X = XH , then generically bounded solutions of the non-linear CRE are con-
necting orbits between one-periodic solutions of (1.15). If X is arbitrary, as in
(1.16), then a priori bounded solutions do not have the connecting orbit structure,
since (1.16) is not a gradient flow. Nevertheless, we have a result concerning the
asymptotic of bounded solutions of (1.16). We prove that the asymptotics of (1.16)
behaves surprisingly well as time s goes to infinity. More precisely, we prove that
bounded solutions of Equation (1.16) admit Poincaré-Bendixson behavior.
The classical Poincaré-Bendixson Theorem describes the asymptotic behavior
of flows in the plane. The topology of the plane puts severe restrictions on the
behaviour of limit sets. Poincaré-Bendixson Theorem states for example that if
the α- and the ω-limit set of a bounded trajectory of a smooth flow in R2 does
not contain equilibria, then the limit set is a periodic orbit. In full generality the
classical Poincaré-Bendixson Theorem can be formulated as follows.
1.5.1. Theorem (Poincaré-Bendixson (1906)). Let R be a region of the plane which is
closed and bounded. Consider a dynamical system x˙ = X(x) in R where the vector field
X is at least C1. Assume that R contains no fixed points ofX . Assume furthermore that
there exists a trajectory γ of X (a solution of x˙ = X(x)) starting in R which stays in R
for all future times. Then,
(i) either γ is a closed orbit
(ii) or γ asymptotically approaches a closed orbit.
The classical proof of the Poincaré-Bendixson Theorem exploits the fact that, since
the vector field X is autonomous, flow-lines can not intersect. As a consequence,
the Jordan curve theorem is applicable and hence restricts the asymptotic behav-
ior of flow-lines in two-dimensional domains. We stress that the above result is
strictly linked to the dimensionality of the plane and essentially rules out chaos
in the plane. However, it does not seem to hold for other configuration spaces or
other types of dynamical systems.
Dynamical systems on two-dimensional manifolds other than the plane may
well violate the Poincaré-Bendixson Theorem. Consider for instance the follow-
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ing vector field on the torus, which we identify with the unit square in the plane
with opposite sides identified:
x˙ = 1 and y˙ = π. (1.17)
There is nothing special about the choice of π: any other irrational number would
work just as well. Even though the torus is compact and the vector field (1.17)
does not have any zeros, the orbits of (1.17) are not periodic: one can check that
these orbits densely fill up the torus. This is referred to as quasi-periodic mo-
tion. Nevertheless, there is a generalization of the Poincaré-Bendixson for two-
dimensional manifolds: either the classical dichotomy holds or the manifold is a
torus.
In dimension three or higher, orbits may approach a very complicated limit set
known as a strange attractor, which is characterized by a non-integer dimension
and the fact that the dynamics on it are sensitive to initial conditions. In other
words, chaos occurs. A celebrated example of a strange attractor is the Lorentz
attractor.
However, the remarkable result by Fiedler andMallet-Paret [18] establishes an
extension of the Poincaré-Bendixson Theorem to infinite dimensional dynamical
systems with a discrete positive Lyapunov function. They apply their result to
scalar parabolic equations of the form
us = utt + f(x, u, ut), x ∈ S1, f ∈ C2. (1.18)
For this equation the result of Matano ([35]) holds: it states that intersection be-
tween two solutions of (1.18) can only be destroyed (and not created) as times s
increases. Here, the existence of a linear projection onto R2, of a discrete positive
Lyapunov function combined with regularity of Equation (1.18) force solutions of
(1.18) to have a Poincaré-Bendixson like behavior. As a matter of fact, the result
contained in [18] does not only hold for the Equation (1.18), but for regular (semi)
flows on Banach spaces endowed with a positive discrete Lyapunov function and
a linear projection onto R2. The result is independent of the dimensionality of the
system.
With our result, we establish a version of the Poincaré-Bendixson Theorem
for bounded orbits of the non-linear Cauchy-Riemann equations in the plane. We
prove that the asymptotic behavior, as s goes to infinity, of bounded solutions
of Equation (1.16) is as simple as the limiting behavior of flows in R2. The non-
linear Cauchy Riemann system is elliptic, and the Cauchy problem for elliptic
equations is unstable with regard to small variations of data, i.e., it is ill-posed. As
a consequence, there is no flow associated to (1.16). For this reason we consider
the space of bounded flow-lines of (1.16). This space has nice properties, among
which compactness and Hausdorffness. Since Equation (1.16) is autonomous in
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s, we have that the space of bounded solution is invariant under s-translation.
By translating flow-lines we can build a flow on such a space. The constructed
flow is not regularizing, but at least it maintain the requirement of continuity.
Furthermore, flow lines of equation (1.16) are endowed with a discrete Lyapunov
function: as explained in the previous sections as times s increases, the winding
number between two solutions decreases, possibly reaching negative values.
By embedding equation (1.16) in a more abstract setting, which include also
equation (1.18), our result gives an abstract extension of the Poincaré-Bendixson
Theorem to flows that allow a discrete Lyapunov function. We point out that
the main differences between the results in [18] for parabolic equations and the
results in Chapter 4, are that the Cauchy-Riemann equations do not define a well-
posed initial value problem and, more importantly, the discrete Lyapunov func-
tions that we consider are not bounded from below. Furthermore, our result does
not assume differentiability of the flow, nor does the flow need to be defined on a
compact Banach space. We only assume the space to be compact and Hausdorff.
We also believe that most of the result contained in Chapter 4 can be extended to
semi-flows.
Our result could be used to build a non-variational Floer theory. By proving
that the asymptotic behavior of the non-linear Cauchy-Riemann equations is ei-
ther a point or a periodic orbit we could build a Floer theory “à la Smale”[48] by
incorporating in the chain complex periodic orbits and fixed points.
1.6 Conclusions and future work
The list of challenges we would like to solve is far from being complete. First
of all, the question of transversality for a complete Morse theory for Legendrian
PRBC has not been proved in the present work. We expect this to hold via mod-
ifying the proof for the Hamiltonian case and exploiting the Sard-Smale theory
together with a version of the Implicit Function Theorem in infinite dimension.
Second, we would like to fully prove the isomorphism (1.14). The first half is
contained in this thesis, but the second half has a special meaning: it would
open the door for computation of the Floer homology, via the construction of
a finite cube complex. Developing computer algorithms would be a further step.
Furthermore, extending the Floer theory to non-variational problems would be
even more challenging. In fact, Floer theory has not been applied beyond the
variational context, since it crucially uses the gradient structure of the Cauchy-
Riemann equations. The above described Monotonicity Principle of the Cauchy-
Riemann equations with respect to the crossing numberCross([x]D2 rel y) remains
valid for the non-variational Cauchy-Riemann equation (1.16). As in the varia-
tional case, bounded solution of the Cauchy-Riemann equation in a proper rela-
tive braid class are isolated. Notwithstanding, in order to link the Floer invari-
ants HF∗([x] rel y) to the non-variational Cauchy-Riemann equations we need to
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build a complex in a different way. In this sense the Poincaré-Bendixson Theo-
rem for the non-linear Cauchy-Riemann equations suggests that limits as s→∞
are either periodic solutions of xt = XH(t, x) or periodic solutions in s (and t).
This first step establishes that the non-variational Cauchy-Riemann equations are
generically a Morse-Smale system.
The next step would be, after putting the system in general position, to build
an appropriate chain complex (C∗, ∂∗) incorporating periodic orbits and fixed
points. If such an extension of the Floer homology can be developed then
H∗(C∗, ∂∗) ∼= HF∗([x rel y]D2).
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The Poincaré-Hopf Theorem for RBC 2
Braid Floer homology is an invariant of proper relative braid classes [49]. Closed
integral curves of 1-periodic Hamiltonian vector fields on the 2-disc may be re-
garded as braids. If the Braid Floer homology of associated proper relative braid
classes is non-trivial, then additional closed integral curves of the Hamiltonian
equations are forced via a Morse type theory. In this article we show that certain
information contained in the braid Floer homology — the Euler-Floer character-
istic — also forces closed integral curves and periodic points of arbitrary vector
fields and diffeomorphisms and leads to a Poincaré-Hopf type Theorem. The
Euler-Floer characteristic for any proper relative braid class can be computed via
a finite cube complex that serves as a model for the given braid class. The results
in this paper are restricted to the 2-disc, but can be extended to two-dimensional
surfaces (with or without boundary).
2.1 Introduction
Let D2 ⊂ R2 denote the standard (closed) 2-disc in the plane with coordinates
x = (p, q) and let X(x, t) be a smooth 1-periodic vector field on D2, i.e. X(x, t +
1) = X(x, t) for all x ∈ D2 and t ∈ R. The vector fieldX is tangent to the boundary
∂D2, i.e X(x, t) · ν = 0 for all x ∈ ∂D2, where ν the outward unit normal on ∂D2.
The set of vector fields satisfying these hypotheses is denoted by F￿(D2 × R/Z).
Closed integral curves x(t) of X are integral curves1 of X for which x(t + ￿) = x(t)
for some ￿ ∈ N. Every integral curve of X with minimal period ￿ defines a closed
loop in the configuration spaceC￿(D2) of ￿ unordered distinct points. A collection
of distinct closed integral curves with periods ￿j defines a closed loop inCm(D2),
withm =
￿
j ￿j . As curves in the cylinder D2 × [0, 1] such a collection of integral
curves represents a geometric braid which corresponds to a unique word by ∈
Bm, modulo conjugacy and full twists:
by ∼ by∆2k ∼ ∆2kby, (2.1)
where ∆2 is a full positive twist and Bm is the Artin Braid group onm strands.
Let y be a geometric braid consisting of closed integral curves ofX , which will
be referred to as a skeleton. The curves yi(t), i = 1, · · · ,m satisfy the periodicity
condition y(0) = y(1) as point sets, i.e. yi(0) = yσ(i)(1) for some permutation
σ ∈ Sm. In the configuration space Cn+m(D2)2 we consider closed loops of the
1Integral curves of X are smooth functions x : R → D2 ⊂ R2 that satisfy the differential equation
x￿ = X(x, t).
2The space of continuous mapping R/Z → X , with X a topological space, is called the free loop
space ofX and is denoted by LX
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form x rel y :=
￿
x1(t), · · ·xn(t), y1(t), · · · , ym(t)￿. The path component of x rel y
of closed loops in LCn+m(D2) is denoted by [x rel y] and is called a relative braid
class. The loops x￿ rel y￿ ∈ [x rel y], keeping y￿ fixed, is denoted by [x￿] rel y￿ and
is called a fiber. Relative braid classes are path components of braids which have
at least two components and the components are labeled into two groups: x and
y. The intertwining of x and y defines various different braid classes. A relative
braid class [x rel y] in D2 is proper if components xc ⊂ x cannot be deformed onto
(i) the boundary ∂D2, (ii) itself,3 or other components x￿c ⊂ x, or (iii) components
in yc ⊂ y, see [49] for details. In this paper we are mainly concerned with relative
braids for which x has only one strand. To proper relative braid classes [x rel y]
one can assign the invariants HB∗([x rel y]), with coefficients in Z2, called Braid
Floer homology. In the following subsection we will briefly explain the construc-
tion of the invariantsHB∗([x rel y]) in case that x consists of one single strand. See
[49] for more details on Braid Floer homology.
2.1.1 A brief summary of Braid Floer homology
Fix a Hamiltonian vector field XH in F||(D2 × R/Z) of the form XH(x, t) =
J∇H(x, t), where
J =
￿
0 −1
1 0
￿
and H is a Hamiltonian function with the properties:
(i) H ∈ C∞(D2 × R/Z;R);
(ii) H(x, t)|x∈∂D2 = 0, for all t ∈ R/Z.
For closed integral curves of XH of period 1 we define the Hamilton action
AH(x) =
￿ 1
0
1
2Jx · xt −H(x, t) dt,
Critical points of the action functionalAH are in one-to-one correspondence with
closed integral curves of period 1. Assume that y = {yj(t)} is a collection of
closed integral curves of the Hamilton vector field XH , i.e. periodic solutions
of the yjt = XH(yj , t). Consider a proper relative braid class [x] rel y, with x
1-periodic and seek closed integral curves x rel y in [x] rel y. The set of critical
points of AH in [x] rel y is denoted by CritAH ([x] rel y). In order to understand
3This condition is separated into two cases: (i) a component in x cannot be not deformed into a sin-
gle strand, or (ii) if a component in x can be deformed into a single strand, then the latter necessarily
intersects y or a different component in x.
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the set CritAH ([x] rel y) we consider the negative L2-gradient flow of AH . The
L2-gradient flow us = −∇L2AH(u) yields the Cauchy-Riemann equations
us(s, t) − Jut(s, t) − ∇H(u(s, t), t) = 0,
for which the stationary solutions u(s, t) = x(t) are the critical points of AH .
To a braid y one can assign an integer Cross(y) which counts the number of
crossings (with sign) of strands in the standard planar projection. In the case
of a relative braid x rel y the number Cross(x rel y) is an invariant of the rela-
tive braid class [x rel y]. In [49] a monotonicity lemma is proved. The latter
states that, along solutions u(s, t) of the nonlinear Cauchy-Riemann equations,
the number Cross(u(s, ·) rel y) is non-increasing (the jumps correspond to ‘singu-
lar braids’, i.e. ‘braids’ for which intersections occur). As a consequence an isola-
tion property for proper relative braid classes exists: the set bounded solutions of
the Cauchy-Riemann equations in a proper braid class fiber [x] rel y, denoted by
M ([x] rel y;H), is compact and isolated with respect to the topology of uniform
convergence on compact subsets of R2. These facts provide all the ingredients
to follows Floer’s approach towards Morse Theory for the Hamiltonian action
[23]. For generic Hamiltonians which satisfy (i) and (ii) above and for which y
is a skeleton, the critical points in [x] rel y of the action AH are non-degenerate
and the set of connecting orbitsMx−,x+([x] rel y;H) are smooth finite dimensional
manifolds. To critical in CritAH ([x] rel y) we assign a relative index µCZ(x) (the
Conley-Zehnder index) and
dimMx−,x+([x] rel y;H) = µ
CZ(x−) − µCZ(x+).
Define the free abelian groups Ck over the critical points of index k, with coeffi-
cients in Z2, i.e.
Ck([x] rel y;H) :=
￿
x∈CritAH ([x] rel y),
µ(x)=k
Z2￿x￿,
and the boundary operator
∂k = ∂k([x] rel y;H) : Ck → Ck−1,
which counts the number of orbits (modulo 2) between critical points of in-
dex k and k − 1 respectively. Analysis of the spaces Mx−,x+([x] rel y;H) re-
veals that (C∗, ∂∗) is a chain complex, and its (Floer) homology is denoted by
HB∗([x] rel y;H). Different choices of H yields isomorphic Floer homologies and
HB∗([x] rel y) = lim←− HB∗([x] rel y;H),
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where the inverse limit is defined with respect to the canonical isomorphisms
ak(H,H ￿) : HBk([x] rel y,H)→ HBk([x] rel y,H ￿). Some properties are:
(i) the groups HBk([x] rel y) are defined for all k ∈ Z and are finite, i.e. Zd2 for
some d ≥ 0;
(ii) the groups HBk([x] rel y) are invariants for the fibers in the same rela-
tive braid class [x rel y], i.e. if x rel y ∼ x￿ rel y￿, then HBk([x] rel y) ∼=
HBk([x￿] rel y￿). For this reason we will write HB∗([x rel y]);
(iii) if (x rel y) ·∆2￿ denotes composition with ￿ full twists, then HBk([(x rel y) ·
∆2￿]) ∼= HBk−2￿([x rel y]).
2.1.2 The Euler-Floer characteristic and the Poincaré-Hopf For-
mula
Braid Floer homology is an invariant of conjugacy classes in Bn+m and can
be computed from purely topological data. The Euler-Floer characteristic of
HB∗
￿
[x rel y]
￿
is defined as follows:
χ
￿
x rel y
￿
=
￿
k∈Z
(−1)kdimHBk([x rel y]). (2.2)
In Section 2.7 we show that the Euler-Floer characteristic of HB∗
￿
[x rel y]
￿
can be
computed from a finite cube complex which serves as a model for the braid class.
A 1-periodic function x ∈ C1(R/Z) is an isolated closed integral curve of X if
there exists an ￿ > 0 such that x is the only solution of the differential equation
E
￿
x(t)
￿
=
dx
dt
(t) −X
￿
x(t), t
￿
, (2.3)
in B￿(x) ⊂ C1(R/Z). For isolated, and in particular non-degenerate closed inte-
gral curves we can define an index as follows. Let Θ ∈ M2×2(R) be any matrix
satisfying σ(Θ) ∩ 2πkiR = ∅, for all k ∈ Z and let η ￿→ R(t; η) be a curve in
C∞
￿
R/Z;M2×2(R)
￿
, with R(t; 0) = Θ and R(t; 1) = DxX(x(t), t)— the lineariza-
tion of X at x(t). Then η ￿→ F (η) = ddt − R(t; η) defines a curve in Fred0(C1, C0).
Denote by Σ ⊂ Fred0(C1, C0) the set of non-invertible operators and by Σ1 ⊂ Σ
the non-invertible operators with a 1-dimensional kernel. If the end points of F
are invertible one can choose the path η ￿→ R(t; η) such that F (η) intersects Σ in
Σ1 and all intersections are transverse. If γ = # intersections of F (η) with Σ1,
then
ι(x) = − sgn(det(Θ))(−1)γ . (2.4)
This definition is independent of the choice of Θ, see Section 2.6.
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The above definition can be expressed in terms of the Leray-Schauder degree.
Let M ∈ GL(C0, C1) be any isomorphism such that ΦM (x) := ME (x) is of the
form ‘identity + compact’. Then the index of an isolated closed integral curve is
given by
ι(x) = − sgn(det(Θ))(−1)βM (Θ) degLS(ΦM , B￿(x), 0). (2.5)
where βM (Θ) is the number of negative eigenvalues ofM ddt −MΘ counted with
multiplicity. The latter definition holds for both non-degenerate and isolated 1-
periodic closed integral curves of X . In Section 2.6 we show that the two expres-
sions for the index are the same and we show that they are independent of the
choices ofM and Θ.
2.1.1. Theorem (Poincaré-Hopf Formula). Let y be a skeleton of closed integral curves
of a vector field X ∈ F￿(D2 × R/Z) and let [x rel y] be a proper relative braid class.
Suppose that all 1-periodic closed integral curves of X are isolated, then for all closed
integral curves x0 rel y in [x0] rel y it holds that￿
x0
ι(x0) = χ
￿
x rel y
￿
. (2.6)
The index formula can be used to obtain existence resulst for closed integral
curves in proper relative braid classes.
2.1.2. Theorem. Let y be a skeleton of closed integral curves of a vector field X ∈
F￿(D2 × R/Z) and let [x rel y] be a proper relative braid class. If χ
￿
x rel y
￿ ￿= 0, then
there exist closed integral curves x0 rel y in [x] rel y.
The analogue of Theorem 2.1.1 can also be proved for relative braid class
[x rel y] in Cn+m(D2). Our theory also provides detailed information about the
linking of solutions. In Section 2.8 we give various examples and compute the
Euler-Floer characteristic. This does not provide a procedure for computing the
braid Floer homology.
2.1.3. Remark. In this paper Theorem 2.1.1 is proved using the standard Leray-
Schauder degree theory in combination with the theory of spectral flow and par-
ity for operators on Hilbert spaces. The Leray-Schauder degree is related to the
Euler characteristic of Braid Floer homology. Another approach is the use the
degree theory developed by Fitzpatrick et al. [21].
2.1.3 Discretization and computability
The second part of the paper deals with the computability of the Euler-Floer char-
acteristic. This is obtained through a finite dimensional model. A model is con-
structed in three steps:
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(i) compose x rel y with ￿ ≥ 0 full twists ∆2, such that (x rel y) ·∆2￿ is isotopic
to a positive braid x+ rel y+;
(ii) relative braids x+ rel y+ are isotopic to Legendrian braids xL rel yL onR2, i.e.
braids which have the form xL = (qt, q) and yL = (Qt, Q), where q = π2x
and Q = π2y, and π2 the projection onto the q−coordinate;
(iii) discretize q and Q = {Qj} to qd = {qi}, with qi = q(i/d), i = 0, . . . , d
and QD = {QjD}, with QjD = {Qji} and Qji = Qj(i/d) respectively, and
consider the piecewise linear interpolations connecting the anchor points qi
and Qji for i = 0, . . . , d. A discretization qD relQD is admissible if the linear
interpolation is isotopic to q relQ. All such discretization form the discrete
relative braid class [qD relQD], for which each fiber is a finite cube complex.
2.1.4. Remark. If the number of discretization points is not large enough, then
the discretization may not be admissible and therefore not capture the topology
of the braid. See [28] and Section 2.7.4 for more details.
For d > 0 large enough there exists an admissible discretization qD relQD for
any Legendrian representative xL rel yL ∈ [x rel y] and thus an associated discrete
relative braid class [qD relQD]. In [28] an invariant for discrete braid classes was
introduced. Let [qD] relQD denote a fiber in [qD relQD], which is a cube complex
with a finite number of connected components and their closures are denoted by
Nj . The faces of the hypercubes Nj can be co-oriented in direction of decreasing
the number of crossing in qD relQD, and we define N−j as the closure of the set of
faces with outward pointing co-orientation. The sets N−j are called exit sets. The
invariant for a fiber is given by
HC∗([qD] relQD) =
￿
j
H∗(Nj , N−j ).
This discrete braid invariant is well-defined for any d > 0 for which there exist
admissible discretizations and is independent of both the particular fiber and the
discretization size d. For the associated Euler characteristic we therefore write
χ
￿
qD relQD
￿
. The latter is an Euler characteristic of a topological pair. The Euler
characteristic of the Braid Floer homology χ(x rel y) can be related to the Euler
characteristic of the associated discrete braid class.
2.1.5. Theorem. Let [x rel y] a proper relative braid class and ￿ ≥ 0 is an integer such
that (x rel y) ·∆2￿ is isotopic to a positive braid x+ rel y+. Let qD relQD be an admissible
discretization, for some d > 0, of a Legendrian representative xL rel yL ∈ [x+ rel y+].
Then
χ(x rel y) = χ(qD relQ
∗
D),
where Q∗D is the augmentation of QD by adding the constant strands ±1 to QD.
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The idea behind the proof of Theorem 2.1.5 is to first relate χ(x rel y) to me-
chanical Lagrangian systems and then use a discretization approach based on the
method of broken geodesics. Theorem 2.1.5 is proved in Section 2.7. In Section 2.8
we use the latter to compute the Euler-Floer characteristic for various examples
of proper relative braid classes.
2.1.4 Additional topological properties
In this paper we do not address the question whether the closed integral curves
x rel y are non-constant, i.e. are not equilibrium points. By considering rela-
tive braid classes where x consists of more than one strand one can study non-
constant closed integral curves. Braid Floer homology for relative braids with x
consisting of n strands is defined in [49]. The ideas in this paper extend to relative
braid classes with multi-strand braids x. In Section 2.8 we give an example of a
multi-strand x in x rel y and explain how this yields the existence of non-trivial
closed integral curves.
The invariant χ
￿
qD relQD
￿
is a true Euler characteristic and
χ
￿
qD relQD
￿
= χ
￿
[qD] relQD, [qD]
− relQD
￿
,
where [qD]− relQD is the exit. A similar characterization does not a priori exist for
[x] rel y. This problem is circumvented by considering Hamiltonian systems and
carrying out Floer’s approach towards Morse theory (see [23]), by using the isola-
tion property of [x] rel y. The fact that the Euler characteristic of Floer homology
is related to the Euler characteristic of a topological pair indicates that Floer ho-
mology is a good substitute for a suitable (co)-homology theory. For more details
see Section 2.7 and Remark 2.7.6.
Braid Floer homology developed for the 2-disc D2 can be extended to more
general 2-dimensional manifolds. This generalization of Braid Floer homology
for 2-dimensional manifolds can then be used to extend the results in this paper
to more general surfaces.
2.2 Closed integral curves
Let X ∈ F￿(D2 × R/Z), then closed integral curves of X of period 1 satisfy the
differential equation ￿ dx
dt
= X(x, t), x ∈ D2, t ∈ R/Z,
x(0) = x(1).
(2.7)
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Consider the unbounded operator Lµ : C1(R/Z) ⊂ C0(R/Z)→ C0(R/Z), defined
by
Lµ := −J
d
dt
+ µ, µ ∈ R.
The operator is invertible for µ ￿= 2πk, k ∈ Z and the inverse L−1µ : C0(R/Z) →
C0(R/Z) is compact. Transforming Equation (2.7), using L−1µ , yields the equation
Φµ(x) = 0, where
Φµ(x) := x − L−1µ
￿
−JX(x, t) + µx
￿
.
If we set
Kµ(x) := L
−1
µ
￿
−JX(x, t) + µx
￿
,
then Φµ is of the form Φµ(x) = x−Kµ(x), whereKµ is a (non-linear) compact op-
erator on C0(R/Z). Since X is a smooth vector field the mapping Φµ is a smooth
mapping on C0(R/Z).
2.2.1. Proposition. A function x ∈ C0(R/Z), with |x(t)| ≤ 1 for all t, is a solution of
Φµ(x) = 0 if and only if x ∈ C1(R/Z) and x satisfies Equation (2.7).
Proof. If x ∈ C1(R/Z;D2) is a solution of Equation (2.7), then Φµ(x) = 0 is ob-
viously satisfied. On the other hand, if x ∈ C0(R/Z;D2) is a zero of Φµ, then
x = Kµ(x) ∈ C1(R/Z), since R(L−1µ ) ⊂ C1(R/Z). Applying Lµ to both sides
shows that x satisfies Equation (2.7). ￿
Note that the zero set Φ−1µ (0) does not depend on the parameter µ. In order
to apply the Leray-Schauder degree theory we consider appropriate bounded,
open subsets Ω ⊂ C0(R/Z), which have the property that Φ−1µ (0) ∩ ∂Ω = ∅. Let
Ω = [x] rel y, where [x] rel y is a proper relative braid fiber, and y = {y1, · · · , ym}
is a skeleton of closed integral curves for the vector field X .
2.2.2. Proposition. Let [x rel y] be a proper relative braid class and let Ω = [x] rel y be
the fiber given by y. Then, there exists an 0 < r < 1 such that
|x(t)| < r, and |x(t) − yj(t)| > 1 − r, ∀ j = 1, · · · ,m, ∀ t ∈ R,
and for all x ∈ Φ−1µ (0) ∩ Ω = {x ∈ Ω | x = Kµ(x)}.
Proof. Since Ω ⊂ C0(R/Z) is a bounded set and Kµ is compact, the solution set
Φ−1µ (0)∩Ω is compact. Indeed, let xn = Kµ(xn) be a sequence in Φ−1µ (0)∩Ω, then
Kµ(xnk) → x, and thus xnk → x, which, by continuity, implies that Kµ(xnk) →
Kµ(x), and thus x ∈ Φ−1µ (0) ∩ Ω.
Let xn ∈ Φ−1µ (0) ∩ Ω and assume that such an 0 < r < 1 does not exist. Then,
by the compactness of Φ−1µ (0) ∩ Ω, there is a subsequence xnk → x such that one,
or both of the following two possibilities hold: (i) |x(t0)| = 1 for some t0. By the
uniqueness of solutions of Equation (2.7) and the invariance of the boundary ∂D2
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(X(x, t) is tangent to the boundary), |x(t)| = 1 for all t, which is impossible since
[x] rel y is proper; (ii) x(t0) = yj(t0) for some t0 and some j. As before, by the
uniqueness of solutions of Equation (2.7), then x(t) = yj(t) for all t, which again
contradicts the fact that [x] rel y is proper. ￿
By Proposition 2.2.2 the Leray-Schauder degree degLS(Φµ,Ω, 0) is well-
defined. Consider the Hamiltonian vector field
XH = J∇H, J =
￿
0 −1
1 0
￿
, (2.8)
where H(x, t) is a smooth Hamiltonian such that XH ∈ F￿(D2 × R/Z) and y is a
skeleton forXH . Such a Hamiltonian can always be constructed, see [49], and the
class of such Hamiltonians will be denote byH￿(y). Since y is a skeleton for both
X andXH , it is a skeleton for the linear homotopyXα = (1−α)X+αXH , α ∈ [0, 1].
Associated with the homotopy Xα of vector fields we define the homotopy
Φµ,α(x) := x − L−1µ
￿
−JXα(x, t) + µx
￿
= x −Kµ,α(x), α ∈ [0, 1],
with Kµ,α(x) = L−1µ
￿
−JXα(x, t) + µx
￿
. Proposition 2.2.2 applies for all α ∈ [0, 1],
i.e. by compactness there exists a uniform 0 < r < 1 such that
|x(t)| < r, and |x(t) − yj(t)| > 1 − r,
for all t ∈ R, for all j and for all x ∈ Φ−1µ,α(0) ∩ Ω = {x ∈ Ω | x = Kµ,α(x)} and all
α ∈ [0, 1]. By the homotopy invariance of the Leray-Schauder degree we have
degLS(Φµ,Ω, 0) = degLS(Φµ,α,Ω, 0) = degLS(Φµ,H ,Ω, 0), (2.9)
where Φµ,0 = Φµ and Φµ,1 = Φµ,H . Note that the zeroes of Φµ,H correspond to
critical point of the functional
AH(x) =
￿ 1
0
1
2Jx · xt −H(x, t)dt, (2.10)
and are denoted by CritAH ([x] rel y). In [49] invariants are defined which provide
information about Φ−1µ,H(0) ∩ Ω = CritAH ([x] rel y) and thus degLS(Φµ,H ,Ω, 0).
These invariants are the Braid Floer homology groups HB∗
￿
[x] rel y
￿
as explained
in the introduction. In the next section we examine spectral properties of
the solutions of Φ−1µ,α(0) ∩ Ω in order to compute degLS(Φµ,H ,Ω, 0) and thus
degLS(Φµ,Ω, 0).
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2.2.3. Remark. There is obviously more room for choosing appropriate operators
Lµ and therefore functions Φµ. In Section 2.6 this issue will be discussed in more
detail.
2.3 Parity, Spectral flow and the Leray-Schauder de-
gree
The Leray-Schauder degree of an isolated zero x of Φµ(x) = 0 is called the lo-
cal degree. A zero x ∈ Φ−1µ (0) is non-degenerate if 1 ￿∈ σ(DxKµ(x)), where
DxKµ(x) : C0(R/Z) → C0(R/Z) is the (compact) linearization at x and is given
by DxKµ(x) = L−1µ (−JDxX(x, t) + µ). If x is a non-degenerate zero, then it is an
isolated zero and the degree can be determined from spectral information.
2.3.1. Proposition. Let x ∈ C0(R/Z) be a non-degenerate zero of Φµ and let ￿ > 0
be sufficiently small such that B￿(x) =
￿
x˜ ∈ C0(R/Z) | |x˜(t) − x(t)| < ￿, ∀t￿ is a
neighborhood in which x is the only zero. Then
degLS
￿
Φµ, B￿(x), 0
￿
= degLS
￿
Id−DxKµ(x), B￿(x), 0
￿
= (−1)βµ(x)
where
βµ(x) =
￿
σj>1, σj∈σ(DxKµ(x))
βj , βj = dim
￿ ∞￿
i=1
ker
￿
σj Id−DxKµ(x)
￿i￿
,
which will be referred to as the Morse index of x, or alternatively the Morse index of
linearized operator DxΦµ(x).
Proof. See [34]. ￿
The functions Φµ,α(x) = x −Kµ,α(x) are of the form ‘identity + compact’ and
Proposition 2.3.1 can be applied to non-degenerate zeroes of Φµ,α(x) = 0. If we
choose the Hamiltonian H ∈ Hreg￿ (y) ‘generically’, then the zeroes of Φµ,H are
non-degenerate, i.e. 1 ￿∈ σ(DxKµ,H(x)), where DxKµ,H(x) = DxKµ,1(x). By
compactness there are only finitely many zeroes in a fiber Ω = [x] rel y.
2.3.2. Lemma. Let x ∈ Φ−1µ,H(0) ∩ Ω. Then following criteria for non-degeneracy are
equivalent:
(i) 1 ￿∈ σ(DxKµ,H(x));
(ii) the operator B = −J ddt −D2xH(x(t), t) is invertible;
(iii) let Ψ(t) be defined by BΨ(t) = 0, Ψ(0) = Id, then det(Ψ(1) − Id) ￿= 0.
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Proof. A function ψ satisfies DxKµ,H(x)ψ = ψ if and only if Bψ = 0, which
shows the equivalence between (i) and (ii). The equivalence between (ii) and (iii)
is proved in [49]. ￿
The generic choice of H follows from Proposition 7.1 in [49] based on cri-
terion (iii). Hamiltonians for which the zeroes of Φµ,H are non-degenerate are
denoted by Hreg￿ (y). Note that no genericity is needed for α ∈ [0, 1)! For the
Leray-Schauder degree this yields
degLS(Φµ,α,Ω, 0) = degLS(Φµ,H ,Ω, 0) =
￿
x∈CritAH ([x] rel y)
(−1)βµ,H(x), (2.11)
for all α ∈ [0, 1] and where βµ,H(x) is the Morse index of Id−DxKµ,H(x).
The goal is to determine the Leray-Schauder degree degLS(Φµ,Ω, 0) from in-
formation contained in the Braid Floer homology groups HB∗([x] rel y). In order
to do so we examen the Hamiltonian case. In the Hamiltonian case the linearized
operator DxΦµ,H(x) is given by
A := DxΦµ,H(x) = Id−DxKµ,H(x) = Id−L−1µ
￿
D2xH(x(t), t) + µ
￿
,
which is a bounded operator on C0(R/Z). The operator A extends to a bounded
operator on L2(R/Z). Consider the path η ￿→ A(η), η ∈ I = [0, 1], given by
A(η) = Id−L−1µ (S(t; η) + µ) = Id−Tµ(η), (2.12)
where S(t; η) a smooth family of symmetric matrices and Tµ(η) = L−1µ (S(t; η)+µ).
The endpoints satisfy
S(t; 0) = θ Id, S(t; 1) = D2xH(x(t), t),
with θ ￿= 2πk, for some k ∈ Z and D2xH(x(t), t) is the Hessian of H at a crit-
ical point in CritAH ([x] rel y). The path of η ￿→ A(η) is a path bounded linear
Fredholm operators on L2(R/Z) of Fredholm index 0, which are compact pertur-
bations of the identity and whose endpoints are invertible.
2.3.3. Lemma. The path η ￿→ A(η) defined in (2.12) is a smooth path of bounded linear
Fredholm operators in Hs(R/Z) of index 0, with invertible endpoints.
Proof. By the smoothness of S(t; η) we have that ￿S(t; η)x￿Hm ≤ C￿x￿Hm , for
any x ∈ Hm(R/Z) and anym ∈ N∪{0}. By interpolation the same holds for all x ∈
Hs(R/Z) and the claim follows from the fact thatL−1µ : Hs(R/Z)→ Hs+1(R/Z) ￿→
Hs(R/Z) is compact. ￿
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2.3.1 Parity of paths of linear Fredholm operators
Let η ￿→ Λ(η) be a smooth path of bounded linear Fredholm operators of index
0 on a Hilbert space H . A crossing η0 ∈ I is a number for which the operator
Λ(η0) is not invertible. A crossing is simple if dimkerΛ(η0) = 1. A path η ￿→ Λ(η)
between invertible ends can always be perturbed to have only simple crossings.
Such paths are called generic. Following [19–22], we define the parity of a generic
path η ￿→ Λ(η) by
parity(Λ(η), I) :=
￿
kerΛ(η0) ￿=0
(−1) = (−1)cross(Λ(η), I), (2.13)
where cross(Λ(η), I) = #{η0 ∈ I : kerA(η0) ￿= 0}. The parity is a homotopy
invariant with values in Z2. In [19–22] an alternative characterization of parity
is given via the Leray-Schauder degree. For any Fredholm path η ￿→ Λ(η) there
exists a path η ￿→ M(η), called a parametrix, such that η ￿→ M(η)Λ(η) is of the
form ‘identity + compact’. For parity this gives:
parity(Λ(η), I) = degLS
￿
M(0)Λ(0)
￿ · degLS￿M(1)Λ(1)￿,
where degLS
￿
M(η)Λ(η)
￿
= degLS
￿
M(η)Λ(η),H , 0
￿
, for η = 0, 1, and the expres-
sion is independent of the choice of parametrix. The latter extends the above
definition to arbitrary paths with invertible endpoints. For a list of properties of
parity see [19–22].
2.3.4. Proposition. Let η ￿→ A(η) be the path of bounded linear Fredholm operators on
Hs(R/Z) defined by (2.12). Then
parity(A(η), I) = (−1)βA(0) · (−1)βA(1) = (−1)βA(0)−βA(1) . (2.14)
where βA(0) and βA(1) are the Morse indices of A(0) and A(1) respectively.
Proof. For η ￿→ A(η) the parametrix is the constant path η ￿→ M(η) = Id. From
Proposition 2.3.1 we derive that
degLS
￿
A(0)
￿
= (−1)βA(0) , and degLS
￿
A(1)
￿
= (−1)βA(1) ,
which proves the first part of the formula. Since β(A(0)) − β(A(1)) =
￿
β(A(0)) +
β(A(1))
￿
mod 2, the second identity follows. ￿
2.3.5. Lemma. For θ > 0, the Morse index for A(0) is given by βA(0) = 2
￿
µ+θ
2π
￿
.
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Proof. The eigenvalues of the operator A(0) are given by λ = −θ+2kπµ+2kπ and all have
multiplicity 2. Therefore number of integers k for which λ < 0 is equal to
￿
µ+θ
2π
￿
and consequently βA(0) = 2
￿
µ+θ
2π
￿
. ￿
If x ∈ Φ−1µ,H(0) is a non-degenerate zero, then its local degree can be expressed
in terms of the parity of A(η).
2.3.6. Proposition. Let x ∈ Φ−1µ,H(0) be a non-degenerate zero, then
degLS
￿
Φµ,H , B￿(x), 0
￿
= parity(A(η), I), (2.15)
where η ￿→ A(η) is given by (2.12).
Proof. From Proposition 2.3.1 we have that degLS
￿
Φµ,H , B￿(x), 0
￿
= (−1)βA(1)
and by Equation (2.14), parity(A(η), I) = (−1)βA(0) · (−1)βA(1) = (−1)βA(1) , which
completes the proof. ￿
2.3.2 Parity and spectral flow
The spectral flow is a more refined invariant for paths of selfadjoint opera-
tors. For x ∈ Hs(R/Z) we use the Fourier expansion x =
￿
k∈Z e
2πJktxk and￿
k∈Z |k|2s|xk|2 <∞. From the functional calculus of the selfadjoint operator
−J d
dt
x =
￿
k∈Z
￿
2πk
￿
e2πJktxk,
we define the selfadjoint operators
Nµx =
￿
k∈Z
￿
2π|k| + µ￿e2πJktxk, and Pµx =￿
k∈Z
2πk + µ
2π|k| + µe
2πJktxk. (2.16)
For µ > 0 and µ ￿= 2πk, k ∈ Z, the operator Pµ is an isomorphism onHs(R/Z), for
all s ≥ 0.4 Consider the path
C(η) = PµA(η) = Pµ −N−1µ (S(t; η) + µ), (2.17)
4As before ￿Pµx￿Hs ≤ ￿x￿Hs and ￿P −1µ x￿H1/2 ≤ C(µ)￿x￿H1/2 , µ > 0 and µ ￿= 2πk.
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which is a path of operators of Fredholm index 0. The constant path η ￿→Mµ(η) =
P −1µ is a parametrix for η ￿→ C(η) (see [21, 22]) and since MµC(η) = A(η), the
parity of C(η) is given by
parity(C(η), I) = parity(A(η), I). (2.18)
UsingNµ, with µ > 0 and µ ￿= 2πk, we define an equivalent norms on the Sobolev
spaces Hs(R/Z):
(x, y)Hs :=
￿
Nsµx,N
s
µy
￿
L2
, ∀x, y ∈ Hs(R/Z).
2.3.7. Lemma. The operators C(η) are selfadjoint on
￿
H1/2(R/Z), (·, ·)H1/2
￿
for all
η ∈ I , and η ￿→ C(η) is a path of selfadjoint operators on H1/2(R/Z).
Proof. From the functional calculus we derive that
(Pµx, y)Hs =
￿
k∈Z
pµ(k)n
2s
µ (k)xkyk = (x, Pµy)Hs ,
where nµ(k) = 2π|k| + µ and pµ(k) = 2πk+µ2π|k|+µ . For s = 1/2we have that￿
N−1µ (S(t; η) + µ)x, y
￿
H1/2
=
￿
(S(t; η) + µ)x, y
￿
L2
=
￿
x, (S(t; η) + µ)y
￿
L2
=
￿
x,N−1µ (S(t; η) + µ)y
￿
H1/2
,
which completes the proof. ￿
For a path η ￿→ Λ(η) of selfadjoint operators on a Hilbert space H , which is
continuously differentiable in the (strong) operator topology we define the cross-
ing operator Γ(Λ, η) = π ddηΛ(η)π|kerΛ(η), where π is the orthogonal projection
onto kerΛ(η). A crossing η0 ∈ I is a number for which the operator Λ(η0) is not
invertible. A crossing is regular if Γ(Λ, η0) is non-singular. A point η0 for which
dimkerΛ(η0) = 1, is called a simple crossing. A path η ￿→ λ(η) is called generic if
all crossings are simple. A path η ￿→ Λ(η)with invertible endpoints can always be
chosen to be generic by a small perturbation. At a simple crossing η0, there exists
a C1-curve λ(η), for η near η0, and λ(η) is an eigenvalue of Λ(η), with λ(η0) = 0
and λ￿(η0) ￿= 0, see [43, 44]. The spectral flow for a generic path is defined by
specflow(Λ(η), I) =
￿
λ(η0)=0
sgn(λ￿(η0)). (2.19)
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For a simple crossing η0 the crossing operator is simply multiplication by λ￿(η0)
and
Γ(Λ, η)ψ(η0) =
￿ d
dη
Λ(η0)ψ(η0),ψ(η0)
￿
H
ψ(η0) = λ
￿(η0)ψ(η0), (2.20)
where ψ(η0) is normalized inH , and
λ￿(η0) =
￿ d
dη
Λ(η0)ψ(η0)ψ(η0)
￿
H
. (2.21)
The spectral flow is defined any for continuously differentiable path η ￿→ Λ(η)
with invertible endpoints. From the theory in [22] there is a connection between
the spectral flow of Λ(η) and its parity:
parity(Λ(η), I) = (−1)specflow(Λ(η), I), (2.22)
which in view of Equation (2.13) follows from the fact that cross(Λ(η), I) =
specflow(Λ(η), η) mod 2 in the generic case.
The path η ￿→ C(η) defined in (2.17) is a continuously differentiable path of
operators onH = H1/2(R/Z)with invertible endpoints, and therefore both parity
and spectral flow arewell-defined. If we combine Equations (2.15) and (2.18) with
Equation (2.22) we obtain
degLS(Φµ,H , B￿(x), 0) = parity(A(η), I) = (−1)specflow(C(η), I). (2.23)
In the next sectionwe link the spectral flow ofC(η) to the Conley-Zehnder indices
of non-degenerate zeroes and therefore to the Euler-Floer characteristic.
2.4 The Conley-Zehnder index
We discuss the Conley-Zehnder index for Hamiltonian systems and mechanical
systems, and explain the relation with the local degree and the Morse index for
mechanical systems.
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2.4.1 Hamiltonian systems
For a non-degenerate 1-periodic solution x(t) of the Hamilton equations the
Conley-Zehnder index can be defined as follows. The linearized flow Ψ is given
by ￿
−J dΨ
dt
−D2xH(x, t)Ψ = 0
Ψ(0) = Id,
By Lemma 2.3.2(iii), a 1-periodic solution is non-degenerate if Ψ(1) has no eigen-
values equal to 1. The Conley-Zehnder index is defined using the symplectic
path Ψ(t). Following [44], consider the crossing form Γ(Ψ, t), defined for vectors
ξ ∈ ker(Ψ(t) − Id),
Γ(Ψ, t)ξ = ω
￿
ξ,
d
dt
Ψ(t)ξ
￿
= (ξ, D2xH(x(t), t)ξ). (2.24)
A crossing t0 > 0 is defined by det(Ψ(t0) − Id) = 0. A crossing is regular if the
crossing form is non-singular. A path t ￿→ Ψ(t) is regular if all crossings are reg-
ular. Any path can be approximated by a regular path with the same endpoints
and which is homotopic to the initial path, see [43] for details. For a regular path
t ￿→ Ψ(t) the Conley-Zehnder index is given by
µCZ(Ψ) =
1
2
sgnD2xH(x(0), 0)) +
￿
t0>0,
det(Ψ(t0)−Id)=0
sgnΓ(Ψ, t0). (2.25)
For a non-degenerate 1-periodic solution x(t) we define the Conley-Zehnder in-
dex as µCZ(x) := µCZ(Ψ), and the index is integer valued.
Let x be a 1-periodic solution and consider the path η ￿→ B(η;x) = −J ddt −
S(t; η), where, as before, S(t; η) is a smooth path of symmetric matrices with
endpoints S(t; 0) = θ Id and S(t; 1) = D2xH(x(t), t) with θ ￿= 2πk, k ∈ Z. The
operators B(η) = B(η;x) are unbounded operators on L2(R/Z), with domain
H1(R/Z). A path η ￿→ B(η) is continuously differentiable in the (weak) oper-
ator topology of B(H1, L2) and Hypotheses (A1)-(A3) in [44] are satisfied. We
now repeat the definition of spectral flow for a path of unbounded operators
as developed in [44]. The crossing operator for a path η ￿→ B(η) is given by
Γ(B, η) = π ddηB(η)π|kerB(η), where π is the orthogonal projection onto kerB(η).
A crossing η0 ∈ I is a number for which the operator B(η0) is not invert-
ible. A crossing is regular if Γ(B, η0) is non-singular. A point η0 for which
dimkerB(η0) = 1, is called a simple crossing. A path η ￿→ B(η) is called generic
if all crossing are simple. A path η ￿→ B(η) can always be chosen to be generic.
At a simple crossing η0 there exists a C1-curve ￿(η), for η near η0, and ￿(η) is an
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eigenvalue of B(η) with ￿(η0) = 0 and ￿￿(η0) ￿= 0. The spectral flow for a generic
path is defined by
specflow(B(η), I) =
￿
￿(η0)=0
sgn(￿￿(η0)), (2.26)
and at simple crossings η0,
Γ(B, η)φ(η0) =
￿ d
dη
B(η0)φ(η0),φ(η0)
￿
L2
φ(η0) = ￿
￿(η0)φ(η0), (2.27)
after normalizing φ(η0) in L2(R/Z). As before the derivative of ￿ at η0 is given by
￿￿(η0) = −
￿
∂ηS(t; η0)φ(η0),φ(η0)
￿
L2
. (2.28)
2.4.1. Proposition. Let η ￿→ B(η), η ∈ I , as defined above, be a generic path of un-
bounded self-adjoint operators with invertible endpoints, and let η ￿→ Ψ(η; t) be the
associated path of symplectic matrices defined by￿
−J dΨ
dt
(t; η) − S(t; η)Ψ(t; η) = 0
Ψ(0; η) = Id,
Then
specflow(B(η), I) = µCZB(0) − µCZB(1) (2.29)
where µCZB(0) = µ
CZ(Ψ(t; 0)), µCZB(1) = µ
CZ(Ψ(t; 1)).
Proof. The expression for the spectral flow follows from [44] and [49]. ￿
In the case η = 0, the Conley-Zehnder index µCZB(0) can be computed explicitly.
Recall that B(0) = −J ddt − S(0) = −J
d
dt − θ Id.
2.4.2. Lemma. Let θ > 0 (fixed) and θ ￿= 2πk, then µCZB(0) = 1 + 2
￿
θ
2π
￿
.
Proof. The solution toB(0)Ψ(t) = 0 is given byΨ(t) = eθJt and det(Ψ(1)−Id) = 0
exactly when t = t0 = 2πkθ . By (2.24) and (2.25) we have that Γ(Ψ, t)ξ = θ|ξ|2 and
therefore µCZB(0) = 1 + 2
￿
θ
2π
￿
, which proves the lemma. ￿
The zeroes x ∈ Φ−1µ,H(0) in Ω = [x] rel y can estimated by Braid Floer homology
HB∗([x] rel y) of Ω = [x] rel y. The Euler-Floer characteristic of HB∗([x] rel y) is
defined as
χ
￿
HB∗([x] rel y)
￿
:=
￿
k∈Z
(−1)kdimHBk([x] rel y). (2.30)
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In [49] the following analogue of the Poincaré-Hopf formula is proved.
2.4.3. Proposition. For a proper braid class [x] rel y and a generic Hamiltonian H ∈
Hreg￿ (y), it holds that
χ
￿
HB∗([x] rel y)
￿
=
￿
x∈Φ−1µ,H(0)
(−1)µCZ(x).
It remains to show that χ
￿
HB∗([x] rel y)
￿
and degLS(Φµ,H ,Ω, 0) are related.
2.4.4. Proposition. For a proper braid class [x] rel y and a generic Hamiltonian H ∈
Hreg￿ (y), we have that
χ
￿
HB∗([x] rel y)
￿
= −
￿
xi∈Φ−1µ,H(0)
(−1)− specflow(B(η;x), I), (2.31)
where η ￿→ B(η;x) is given above for x ∈ Φ−1µ,H(0).
Proof. By Proposition 2.4.1 and Lemma 2.4.2 the spectral flow satisfies,
µCZ(x) = µCZB(1;x) = µ
CZ
B(0) − specflow(B(η;x), I)
= 1 + 2
￿
θ
2π
￿
− specflow(B(η;x), I).
This implies
(−1)µ
CZ(x) = −(−1)− specflow(B(η;x), I),
which completes the proof. ￿
2.4.2 Mechanical systems
A mechanical system is defined as the Euler-Lagrange equations of the La-
grangian density L(q, t) = 12q
2
t − V (q, t). The linearization at a critical points
q(t) of the Lagrangian action is given by the unbounded opeartor
− d
2
dt2
−D2qV (q(t), t) : H2(R/Z) ⊂ L2(R/Z)→ L2(R/Z).
Consider a path of unbounded self-adjoint operators on L2(R/Z) given by η ￿→
D(η) = − d2dt2 − Q(t; η), with Q(t; η) smooth. If D(0) and D(1) are invertible, then
the spectral flow is well-defined.
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2.4.5. Proposition. Assume that the endpoints of η ￿→ D(η) are invertible. Then
specflow(D(η), I) = βD(0) − βD(1), (2.32)
where βD(0) and βD(1) are the Morse indices of D(0) and D(1) respectively.
Proof. In [44] the concatenation property of the spectral flow is proved. We use
concatenation as follows. Let c > 0 be a sufficiently large constant such that
D(0) + c Id andD(1) + c Id are positive definite self-adjoint operators on L2(R/Z).
Consider the paths η ￿→ D1(η) = D(0) + ηc Id and η ￿→ D2(η) = D(1) + (1− η)c Id.
Their concatenation D1#D2 is a path from D(0) to D(1) and η ￿→ D1#D2 is
homotopic to η ￿→ D(η). Using the homotopy invariance and the concatenation
property of the spectral flow we obtain
specflow(D(η), I) = specflow(D1#D2, I) = specflow(D1, I) + specflow(D2, I).
Since D(0) is invertible, the regular crossings of D1(η) are given by η1i = −λic ,
where λi are negative eigenvalues of D(0). By the positive definiteness of D(0) +
c Id, the negative eigenvalues of D(0) satisfy 0 > λi > −c. For the crossing ηi this
implies
0 < ηi = −
λi
c
< 1,
and therefore the number of crossings equals the number of negative eigenval-
ues of D(0) counted with multiplicity. By the choice of c, we also have that
d
dηD1(η) = c Id is positive definite and therefore the signature of the crossing
operator of D1(η) is exactly the number of negative eigenvalues of D(0), i.e.
specflow(D1, I) = βD(0). For D2(η) we obtain, specflow(D2, I) = −βD(1). This
proves that specflow(D(η), I) = βD(0) − βD(1). ￿
For a mechanical system we have the HamiltonianH(x, t) = 12p
2 + V (q, t). As
such the Conley-Zenhder index of a critical point q can be defined as the Conley-
Zehnder index of x = (qt, q) using the mechanical Hamiltonian, see also [1] and
[16].
2.4.6. Lemma. Let q be a critical point of the mechanical Lagrangian action, then the
associated Conley-Zehnder index µCZ(x) is well-defined, and µCZ(x) = β(q), where
β(q) is the Morse index of q.
Proof. As before, consider the curves η ￿→ B(η) and η ￿→ D(η), η ∈ I = [0, 1]
given by
B(η) = −J d
dt
−
￿
1 0
0 Q(t; η)
￿
, D(η) = − d
2
dt2
−Q(t; η).
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The crossing forms of the curves are the same — Γ(B, η) = Γ(D, η)— and there-
fore also the crossings η0 are identical. Indeed, B(η0) is non-invertible if and only
if D(η0) is non-invertible. Consequently, specflow
￿
B(η), I
￿
= specflow
￿
D(η), I
￿
and the Propositions 2.4.1 and 2.4.5 then imply that
βD(0) − βD(1) = µCZB(0) − µCZB(1). (2.33)
Now choose Q(t; η) such that Q(t; 0) = d2V (q(t), t) + c and Q(t; 1) = D2qV (q(t), t)
and such that η ￿→ B(η) and η ￿→ D(η) are regular curves. If c￿ 0, then βD(0) = 0.
In order to compute µCZB(0) we invoke the crossing from Γ(Ψ, t) for the associated
symplectic path Ψ(t) as explained in Section 2.4. Crossings at t0 ∈ (0, 1] corre-
spond to non-trivial solutions of the equation D(0)ψ = 0 on [0, t0], with periodic
boundary conditions. To be more precise, let Ψ = (φ,ψ), then B(0)Ψ = 0 is
equivalent to ψt = φ and −φt −
￿
D2qV (q(t), t) + c
￿
ψ = 0, which yields the equa-
tion D(0)ψ = 0. For the latter the kernel is trivial for any t0 ∈ (0, 1]. Indeed,
if ψ is a solution, then
￿ t0
0 |ψt|2 =
￿ t0
0 (D
2
qV (q, t) + c)ψ
2 < 0, which is a contra-
diction. Therefore, there are no crossing t0 ∈ (0, 1]. As for t0 = 0 we have that￿
D2qV (q(0), 0)+ c
￿
< 0, which implies that sgnS(0; 0) = 0 and therefore µCZB(0) = 0,
which proves the lemma. ￿
2.5 The spectral flows are the same
In order to show that the spectral flows are the same we use the fact that the
paths η ￿→ C(η) and η ￿→ B(η) for a non-degenerate zero xi ∈ Φ−1µ,H(0) are chosen
to have only simple crossings for their crossing operators, i.e. zero eigenvalues
are simple. In this case the spectral flows are determined by the signs of the
derivatives of the eigenvalues at the crossings. For η ￿→ B(η) the expression given
by Equation (2.28) and from Equation (2.21) a similar expression for η ￿→ C(η) can
be derived and is given by
λ￿(η0) = −
￿
N−1µ ∂ηS(t; η0)ψ(η0),ψ(η0)
￿
H1/2
= −
￿
∂ηS(t; η0)ψ(η0),ψ(η0)
￿
L2
(2.34)
2.5.1. Lemma. The sets {η ∈ [0, 1] : C(η)ψ(η) = 0} and {η ∈ [0, 1] : B(η)φ(η) = 0}
are the same, and the operators C(η) and B(η) have the same eigenfunctions at crossings
η0. In particular, η ￿→ B(η) is generic if and only if η ￿→ C(η) is generic.
Proof. Given η0 ∈ [0, 1] such that C(η0)ψ(η0) = 0, then
Pµψ(η0) −N−1µ (S(η0; t) + µ)ψ(η0) = 0,
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and thus ψ(η0) − L−1µ (S(η0; t) + µ)ψ(η0) = 0, which is equivalent to the equation￿
−J ddt − S(t; η0)
￿
ψ(η0) = 0, i.e. B(η0)ψ(η0) = 0. ￿
2.5.2. Lemma. For all µ > 0, with µ ￿= 2πk, k ∈ Z, sgnλ￿(η0) = sgn ￿￿(η0) for all
crossings at η0.
Proof. The eigenfunctions ψ(η0) in Equation (2.34) for λ￿(η0) are normalized in
H1/2(R/Z). Therefore they relate to the eigenfunctions φ(η0) in Equation (2.28)
for ￿￿(η0) as follows:
ψ(η0) =
φ(η0)
￿φ(η0)￿H1/2
, ￿φ(η0)￿L2 = 1.
Combining Equations (2.28) and (2.34) then gives
λ￿(η0) = −
￿
∂ηS(t; η0)ψ(η0),ψ(η0)
￿
L2
= − 1￿φ(η0)￿2H1/2
￿
∂ηS(t; η0)φ(η0),φ(η0)
￿
L2
=
￿￿(η0)
￿φ(η0)￿2H1/2
,
which proves the lemma. ￿
Lemma 2.5.2 implies that for any non-degenerate x ∈ Φ−1µ,H(0) ∩ Ω
specflow(C(η;x), I) = specflow(B(η;x), I), (2.35)
where B(η;x) and C(η;x) are the above described path associated with x. There-
fore
parity(A(η;x), I) = (−1)specflow(C(η;x), I) = (−1)specflow(B(η;x), I), (2.36)
which yields the following proposition.
2.5.3. Proposition. The Leray-Schauder degree satisfies
degLS(Φµ,H ,Ω, 0) = −χ
￿
HB∗([x] rel y)
￿
.
Proof. For any Hamiltonian H ∈ H￿(y) there exists a generic Hamiltonian H˜ ∈
Hreg￿ (y) such all zeroes xi ∈ Φ−1µ,H˜(0) ∩ Ω are non-degenerate. Since Ω = [x] rel y
is isolating for all Hamiltonians in H￿(y), the invariance if the Leray-Schauder
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degree yields degLS
￿
Φµ,H ,Ω, 0
￿
= degLS
￿
Φµ,H˜ ,Ω, 0
￿
. From the Propositions 2.3.6
and 2.4.4 and Equation (2.36) we conclude that
degLS
￿
Φµ,H ,Ω, 0
￿
= degLS
￿
Φµ,H˜ ,Ω, 0
￿
=
￿
x∈Φ−1
µ,H˜
(0)
degLS
￿
Φµ,H˜ , B￿(x), 0
￿
=
￿
x∈Φ−1
µ,H˜
(0)
parity(A(η;x), I)
=
￿
x∈Φ−1
µ,H˜
(0)
(−1)specflow(B(η;x), I) =
￿
x∈Φ−1
µ,H˜
(0)
(−1)− specflow(B(η;x), I)
= −χ
￿
HB∗([x] rel y)
￿
,
which completes the proof. ￿
2.5.4. Remark. As µ ￿ 1 it holds that ￿￿(η0) ∼ µλ￿(η0). Indeed, ￿φ(η0)￿2H1/2 =￿
k(2π|k| + µ)a2k, where ak are the Fourier coefficients of φ(η0) and
￿
k a
2
k = 1.
Since φ(η0) are smooth functions the Fourier coefficients satisfy the following
properties. For any δ > 0 and any s > 0, there exists Nδ,s > 0 such that￿
|k|≥N |k|2s|ak|2 ≤ δ, for allN ≥ Nδ,s. From the latter it follows that
￿
k 2π|k|a2k ≤
C, with C > 0 independent of η0 and µ. We derive that µ ≤ ￿φ(η0)￿2H1/2 ≤ C + µ
and
1← µ
C + µ
≤ µλ
￿(η0)
￿￿(η0)
=
µ
￿φ(η0)￿2H1/2
≤ µ
µ
= 1,
as µ→∞, which proves our statement.
2.6 The proof of Theorems 2.1.1 and 2.1.2
We start with the proof of Theorem 2.1.2. SinceHB∗([x] rel y) is an invariant of the
proper braid class [x rel y] it does not depend on a particular fiber [x] rel y. There-
fore we denote the Euler-Floer characteristic by χ(x rel y) := χ
￿
HB∗([x] rel y)
￿
.
Recall the homotopy invariance of the Leray-Schauder degree as expressed in
Equation (2.9)
degLS(Φµ,Ω, 0) = degLS(Φµ,α,Ω, 0) = degLS(Φµ,H ,Ω, 0).
By Proposition 2.5.3 we have that
degLS(Φµ,Ω, 0) = degLS(Φµ,H ,Ω, 0) = −χ(x rel y),
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and χ(x rel y) ￿= 0, then implies that Φ−1µ (0) ∩ Ω ￿= ∅. Therefore there exist closed
integral curves in any relative braid class fiber of [x rel y], whenever χ(x rel y) ￿= 0,
and this completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.2.
The remainder of this section is to prove the Poincaré-Hopf Formula in Theo-
rem 2.1.1 for closed integral curves in proper braid fibers. The mapping
E : C1(R/Z)→ C0(R/Z), E (x) = dx
dt
−X(x, t),
is smooth (nonlinear) Fredholm mapping of index 0. Let M ∈ GL(C0, C1) be an
isomorphism such thatME (x) is of the formME (x) = ΦM (x) = x−KM (x), with
KM : C1(R/Z)→ C1(R/Z) compact. Such isomorphismsM (constant parametri-
ces) obviously exist. For exampleM =
￿
d
dt + 1
￿−1
, orM = −JL−1µ . The mappings
ΦM : C1(R/Z)→ C1(R/Z) are Fredholm mappings of index 0.
Let x ∈ C1(R/Z) be a non-degenerate zero of E and recall the index ι(x):
ι(x) = − sgn(det(Θ))(−1)βM (Θ) degLS
￿
ΦM , B￿(x), 0
￿
,
where Θ ∈ M2×2(R), with σ(Θ)∩ 2πkiR = ∅, k ∈ Z and βM (Θ) is the Morse index
of Id−KM (0).
2.6.1. Lemma. The index ι(x) for a non-degenerate zero of E is well-defined, i.e. inde-
pendent of the choices ofM ∈ GL(C0, C1) and Θ ∈ M2×2(R).
Proof. Consider smooth paths η ￿→ FΘ(η), defined by FΘ(η) = ddt −R(t; η), where
R(t; 0) = Θ and R(t; 1) = DxX(x(t), t). The path
FΘ : [0, 1]→ Fred0(C1, C0)
has invertible end points, and by the theory in [19, 20] we have that the parity of
η ￿→ FΘ(η) is well-defined and independent ofM , i.e.
parity(FΘ(η), I) = parity(DM,Θ(η), I) = (−1)βM (Θ)(−1)βM (x)
= (−1)βM (Θ) degLS
￿
ΦM , B￿(x), 0
￿
,
where DM,Θ(η) = MFΘ(η) and βM (x) is the Morse index of DM,Θ(1) =
Id−KM (1). It remains to show that the index ι(x) is independent with respect
to Θ. Let Θ and Θ￿ be admissible matrices and let η ￿→ G(η) be a path connecting
G(0) = ddt −Θ and G(1) =
d
dt −Θ￿. For the parities it holds that
parity(FΘ(η), I) = parity(G(η), I) · parity(FΘ￿(η), I).
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To compute parity(G(η), I) we consider a special parametrixMµ, given byMµ =￿
d
dt + µ
￿−1
, µ > 0. From the definition of parity we have that
parity(G(η), I) = parity(MµG(η), I) = degLS
￿
MµG(0)
￿ · degLS￿MµG(1)￿.
We now compute the Leray-Schauder degrees ofMµG(0) andMµG(1). We start
with Θ and in order to compute the degree we determine the Morse index. Con-
sider the eigenvalue problem
MµG(0)ψ = λψ, λ ∈ R,
which is equivalent to (1 − λ)dψdt =
￿
Θ + λµ
￿
ψ. Non-trivial solutions are given by
ψ(t) = exp
￿
Θ+λµ
1−λ t
￿
ψ0, which yields the condition θ+λµ1−λ = 2πki, k ∈ Z, where θ is
an eigenvalues of Θ. We now consider three cases:
(i) θ± = a ± ib. In case of a negative eigenvalue λ we have a+λµ1−λ = 0 and
b
1−λ = 2πk. The same λ < 0 also suffices for the conjugate eigenvalue via
−b
1−λ = −2πk. This implies that any eigenvalue λ < 0 has multiplicity 2, and
thus degLS
￿
MµG(0)
￿
= 1.
(ii) θ± ∈ R, θ− · θ+ > 0. In case of a negative eigenvalue λ we have θ±+λµ1−λ = 0
and thus λ± = − θ±µ , which yields two negative or two positive eigenvalues. As
before degLS
￿
MµG(0)
￿
= 1.
(iii) θ± ∈ R, θ− · θ+ < 0. From case (ii) we easily derive that there exist two
eigenvalues λ±, one positive and one negative, and therefore degLS
￿
MµG(0)
￿
=
−1.
These cases combined impliy that degLS
￿
MµG(0)
￿
= sgn(det(Θ)) and
parity(G(η), I) = sgn(det(Θ)) · sgn(det(Θ￿)).
From the latter we derive:
sgn(det(Θ)) · parity(FΘ(η), I)
= sgn(det(Θ)) · sgn(det(Θ)) · sgn(det(Θ￿)) · parity(FΘ￿(η), I)
= sgn(det(Θ￿)) · parity(FΘ￿(η), I),
which proves the independence of Θ. ￿
Lemmas 2.6.1 shows that the index of a non-degenerate zero of E is well-
defined. We now show that the same holds for isolated zeroes.
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2.6.2. Lemma. The index ι(x) for an isolated zero of E is well-defined and for a fixed
choice ofM and Θ the index is given by
ι(x) = − sgn(det(Θ))(−1)βM (Θ) degLS
￿
ΦM , B￿(x), 0
￿
,
where ￿ > 0 is small enough such that x is the only zero of E in B￿(x).
Proof. By the Sard-Smale Theorem one can choose an arbitrarily small h ∈
C0(R/Z), ￿h￿C0 < ￿￿, such that h is a regular value of E and E −1(h) ∩ B￿(x)
consists of finitely many non-degenerate zeroes in xh. Set ￿E (x) = E (x) − h and
define
ι(x) =
￿
xh∈ ￿E −1(0)∩B￿(x)
ι(xh). (2.37)
We now show that ι(x) is well-defined. Choose a fixed parametrixM (for E ) and
fixed Θ ∈ M2×2(R), and let ￿ΦM =M ￿E , then￿
xh
ι(xh) = − sgn(det(Θ))(−1)βM (Θ)
￿
xh
degLS(￿ΦM , B￿h(xh), 0),
where B￿h(xh) are sufficiently small neighborhoods containing only one zero.
From Leray-Schauder degree theory we derive that￿
xh
degLS(￿ΦM , B￿h(xh), 0) = degLS(￿ΦM , B￿(x), 0) = degLS(ΦM , B￿(x), 0),
which proves the lemma. ￿
Theorem 2.1.1 now follows from the Leray-Schauder degree. Suppose all ze-
roes of E in Ω = [x] rel y are isolated, then Lemma 2.6.2 implies that￿
x∈E −1(0)∩Ω
ι(x) = − sgn(det(Θ))(−1)βM (Θ)
￿
x
degLS
￿
ΦM , B￿(x), 0
￿
= − sgn(det(Θ))(−1)βM (Θ) degLS
￿
ΦM ,Ω, 0
￿
Since the latter expression is independent of M and Θ we choose M = L−1µ
and Θ = θJ . Then, ΦM = Φµ, and for the indices we have sgn(det(θJ)) = 1
and by Lemma 2.3.5, (−1)βL−1µ (θJ) = 1. By Proposition 2.5.3, degLS(Φµ,Ω, 0) =
−χ
￿
x rel y
￿
, which, by substitution of these choices into the index formula, yields￿
x∈E −1(0)∩Ω
ι(x) = χ
￿
x rel y
￿
,
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completing the proof Theorem 2.1.1.
2.7 Computing the Euler-Floer characteristic
In section we prove Theorem 2.1.5 and show that the Euler-Floer characteristic
can be determined via a discrete topological invariant.
2.7.1 Hyperbolic Hamiltonians on R2
Consider Hamiltonians of the form
H(x, t) =
1
2
p2 − 1
2
q2 + h(x, t), (2.38)
where h satisfies the following hypotheses:
(h1) h ∈ C∞(R2 × R/Z);
(h2) supp(h) ⊂ R × [−R,R] × R/Z, for some R > 0;
(h3) ￿h￿C2b (R2×R/Z) ≤ c.
2.7.1. Lemma. Let H be given by (2.38), with h satisfying (h1)-(h3). Then, there exists
a constant R￿ ≥ R > 0, such any 1-periodic solution of x of x￿ = XH(x, t) satisfies the
estimate
|x(t)| ≤ R￿, for all t ∈ R/Z.
Proof. The Hamilton equation in local coordinates are given by
pt = q − hq(p, q, t), qt = p + hp(p, q, t).
Since h is smooth we can rewrite the equations as
qtt = hpq(p, q, t)qt +
￿
1 + hpp(p, q, t)
￿￿
q − hq(p, q, t)
￿
+ hpt(p, q, t). (2.39)
If x(t) is a 1-periodic solution to the Hamilton equations, and suppose there exists
an interval I = [t0, t1] ⊂ [0, 1] such that |q(t)| > R on int(I) and |q(t)|
￿￿
∂I
= R. The
function q|I satisfies the equation qtt − q = 0, and obviously such solutions do not
exist. Indeed, if q|I ≥ R, then qt(t0) ≥ 0 and qt(t1) ≤ 0 and thus 0 ≥ qt|∂I =
￿
I q ≥
R|I| > 0, a contradiction. The same holds for q|I ≤ −R. We conclude that
|q(t)| < R, for all t ∈ R/Z.
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We now use the a priori q-estimate in combination with Equation (2.39) and Hy-
pothesis (h3). Multiplying Equation (2.39) by q and integrating over [0, 1] gives:￿ 1
0
q2t = −
￿ 1
0
hpqqtq −
￿ 1
0
￿
1 + hpp
￿￿
q − hq
￿
q −
￿ 1
0
hptq
≤ C
￿ 1
0
|qt| + C ≤ ￿
￿ 1
0
q2t + C￿,
which implies that
￿ 1
0 q
2
t ≤ C(R). The L2-norm of the right hand side in (2.39) can
be estimated using the L∞ estimate on q and the L2-estimate on qt, which yields￿ 1
0 q
2
tt ≤ C(R). Combining these estimates we have that ￿q￿H2(R/Z) ≤ C(R) and
thus |qt(t)| ≤ C(R), for all t ∈ R/Z. From the Hamilton equations it follows that
|p(t)| ≤ |qt(t)| + C, which proves the lemma. ￿
2.7.2. Lemma. If H(x, t;α), α ∈ [0, 1] is a (smooth) homotopy of Hamiltonians satis-
fying (h1)-(h3) with uniform constants R > 0 and c > 0, then |xα(t)| ≤ R￿, for all
1-periodic solutions and for all α ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. The a priori H2-estimates in Lemma 2.7.1 hold with uniform constants
with respect to α ∈ [0, 1]. This then proves the lemma. ￿
2.7.2 Braids on R2 and Legendrian braids
In Section 2.1 we defined braid classes as path components of closed loops in
LCn(D2), denoted by [x]. If we consider closed loops in Cn(R2), then the braid
classes will be denoted by [x]R2 . The same notation applies to relative braid
classes [x rel y]R2 . A relative braid class is proper if components xc ⊂ x cannot
be deformed onto (i) itself, or other components x￿c ⊂ x, or (ii) components yc ⊂ y.
A fiber [x]R2 rel y is not bounded!
In order to compute the Euler-Floer characteristic of [x rel y] we assume with-
out loss of generality that x rel y is a positive representative. If not we compose
x rel y with a sufficient number of positive full twists such that the resulting braid
is positive, i.e. only positive crossings, see [49] for more details. The Euler-Floer
characteristic remains unchanged. We denote a positive representative x+ rel y+
again by x rel y.
Define an augmented skeleton y∗ by adding the constant strands y−(t) =
(0,−1) and y+(t) = (0, 1). For proper braid classes it holds that [x rel y] = [x rel y∗].
For notational simplicity we denote the augmented skeleton again by y. We also
choose the representative x rel y with the additional the property that π2x relπ2y
is a relative braid diagram, i.e. there are no tangencies between the strands, where
π2 the projection onto the q-coordinate. We denote the projection by q relQ, where
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q = π2x andQ = π2y. Special braids onR2 can be constructed from (smooth) pos-
itive braids. Define xL = (qt, q) and yL = (Qt, Q), where the subscript t denotes
differentiating with respect to t. These are called Legendrian braidswith respect to
θ = pdt − dq.
2.7.3. Lemma. For positive braid x rel y with only transverse, positive crossings, the
braids xL rel yL and x rel y are isotopic as braids on R2. Moreover, if xL rel yL and
x￿L rel y
￿
L are isotopic Legrendrian braids, then they are isotopic via a Legendrian isotopy.
Proof. By assumption x rel y is a representative for which the braid diagram
q relQ has only positive transverse crossings. Due to the transversality of inter-
sections the associated Legendrian braid xL rel yL is a braid [x rel y]R2 . Consider
the homotopy
ζj(t, τ) = τpj(t) + (1 − τ)qjt ,
for every strand qj . At q-intersections, i.e. times t0 such that qj(t0) = qj
￿
(t0) for
some j ￿= j￿, it holds that pj(t0) − pj￿(t0) and qjt (t0) − qj
￿
t (t0) are non-zero and
have the same sign since all crossings in x rel y are positive! Therefore, ζj(t0, τ) ￿=
ζj
￿
(t0, τ) for any intersection t0 and any τ ∈ [0, 1], which shows that x rel y and
xL rel yL are isotopic. Since xL rel yL and x￿L rel y￿L have only positive crossings, a
smooth Legendrian isotopy exists. ￿
The associated equivalence class of Legendrian braid diagrams is denoted by
[q relQ] and its fibers by [q] relQ.
2.7.3 Lagrangian systems
Legendrian braids can be described with Lagrangian systems and Hamiltonians
of the formHL(x, t) = 12p
2 − 12q2 + g(q, t). On the potential functions g we impose
the following hypotheses:
(g1) g ∈ C∞(R × R/Z);
(g2) supp(g) ⊂ [−R,R] × R/Z, for some R > 1.
In order to have a straightforward construction of a mechanical Lagrangian
we may consider a special representation of y. The Euler-Floer characteristic
χ
￿
x rel y
￿
does not depend on the choice of the fiber [x] rel y and therefore also
not on the skeleton y. We assume that y has linear crossings in yL. Let t = t0 be
a crossing and let I(t0) be the set of labels defined by: i, j ∈ I(t0), if i ￿= j and
Qi(t0) = Qj(t0). A crossing at t = t0 is linear if
Qit(t) = constant, ∀i ∈ I(t0), and ∀t ∈ (−￿ + t0, ￿ + t0),
for some ￿ = ￿(t0) > 0. Every skeleton Q with transverse crossings is isotopic to
a skeleton with linear crossings via a small local deformation at crossings. For
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Legendrian braids xL rel yL ∈ [x rel y]R2 with linear crossings the following result
holds:
2.7.4. Lemma. Let yL be a Legendrian skeleton with linear crossings. Then, there exists
a Hamiltonian of the formHL(x, t) = 12p
2 − 12q2 + g(q, t), with g satisfying Hypotheses
(g1)-(g2), and R > 0 sufficiently large, such that yL is a skeleton for XHL(x, t).
Proof. Due to the linear crossings in yL we can follow the construction in [49].
For each strand Qi we define the potentials gi(t, x) = −Qitt(t)q. By construction
Qi is a solution of the equation Qitt = −giq(t, Qi). Now choose small tubular
neighborhoods of the strands Qi and cut-off functions ωi that are equal to 1 near
Qi and are supported in the tubular neighborhoods. If the tubular neighborhoods
are narrow enough, then supp(ωigi)∩supp(ωjgj) = ∅, for all i ￿= j, due to the fact
that at crossings the functions gi in question are zero. This implies that all strands
Qi satisfy the differential equation Qitt = −
￿
i ω
j(t)gjq(Q
i, t) and on [−1, 1]×R/Z,
the function is
￿
i ω
i(t)gi(q, t) is compactly supported. The latter follows from
the fact that for the constant strands Qi = ±1, the potentials gi vanish. Let R > 1
and define
g˜i(t, q) =
￿
gi(t, q) for |q| ≤ 1, t ∈ R/Z,
− 12mq2 for |q| ≥ R, t ∈ R/Z.
wherem = #Q, which yields smooth functions g˜i on R × R/Z. Now define
g(q, t) =
1
2
q2 +
m￿
i=1
g˜i(q, t).
By construction supp(g) ⊂ [−R,R] × R/Z, for some R > 1 and the strands Qi all
satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equations Qitt = Qi − gqq(Qi, t), which completes the
proof. ￿
The HamiltonianHL given by Lemma 2.7.4 gives rise to a Lagrangian system
with the Lagrangian action given by
Lg =
￿ 1
0
1
2
q2t +
1
2
q2 − g(q, t)dt. (2.40)
The braid class [q] relQ is bounded due to the special strands ±1 and all free
strands q satisfy −1 ≤ q(t) ≤ 1. Therefore, the set of critical points of Lg in
[q] relQ is a compact set. The critical points of Lg in [q] relQ are in one-to-one
correspondence with the zeroes of the equation
Φµ,HL(x) = x − L−1µ
￿∇HL(x, t) + µx￿ = 0,
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in the set ΩR2 = [xL]R2 rel yL, which implies that Φµ,HL is a proper mapping on
ΩR2 . From Lemma 2.7.1 we derive that the zeroes of Φµ,HL are contained in ball
in R2 with radiusR￿ > 1, and thus Φ−1µ,HL(0)∩ΩR2 ⊂ BR￿(0) ⊂ C1(R/Z). Therefore
the Leray-Schauder degree is well-defined and in the generic case Lemma 2.4.6
and Equations (2.23), (2.29) and (2.35) yield
degLS(Φµ,HL ,ΩR2 , 0) = −
￿
x∈Φ−1µ,HL (0)∩ΩR2
(−1)µCZ(x) = −
￿
q∈Crit(Lg)∩([q] relQ)
(−1)β(q).
(2.41)
We are now in a position to use a homotopy argument. We can scale y to
a braid ρy such that the rescaled Legendrian braid ρyL is supported in D2. By
Lemma 2.7.3, y is isotopic to yL and scaling defines an isotopy between yL and
ρyL. Denote the isotopy from y to ρyL by yα. By Proposition 2.5.3 we obtain that
for both skeletons y and ρyL it holds that
degLS(Φµ,H ,Ω, 0) = −χ
￿
x rel y
￿
= degLS(Φµ,Hρ ,Ωρ, 0),
where Ωρ = [ρxL] rel ρyL ⊂ [x rel y] and Hρ ∈ H￿(ρyL). Now extend Hρ to R2 ×
R/Z, such that Hypotheses (h1)-(h3) are satisfied for some R > 1. We denote
the Hamiltonian again by Hρ. By construction all zeroes of Φµ,Hρ in [ρxL] rel ρyL
are supported in D2 and therefore the zeroes of Φµ,Hρ in [ρxL]R2 rel ρyL are also
supported in D2. Indeed, any zero intersects D2, since the braid class is proper
and since ∂D2 is invariant for the Hamiltonian vector field, a zero is either inside
or outsideD2. Combining these facts implies that a zero lies insideD2. This yields
degLS(Φµ,Hρ ,Ωρ,R2 , 0) = degLS(Φµ,Hρ ,Ωρ, 0) = −χ
￿
x rel y
￿
,
where Ωρ,R2 = [ρxL]R2 rel ρyL. For the next homotopy we keep the skeleton ρyL
fixed as well as the domain Ωρ,R2 . Consider the linear homotopy of Hamiltonians
H1(x, t;α) =
1
2
p2 − 1
2
q2 + (1 − α)hρ(x, t) + αgρ(q, t),
where Hρ,L(t, x) = 12p
2 − 12q2 + gρ(q, t) given by Lemma 2.7.4. This defines an
admissible homotopy since ρyL is a skeleton for all α ∈ [0, 1]. The uniform esti-
mates are obtained, as before, by Lemma 2.7.2, which allows application of the
Leray-Schauder degree:
degLS(Φµ,Hρ,L ,Ωρ,R2 , 0) = degLS(Φµ,Hρ ,Ωρ,R2 , 0) = −χ
￿
x rel y
￿
.
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Finally, we scale ρyL to yL via yα,L = (1 − α)ρyL + αyL and we consider the
homotopy
H2(x, t;α) =
1
2
p2 − 1
2
q2 + g(q, t;α),
betweenHL andHρ,L, where g(q, t;α) is found by applying Lemma 2.7.4 to yα,L.
The uniform estimates from Lemma 2.7.2 allows us to apply the Leray-Schauder
degree:
degLS(Φµ,HL ,ΩR2 , 0) = degLS(Φµ,Hρ,L ,Ωρ,R2 , 0) = −χ
￿
x rel y
￿
.
Combining the equalities for the various Leray-Schauder degrees with (2.41)
yields:
− degLS(ΦHL ,ΩR2 , 0) = χ
￿
x rel y
￿
=
￿
q∈Crit(Lg)∩([q] relQ)
(−1)β(q). (2.42)
2.7.4 Discretized braid classes
The Lagrangian problem (2.40) can be treated by using a variation on the method
of broken geodesics. If we choose 1/d > 0 sufficiently small, the integral
Si(qi, qi+1) = min
q(t)∈Ei(qi,qi+1)
|q(t)|≤1
￿ τi+1
τi
1
2
q2t +
1
2
q2 − g(q, t)dt, (2.43)
has a unique minimizer qi, where Ei(qi, qi+1) =
￿
q ∈ H1(τi, τi+1) | q(τi) =
qi, q(τi+1) = qi+1
￿
, and τi = i/d. Moreover, if 1/d is small, then the minimiz-
ers are non-degenerate and Si is a smooth function of qi and qi+1. Critical points
q of Lg with |q(t)| ≤ 1 correspond to sequences qD = (q0, · · · , qd), with q0 = qn,
which are critical points of the discrete action
W (qD) =
n−1￿
i=0
Si(qi, qi+1). (2.44)
A concatenation #iqi of minimizers qi is continuous and is an element in the
function space H1(R/Z), and is referred to as a broken geodesic. The set of bro-
ken geodesics #iqi is denoted by E(qD) and standard arguments using the non-
degeneracy of minimizers qi show that E(qD) ￿→ H1(R/Z) is a smooth, d-
dimensional submanifold in H1(R/Z). The submanifold E(qD) is parametrized
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by sequences Dd = {qD ∈ Rd | |qi| ≤ 1} and yields the following commuting
diagram:
E(qD) R
Dn
✲Lg
✻
#i
￿
￿
￿￿✒
W
In the above diagram #i is regarded as a mapping qD ￿→ #iqi, where the mini-
mizers qi are determined by qD. The tangent space to E(qD) at a broken geodesic
#iqi is identified by
T#iqiE(qD) =
￿
ψ ∈ H1(R/Z) | − ψtt + ψ − gqq(qi(t), t)ψ = 0,
ψ(τi) = δqi, ψ(τi+1) = δqi+1, δqi ∈ R, ∀i
￿
,
and #iqi + T#iqiE(qD) is the tangent hyperplane at #iq
i. For H1(R/Z) we have
the following decomposition for any broken geodesic#iqi ∈ E(qD):
H1(R/Z) = E￿ ⊕ T#iqiE(qD), (2.45)
whereE￿ = {η ∈ H1(R/Z) | η(τi) = 0, ∀i}. To bemore specific the decomposition
is orthogonal with respect to the quadratic form
D2Lg(q)φ￿φ = ￿ 1
0
φt￿φt + φ￿φ − gqq(q(t), t)φ￿φdt, φ, ￿φ ∈ H1(R/Z).
Indeed, let η ∈ E￿ and ψ ∈ T#iqiE(qD), then
D2Lg(#iq
i)ηψ =
￿
i
￿ τi+1
τi
ηtψt + ηψ − gqq(qi(t), t)ξηdt
=
￿
i
ψtη
￿￿τi+1
τi
−
￿
i
￿ τi+1
τi
￿
−ψtt + ψ + gqq(qi(t), t)ψ
￿
ηdt = 0.
Let φ = η + ψ, then
D2Lg(#iq
i)φ￿φ = D2Lg(#iqi)η￿η +D2Lg(#iqi)ψ ￿ψ,
by the above orthogonality. By construction theminimizers qi are non-degenerate
and thereforeD2Lg|E￿ is positive definite. This implies that the Morse index of a
(stationary) broken geodesic is determined by D2Lg|T#iqiE(qD). By the commut-
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ing diagram for W this implies that the Morse index is given by quadratic form
D2W (qD). We have now proved the following lemma that relates the Morse in-
dex of critical points of the discrete action W to Morse index of the ‘full’ action
Lg .
2.7.5. Lemma. Let q be a critical point ofLg and qD the corresponding critical point of
W , then the Morse indices are the same i.e. β(q) = β(qD).
For a 1-periodic function q(t) we define the mapping
q
Dd−−→ qD = (q0, · · · , qd), qi = q(i/d), i = 0, · · · , d,
and qD is called the discretization of q. The linear interpolation
qD ￿→ ￿qD (t) = #i
￿
qi +
qi+1 − qi
d
t
￿
,
reconstructs a piecewise linear 1-periodic function. For a relative braid diagram
q relQ, let qD relQD be its discretization, where QD is obtained by applying
Dd to every strand in Q. A discretization qD relQD is admissible if ￿qD rel ￿QD
is homotopic to q relQ, i.e. ￿qD rel ￿QD ∈ [q relQ]. Define the discrete relative
braid class [qD relQD] as the set of ‘discrete relative braids’ q￿D relQ￿D, such that
￿q￿D rel ￿Q￿D ∈ [q relQ]. The associated fibers are denoted by [qD] relQD. It follows
from [28], Proposition 27, that [qD relQD] is guaranteed to be connected when
d > #{ crossings in q relQ},
i.e. for any two discrete relative braids qD relQD and q￿D relQ￿D, there exists a
homotopy qαD relQαD (discrete homotopy) such that ￿qαD rel ￿QαD is a path in [q relQ].
Note that fibers are not necessarily connected! For a braid classes [q relQ] the
associated discrete braid class [qD relQD] may be connected for a smaller choice
of d.
We showed above that if 1/d > 0 is sufficiently small, then the critical points of
Lg , with |q| ≤ 1, are in one-to-one correspondence with the critical points of W ,
and their Morse indices coincide by Lemma 2.7.5. Moreover, if 1/d > 0 is small
enough, then for all critical points ofLg in [q] relQ, the associated discretizations
are admissible and [qD relQD] is a connected set. The discretizations of the critical
points of Lg in [q] relQ are critical points of W in the discrete braid class fiber
[qD] relQD.
Now combine the index identity with (2.42), which yields
χ(x rel y) =
￿
q∈Crit(Lg)∩([q] relQ)
(−1)β(q) =
￿
qD∈Crit(W )∩([qD] relQD)
(−1)β(qD). (2.46)
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2.7.5 The Conley index for discrete braids
In [28] an invariant for discrete braid classes [qD relQD] is defined based on the
Conley index. The invariant HC∗([qD] relQD) is independent of the fiber and can
be described as follows. A fiber [qD] relQD is a finite dimensional cube complex
with a finite number of connected components. Denote the closures of the con-
nected components by Nj . The faces of the hypercubes Nj can be co-oriented in
direction of decreasing the number of crossing in qD relQD, and define N−j as the
closure of the set of faces with outward pointing co-orientation. The sets N−j are
called exit sets. The invariant is given by
HC∗([qD] relQD) =
￿
j
H∗(Nj , N−j ).
The invariant is well-defined for any d > 0 for which there exist admissible dis-
cretizations and is independent of both the fiber and the discretization size. From
[28] we have for any Morse function W on a proper braid class fiber [qD] relQD,￿
qD∈Crit(W )∩([qD] relQD)
(−1)β(qD) = χ
￿
HC∗([qD] relQD)
￿
=: χ
￿
qD relQD
￿
. (2.47)
The latter can be computed for any admissible discretization and is an invariant
for [q relQ]. Combining 2.46 and 2.47 gives
χ
￿
x rel y
￿
= χ
￿
qD relQD
￿
. (2.48)
In this section we assumed without loss of generality that x rel y is augmented
and since the Euler-Floer characteristic is a braid class invariant, an admissible
discretization is construction for an appropriate augmented, Legendrian repre-
sentative xL rel yL. Summarizing
χ
￿
x rel y
￿
= χ
￿
xL rel y
∗
L
￿
= χ
￿
qD relQ
∗
D
￿
.
Since χ
￿
qD relQ∗D
￿
is the same for any admissible discretization, the Euler-Floer
characteristic can be computed using any admissible discretization, which proves
Theorem 2.1.5.
2.7.6. Remark. The invariant χ
￿
qD relQD
￿
is a true Euler characteristic of a topo-
logical pair. To be more precise
χ
￿
qD relQD
￿
= χ
￿
[qD] relQD, [qD]
− relQD
￿
,
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where [qD]− relQD is the exit set a described above. A similar characterization
does not a priori exist for [x] rel y. Firstly, it is more complicated to designate the
equivalent of an exit set [x]− rel y for [x] rel y, and secondly it is not straightfor-
ward to develop a (co)-homology theory that is able to provide meaningful in-
formation about the topological pair
￿
[x] rel y, [x]− rel y
￿
. This problem is circum-
vented by considering Hamiltonian systems and carrying out Floer’s approach
towards Morse theory (see [23]), by using the isolation property of [x] rel y. The
fact that the Euler characteristic of Floer homology is related to the Euler charac-
teristic of topological pair indicates that Floer homology is a good substitute for
a suitable (co)-homology theory.
2.8 Examples
We will illustrate by means of two examples that the Euler-Floer characteristic is
computable and can be used to find closed integral curves of vector fields on the
2-disc.
2.8.1 Example
Figure 2.1[left] shows the braid diagram q relQ of a positive relative braid x rel y.
The discretization with qD relQD, with d = 2, is shown in Figure 2.1[right]. The
chosen discretization is admissible and defines the relative braid class [qD relQD].
There are five strands, one is free and four are fixed. We denote the points on the
free strand by qD = (q0, q1) and on the skeleton by QD = {Q1, · · · , Q4}, with
Qi = (Qi0, Q
i
1), i = 1, · · · , 4.
Figure 2.1: A positive braid diagram [left] and an admissible discretization
[right].
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In Figure 2.2[left] the braid class fiber [qD] relQD is depicted. The coordinate
q0 is allowed to move between Q30 and Q20 and q1 remains in the same braid class
if it varies between Q11 and Q41. For the values q0 = Q30 and q0 = Q20 the rela-
tive braid becomes singular and if q0 crosses these values two intersections are
created. If q1 crosses the values Q11 or Q41 two intersections are destroyed. This
provides the desired co-orientation, see Figure 2.2[middle]. The braid class fiber
[qD] relQD consists of 1 component and we have that
N = cl([qD relQD]) = {(q0, q1) : Q30 ≤ q0 ≤ Q20, Q11 ≤ q1 ≤ Q41},
and the exit set is
N− = {(q0, q1) : q1 = Q11, or q1 = Q41}.
For the Conley index this gives:
HCk([qD] relQD) = Hk(N,N
−;Z) ∼=
￿
Z k = 1
0 otherwise
Figure 2.2: The relative braid fiber [qD] relQD and N = cl([qD] relQD).
The Euler characteristic of
￿
[qD] relQD, [qD]− relQD
￿
can be computed now
and the Euler-Floer characteristic
￿
x rel y
￿
is given by
χ(x rel y) = χ
￿
[qD] relQD, [qD]
− relQD
￿
= −1 ￿= 0
From Theorem 2.1.2 we derive that any vector field for which y is a skeleton has
at least 1 closed integral curve x0 rel y ∈ [x] rel y. Theorem 2.1.2 also implies that
any orientation preserving diffeomorphism f on the 2-disc which fixes the set of
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four points A4, whose mapping class [f ;A4] is represented by the braid y has an
additional fixed point.
2.8.2 Example
The theory can also be used to find additional closed integral curves by concate-
nating the skeleton y. As in the previous example y is given by Figure 2.1. Glue
￿ copies of the skeleton y to its ￿-fold concatenation and a reparametrize time by
t ￿→ ￿ · t. Denote the rescaled ￿-fold concatenation of y by #￿y. Choose d = 2￿
and discretize #￿y as in the previous example. For a given braid class [x rel#￿y],
Figure 2.3: A discretization of a braid class with a 5-fold concatenation of the
skeleton y. The number of odd anchor points in middle position is µ = 3.
Figure 2.3 below shows a discretized representative qD rel#￿QD, which is admis-
sible. For the skeleton#￿QD we can construct 3￿ − 2 proper relative braid classes
in the following way: the even anchor points of the free strand qD are always in
the middle and for the odd anchor points we have 3 possible choices: bottom,
middle, top (2 braids are not proper). We now compute the Conley index of the
3￿−2 different proper discrete relative braid classes and show that the Euler-Floer
characteristic is non-trivial for these relative braid classes.
The configuration spaceN = cl
￿
[qD] rel#￿QD
￿
in this case is given by a carte-
sian product of 2￿ closed intervals, and therefore a 2￿-dimensional hypercube. We
now proceed by determining the exit set N−. As in the previous example the co-
orientation is found by a union of faces with an outward pointing co-orientation.
Due to the simple product structure of N , the set N− is determined by the odd
anchor points in the middle position. Denote the number of middle positions at
odd anchor points by µ. In this wayN− consists of opposite faces at at odd anchor
points in middle position, see Figure 2.3. Therefore
HCk([qD] rel#￿QD) = Hk(N,N
−) =
￿
Z2 k = µ
0 k ￿=
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and the Euler-Floer characterisc is given by
χ
￿
x rel#￿y
￿
= (−1)µ ￿= 0.
Let X(x, t) be a vector field for which y is a skeleton of closed integral curves,
then #￿y is a skeleton for the vector field X￿(x, t) := ￿X￿(x, ￿t). From Theorem
2.1.2 we derive that there exists a closed integral curve in each of the 3￿−2 proper
relative classes [x] rel y described above. For the original vector fieldX this yields
3￿ − 2 distinct closed integral curves. Using the arguments in [51] one can find a
compact invariant set for X with positive topological entropy, which proves that
the associated flow is ‘chaotic’ whenever y is a skeleton of given integral curves.
2.8.1. Remark. The computations of the Conley homology in the above examples
can be found in [28].
2.8.3 Example
So far we have not addressed the question whether the closed integral curves
x rel y are non-trivial, i.e. not equilibrium points of X . The theory can also be
extended in order to find non-trivial closed integral curves. This paper restricts
to relative braids where x consists of just one strand. Braid Floer homology for
relative braids with x consisting of n strands is defined in [49]. To illustrate the
importance of multi-strand braids we consider the discrete braid class in Figure
2.4.
Figure 2.4: A discretization of a braid class with a 3-fold concatenation of the
skeleton y. The number of odd anchor points in middle position is µ = 2 [right].
If we represent all translates of x we obtain a proper relative braid class where x
is a 3-strand braid [left]. The latter provides additional linking information.
The braid class depicted in Figure 2.4[right] is discussed in the previous exam-
ple and the Euler-Floer characteristic is equal to 1. By considering all translates
of x on the circle R/Z, we obtain the braids in Figure 2.4[left]. The latter braid
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class is proper and encodes extra information about qD relative to QD. The braid
class fiber is a 6-dimensional cube with the same Conley index as the braid class
in Figure 2.4[right]. Therefore,
χ(qD relQD) = (−1)2 = 1.
As in the 1-strand case, the discrete Euler characteristic can used to compute the
associated Euler-Floer characteristic of x rel y and χ(x rel y) = 1. The skeleton y
thus forces solutions x rel y of the above described type. The additional informa-
tion we obtain this way is that for braid classes [x rel y], the associated closed in-
tegral curves for X cannot be constant and therefore represent non-trivial closed
integral curves.
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Floer and Morse homology for RBC 3
This Chapter consists of three parts. Recall that in [49] a Floer type theory ap-
plied to proper relative braid classes with support in D2 was introduced. In the
first part of this Chapter, for a particular class of Hamiltonian systems, called hy-
perbolic, we extend the same construction as in [49] to unbounded proper relative
braid classes. These are braid classes whose representatives are not necessarily
supported in a compact set of R2, like D2. We prove that this construction leads
to the definition of a braid Floer homology which is isomorphic to the classical
braid Floer homology defined in [49]. In the second part, we define a Morse type
theory for a special class of unbounded braids, called Legendrian. The latter is
obtained by applying, in a parabolic setting, the construction we have used in
the first part of the Chapter. In the last part, we apply the techniques of [46] to
establish an isomorphism between the two homology theories for braids we have
introduced.
3.1 Introduction
Floer homology theory plays nowadays an important role in Geometry and Ana-
lysis. It has been used in many fields with different aims and different results,
from the solution of the well-known Arnol’d Conjecture [23], to many applica-
tions in symplectic field theory [17], symplectic homology [24], [42], [53], heat
flows [46], elliptic systems [7] and strongly indefinite functionals on Hilbert
spaces [2]. Roughly speaking the Floer theory is an extension of the Morse theory
to a fully infinite-dimensional setting with a strongly indefinite functional. Floer
homology considers a formal gradient flow and studies its set of bounded flow-
lines. Floer’s initial work studied the elliptic non-linear Cauchy-Riemann equa-
tions, which occur as a formal L2-gradient flow of a (strongly indefinite) Hamil-
tonian action. As in the construction of Morse homology one builds a complex
by grading the critical points via the Fredholm index and constructs a boundary
operator by counting heteroclinic flowlines between points with difference one in
index. The homology of this complex, called Floer homology, satisfies a continu-
ation principle and remains unchanged under suitable (large) perturbations.
In [49] the above mentioned Floer theory was applied for the first time to
the algebraic theory of braids, with many different interesting results, such as the
Monotonicity Lemma and the definition of the braid Floer homology for bounded
proper relative braid classes.
As mentioned already in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 braids on D2 may be repre-
sented as closed loops in the configuration space C￿(D2). This may be extended
to any two-dimensional manifold. In particular in the following notes we will
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use braids on R2.When we will consider explicitly R2 instead of D2, in order not
to create ambiguities, we will use the adjective UNBOUNDED.
Recall briefly from Chapter 2 that relative braids, which we denote by x rel y
are those braids which consist of two components: x and y. In this thesis we
are concerned with relative braids such that the x component consists only on 1
strands, while y consists of m strands. The path component of x rel y of closed
loops in LC1+m(R2)1 is denoted by [x rel y]R2 and is called a relative braid class.
The intertwining of x and y defines various different braid classes. A braid class
[x rel y]R2 is PROPER if x cannot be deformed onto components in yc ⊂ y. We ab-
breviate relative braid classes by RBC and proper relative braid classes by PRBC.
Recall that a bounded braid class [x rel y]D2 is PROPER if x cannot be deformed
(via homotopies in D2) onto components in either yc ⊂ y or the boundary ∂D2.
3.1.1. Remark. Properness is a topological condition that descents from braids on
D2 to braids on R2, i.e. properness of [x rel y]D2 implies properness of [x rel y]R2 .
The implication does not necessarily go in the opposite direction.
The aim of this chapter is threefold:
(1) extend, for a special class of Hamiltonians, the construction of the braid
Floer homology of [49] from bounded PRBC to unbounded PRBC and es-
tablish an isomorphism between them;
(2) define a Morse thoery for a special type of (unbounded) braids, called (un-
bounded) Legendrian;
(3) establish an isomorphism between Floer homology for bounded PRBC and
Morse homology for unbounded Legendrian PRBC, using the construction
of [46] adapted to our setting.
In the next three paragraphs we give a short description of the three main parts
of the Chapter.
3.1.1 Uniform estimates for unbounded proper relative braid
classes
Let R2 be the plane with coordinates x = (p, q) ∈ R2. The construction of braid
Floer homology proposed in [49] cannot be directly extended from D2 to R2,with
the same class of Hamiltonians as in [49]. This is due to the fact that R2 is not
a compact manifold, and hence loops in Cm(R2) are not a priori contained in a
compact set of R2, as it happens for those inCm(D2). In order to construct a well
1The space of continuous mapping S1 → X, with X a topological space, is called the free loop
space ofX and is denoted by LX.
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defined Floer homology theory for unbounded PRBC, we assume the Hamilto-
nian function is HYPERBOLIC. Let HV : S1 × R2 → R defined as follows
HV (t, p, q) =
1
2p
2 − 12q
2 + V (t, p, q). (3.1)
The function V : S1 × R2 → R satisfies the following conditions:
(V1) V ∈ C∞(S1 × R2;R);
(V2) for j = 0, 1, 2 there exists a Gj ∈ C∞c (R) such that
|∂jV (t, p, q)| ≤ Gj(q), for all (t, p, q) ∈ S1 × R2.
We denote by V the space of functions V : S1 ×R2 such that (V1) and (V2) holds,
and byHhyp the space of Hamiltonians with V ∈ V . For V ∈ V and HV ∈ Hhyp
define the action functional as follows
AHV (x) =
￿ 1
0
1
2 ￿Jx, xt￿ −HV (t, x) dt. (3.2)
Here ￿·, ·￿ denotes the standard inner product in R2, and J is the standard sym-
plectic matrix, i.e.
J =
￿
0 −1
1 0
￿
. (3.3)
The requested uniform bounds are obtained by exploiting the properties of
generic hyperbolic Hamiltonians. With respect to this class of special Hamilto-
nians, the construction of A. Floer [23] applies and yields
HHF∗([x]R2 rel y;HV , J).
Here the almost complex structure J plays the role of a parameter. We prove, by
construction (Theorem 3.2.18), that for a specific H ∈ C∞0 (D2) ⊂ H there exists￿V ∈ V and H￿V ∈Hhyp such that
HF∗([x]D2 rel y;H, J) = HHF∗([x]R2 rel y;H￿V , J).
Different choices of HV ∈Hhyp and of constants J ∈J (defined in Section 1.3.1)
yields isomorphic Floer homologies and
HHF∗([x]R2 rel y) = lim←− HHF∗([x]R2 rel y;HV , J),
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where the inverse limit is defined with respect to the canonical isomorphisms
ak(HV , HV ￿) : HHFk([x] rel y;HV , J) → HHFk([x] rel y;HV ￿ , J) and bk(J, J ￿) :
HHFk([x] rel y;HV , J)→ HHFk([x] rel y;HV , J ￿). This implies, in particular, that
HHF∗([x rel y]R2) ∼= HF∗([x rel y]D2). (3.4)
3.1.2 Mechanical Morse homology for unbounded Legendrian
PRBC
Property (iii) of Section 1.4.1 can be shown to hold for HF∗([x]R2 rel y,HV ). It
shows that if we compose x rel y with ￿ ≥ 0 full twists ∆2, the homology groups
of [x rel y]R2 are isomorphic to the ones of [(x rel y) ·∆2￿]R2 (up to shifting).
Let x rel y be a RBC supported in R2 and compose x rel y with ￿ ≥ 0 fulltwists∆2,
such that (x rel y) ·∆2￿ is isotopic to a positive braid x+ rel y+. By Property (iii) of
Section 1.4.1 we have
HHF∗([x rel y]R2) ∼= HHF∗−2￿([(x+ rel y+) ·∆2￿]R2). (3.5)
By (3.5) we will assume from now on, without loss of generality, that our rela-
tive braids have a positive representative. Positive relative braids x+ rel y+ are
isotopic to Legendrian braids xL rel yL on R2, i.e. braids of the form xL = (qt, q)
and yL = (Qt, Q), where q = π2x and Q = π2y, and π2 the projection onto the
q-coordinate, see Sections 2.7.2 and 2.7.3. The associated equivalence class of un-
bounded Legendrian braids is denoted by [q relQ]R and its fibers by [q]R relQ.
Legendrian braids can be described via mechanical systems and Hamiltonians of
the form
HU (t, p, q) =
1
2p
2 − 12q
2 + U(t, q). (3.6)
On the potential U : S1 × R→ Rwe assume the following hyphotheses:
(U1) U ∈ C∞(R × S1;R)
(U2) for j = 0, 1, 2 there exists a Gj ∈ C∞c (R) such that
|∂jU(t, q)| ≤ Gj(q), for all (t, q) ∈ S1 × R.
We will denote by U the space of functions U : R × S1 → R such that (U1) and
(U2) holds, and by Hmech the class of Hamiltonians HU such that U ∈ U . The
action functional in this setting becomes
LU (q) =
￿ 1
0
1
2q
2
t +
1
2q
2 − U(t, q) dt. (3.7)
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We note that LU is not strongly indefinite. Then, as in classical Morse theory, to
any critical point q ofLU one can assign a finiteMorse index, which we denote by
β(q). Since also in this case we are working with unbounded Legendrian PRBC,
also in this case we need to find uniform estimates. To obtain uniform bounds,
we use Fourier estimates and parabolic bootstrapping. We emphasize that in this
pages we do not develop the proofs of the genericity properties for critical points
and connecting orbits. The construction of the Morse homology follows the steps
summarized in Section 1.4.1. It follows that
HHM∗([q]R relQ;U)
is well-defined and independent of the chosen potential U ∈ U and of the fiber
[q]R relQ. For these reasons we will write HHM∗([q relQ]R). At the end of Section
3.2, in Section 3.3.3, we introduce the class of potentials W . These are functions
such that
(W1) W ∈ C∞(S1 × R;R)
(W2) ∂qW (t,±1) = ±1.
For these choice of potentials we can define HM∗([q relQ]), where [q relQ] is a
bounded Legendrian proper relative braid class. We also show that
HHM∗([q relQ]R) ∼= HM∗([q relQ]).
3.1.3 Isomorphism between braid Floer and Morse homology
In the third part of the chapter we establish the isomorphism
HHF∗([x rel y]R2) ∼= HHM∗([q relQ]R), (3.8)
where [x rel y]R2 is an unbounded proper relative braid class and [q relQ]R its (un-
bounded) proper Legendrian projected class. We notice that the solutions of the
Cauchy-Riemann equations which have been perturbed by changing the sym-
plectic matrix J into
Jε :=
￿
0 −ε−1
ε 0
￿
, for some ε > 0,
formally converge when ε→ 0 to the solutions of the heat equations, see Section
3.4.1. A deeper analysis of the structure of the equations (see Proposition 3.4.8)
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shows that the convergence is indeed in C1loc(R × S1). This allows to build a one-
to-one map between connecting orbits of the heat equation and connecting orbits
of the Cauchy-Riemann equations. We call this map the Salamon-Weber map, see
[46]. We prove finally that the map respects the braid classes, provided the RBC
are proper. From this, the required isomorphism follows.
Summarizing the main result of this Chapter is the proof of the chain of iso-
morphisms
HF∗([x rel y]D2) ∼= HHF∗([x rel y]R2) ∼= HHM∗([q relQ]R) ∼= HM∗([q relQ]) (3.9)
3.2 Hyperbolic braid Floer homology
In this Section we extend the construction of the classical braid Floer homology of
[49] from bounded PRBC to unbounded PRBC with respect to hyperbolic Hamil-
tonians. At the end, Theorem 3.2.18 establishes an isomorphism between them,
and hence the first part of the chain isomorphism (3.9).
3.2.1 Set-up: hyperbolic Hamiltonians in R2.
Let V ∈ V and HV ∈ Hhyp a hyperbolic Hamiltonian. Let AHV the action func-
tional defined in (3.2). Denote by CritHV the space of critical points of AHV and
endow CritHV with the compact-open topology on S1. Since S1 is compact this is
equivalent to the strong C0(S1) topology. Hyperbolic Hamiltonian systems have
special properties, among which the existence of uniform a priori estimates for
critical points of AHV . This is the content of the following lemma.
3.2.1. Lemma. Let HV ∈ Hhyp, V ∈ V then there exists a uniform constant c > 0
(dependent only on the support of Gj (in (V2))) such that for every critical point x ∈
CritHV , it holds
||x||C0(S1) ≤ c. (3.10)
Hence there exists C > 0 such that for all x ∈ CritAH
|AHV (x)| ≤ C. (3.11)
Proof. Lemma 2.7.1, or [39, lemma 7.1], proves (3.10). Then (3.11) immediately
follows. ￿
For critical points of hyperbolic Hamiltonians the following compactness result
holds.
3.2.2. Proposition. The space CritHV is compact with respect to the compact-open
topology.
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Proof. Let x be in CritHV then, writing the Euler Lagrange equation for x and
passing to the C0 norm we obtain
||xt||C0(S1) ≤ ||x||C0(S1) + ||∇V ||C0(S1).
The right hand side is uniformly bounded because of Lemma 3.2.1 and because
V ∈ V . Hence x is uniformly bounded in C1(S1). By the Theorem of Arzelà-
Ascoli, C1(S1) ￿→ C0(S1) is compact. Hence CritHV is compact with respect
to the strong C0 topology on S1. Since S1 is a compact set the compact-open
topology is equivalent to the strongC0 topology on S1, and the result follows. ￿
3.2.2 Uniform estimates for bounded solutions
The negative L2 gradient flow of the action functional AHV yields the non-linear
Cauchy-Riemann equations i.e.
us − J(ut −XHV (t, u)) = 0. (3.12)
Since HV ∈Hhyp, V ∈ V , Equation (3.12) can be written as
∂J,Ru − ∇V (t, u) = 0, (3.13)
where ∂J,R is the linear operator represented by
∂J,R = ∂s − J∂t +R.
Here
R := Q − P (3.14)
and P,Q : R2 → R2 are the projections defined as follows
P (p, q) = (p, 0), Q(p, q) = (0, q). (3.15)
Let V ∈ V and x± be in CritHV , we define the space of connecting orbits
between x− and x+ as
M x
−,x+
HV
:=
￿
u : R × S1 → R2, u satisfies (3.12) lim
s→±∞u(s, ·) = x
±
￿
.
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Let 0 < a <∞, we define the space of bounded solution as follows
M aHV :=
￿
u : R × S1 → R2, u satisfies (3.12) : sup
s∈R
|AHV (u(s, ·))| ≤ a
￿
.
We endowM x
−,x+
HV
andM aHV with the compact-open topology on R × S
1. In this
Section we show that if V ∈ V , there exists a > 0 large enough such that
M x
−,x+
HV
⊆M aHV ,
for every x± ∈ CritHV . We prove furthermore that elements in M
x−,x+
HV
are uni-
formly bounded in Cr(R × S1), for every r ∈ N. In order to prove this we need
some preliminary lemmas.
3.2.3. Lemma. There exists a constant C > 0 such that for every u ∈ C1c (R2) it holds
||u||H1(R2) ≤ C||∂J,Ru||L2(R2). (3.16)
Proof. Invoking the Fourier transform on R2 we obtain that
￿∂R = A = ￿ iξ − 1 −iηiη iξ + 1
￿
,
where (ξ, η) are the variables in the Fourier space and the Fourier transform is
defined by ￿u(ξ, η) = 1
4π2
￿
R2
e−i(sξ+tη)u(s, t) dsdt.
The inverse of A is given by
A−1 =
−1
ξ2 + η2 + 1
￿
iξ + 1 iη
−iη iξ − 1
￿
.
Since | detA| ≥ 1we get
ξ2 + 1
(detA)2
≤ 1, η
2
(detA)2
≤ 1, (3.17)
which implies that ||A−1||L(R2;R2) ≤ 1, where || · ||L(R2;R2) is the norm of the
bounded operators in from R2 into itself. By the Plancherel isometry we have
||u||L2(R2) = ||￿u||L2(R2) = ||A−1￿∂J,Ru||L2(R2)
≤ ||A−1||L(R2;R2)||￿∂J,Ru||L2(R2) ≤ ||∂J,Ru||L2(R2).
(3.18)
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We still need to prove the L2 estimates on the derivatives. These are given in the
Fourier space by iξA−1 and iηA−1.We have that
iξA−1 =
−1
ξ2 + η2 + 1
￿
iξ − ξ2 −ξη
ξη −iξ − ξ2
￿
.
As in (3.17) the norms of the matrix entries are bounded by 1. The case for iηA−1
is analogous. As in (3.18) we obtain estimates for ||us||L2(R2) and ||ut||L2(R2). ￿
3.2.4. Lemma. Let be G ⊂ R2 be compact and K ⊂⊂ G. For any function u ∈ C1(R ×
S1;R2) there exists a constant CK,G > 0 such that
||u||H1(K) ≤ CK,G
￿||∂J,Ru||L2(G) + ||u||L2(G)￿ , (3.19)
Proof. First, extend u via periodic extension to a function on R2 in the t direction.
Let ε be positive such that ε < dist(K, ∂G). By compactness,K can be covered by
finitely many open balls of radius ε/2 :
K ⊂
Nε￿
i=1
Bε/2(xi).
We consider a partition of unity {ρε,xi}i=1,...,Nε on K subordinate to
{Bε(xi)}i=1,...,Nε . In particular the support of ρε,xi is contained in Bε(xi), for
any ε > 0 and any i = 1 . . . Nε. Then, for any u, any ε > 0 and any i = 1 . . . Nε,
the function vε,i := ρε,xiu belongs to Hk0 (R2), for any k ∈ N. Recall that ρε,xi is a
scalar function (and set ∂J = ∂s − J∂t). Using Lemma 3.2.3 we get
||vε,i||H1(R2) = ||vε,i||H1(Bε(xi)) ≤ C||∂J,Rvε,i||L2(Bε(xi))
= C||ρε,xi∂J,Ru + ρε,xiRu + u∂Jρε,xi ||L2(Bε(xi))
≤ C||∂J,Ru||L2(G) + C||u||L2(G),
(3.20)
where C is the constant that appears in (3.16). As {ρε,xi}i=1,...,Nε is a partition of
unity it follows that
||u||H1(K) =
￿￿￿￿￿
￿￿￿￿￿
Nε
i=1
vε,i
￿￿￿￿￿
￿￿￿￿￿
H1(K)
≤
Nε￿
i=1
||vε,i||H1(Bε(xi)) . (3.21)
Putting together (3.20) and (3.21) we obtain (3.19). ￿
3.2.5. Lemma. Let V ∈ V and a <∞. There exists Ca > 0 such that
||us||L2(R×S1) ≤ Ca, (3.22)
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for every u ∈M aHV .
Proof. Let u ∈ M aHV , for some 0 < a < ∞. By the gradient flow structure of the
Cauchy-Riemann equations we obtain
d
ds
AHV (u(s, ·)) = −
￿ 1
0
|us(s, t)|2 dt.
Let S > 0 be arbitrary, by integrating over [−S, S] we have￿ S
−S
￿ 1
0
|us(s, t)|2 dtds = AHV (u(−S, ·)) −AHV (u(S, ·)).
The right hand side is bounded by 2a. Since this bound is independent of the
chosen u ∈M aHU , passing to the limit S →∞, we obtain (3.22). ￿
3.2.6. Corollary. Let V ∈ V . There exists c > 0 such that
||us||L2(R×S1) ≤ c, (3.23)
for every x± ∈ CritHV and every u ∈M
x−,x+
HV
.
Proof. Follow the proof of Lemma 3.2.5. We obtain
||us||2L2(R×S1) ≤ |AHV (x−)| + |AHV (x+)|.
The right hand side is uniformly bounded by (3.11) of Lemma 3.2.1, hence the
same estimate holds for every u ∈M x
−,x+
HV
and every x± ∈ CritHV . ￿
3.2.7. Proposition. Let V ∈ V and a <∞. There exists a positive constant Ca > 0 such
that
||u||Cr(R×S1) ≤ Ca, for all r ∈ N, (3.24)
for every u ∈M aHV . Furthermore, the spaceM
a
HV
is compact in the compact-open topol-
ogy on R × S1.
Proof. We start multiplying Equation (3.13) by Ru.We obtain
￿∂J,Ru,Ru￿ = −psp + qsq − (pq)t + p2 + q2 = ∂qV (t, p, q)q − ∂pV (t, p, q)p. (3.25)
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Let S > 3 be arbitrary. We integrate Eq. (3.13) over the rectangle R1S := [−S, S] ×
[−2, 3]. Because of (3.25), V ∈ V and u is one-periodic in twe obtain
||u||2L2(R1S) =
￿￿
R1S
|u|2 ds dt =
￿￿
R1S
|p2 + q2| dsdt
≤
￿￿
R1S
|psp| dsdt +
￿￿
R1S
|qsq|dsdt
+
￿￿
R1S
|Vq(t, p, q)q| dsdt +
￿￿
R1S
|Vp(t, p, q)p| dsdt
≤ CS ||u||L2(R1S). (3.26)
Here we have used the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and the uniform bounds on
||us||L2(R×S1) given by Lemma 3.2.5. This implies
||u||L2(R1S) ≤ CS . (3.27)
We point out that the constant CS in this proof changes from line to line, it is uni-
form in u but it may depend on S.We can now start with elliptic bootstrapping.
Since u satisfies (3.13) we have that
∂J,Ru = −∇V (t, u) = f(s, t).
Because V ∈ V
||∂J,Ru||L2(R1S) = ||f ||L2(R1S) ≤ CS (3.28)
By Lemma 3.2.4, (3.27) and (3.28) if we chooseR2S ; = [−(S−1), S−1]× [−1, 2], then
R2S ￿ R1S we obtain
||u||H1(R2S) ≤ CS . (3.29)
Differentiating the equation (3.13) with respect to t and s we obtain respectively
∂J,Rut = g
1(s, t) and ∂J,Rus = g2(s, t),
fome some g1(s, t) := ∂t(∇V (t, u(s, t))) and g2(s, t) := ∂s(∇V (t, u(s, t))). Because
V ∈ V , also gi ∈ L2(QS), for i = 1, 2. Let R3S = [−(S − 2), S − 2] × [0, 1] then
R3S ￿ R2S ￿ R1S By (3.19) we obtain that there exists CS > 0 such that
||ut||H1(R3S) ≤ CS
￿
||g1||L2(R2S) + ||ut||L2(R2S)
￿
and
||us||H1(R3S) ≤ CS
￿
||g2||L2(R2S) + ||us||L2(R2S)
￿
.
By (3.29) we obtain
||u||H2(R3S) ≤ CS .
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Using [5, Theorem 4.12, part 1, Case A] the continuous Sobolev embedding (n =
p = 2, q =∞)
H2(R3S) ￿→ C0(R3S).
we obtain
||u||C0(R3S) ≤ CS ,
for a uniform constant CS . Let σ be in R, define RS+σ := [−(S − 2) + σ, (S −
2) + σ] × [0, 1]. Since solutions of the Cauchy-Riemann equations are s-translation
invariant, we have
||u||C0(R3S) = ||u||C0(RS+σ)
for every σ ∈ R. From this it follows
||u||C0(R×S1) ≤ C.
Let K ￿ R3S , by differentiating again Equation (3.13) with respect to t and s we
get uniform H3(K) estimates. By using again [5, Theorem 4.12, part 1, Case A],
this yields uniform local C1 estimate. Since all these estimates are s-translation
invariant, they can be extended to global C1 estimate. By further differentiations
of Eq. (3.13) we obtain uniform bounds for every derivative of u. From this (3.30)
follows. For the remainder of the proof, it is enough to take K0 ￿ K compact,
and use the compact Sobolev embedding (see [5, Theorem 6.3 Part III])
H3(K) ￿→ C0(K0).
This proves the final assertion. ￿
3.2.8. Corollary. Let V ∈ V . There exists a positive constant C > 0 such that
||u||Cr(R×S1) ≤ C, for all r ∈ N, (3.30)
for every u ∈M x
−,x+
HV
and every x± ∈ CritHV .
Proof. The same as Proposition 3.2.7. Start the bootstrapping with the bound
(3.23) of Corollary 3.2.6. The latter depends only on the constant that appear in
(3.10), and it is independent of the critical points x−, x+ ∈ CritHV . ￿
3.2.9. Remark. The proof of Proposition 3.2.7 uses the same bootstrapping argu-
ment as in the proof of Proposition 4.2.1 of Chapter 4. We use here the Hilbert
Sobolev spaces Hk instead of the Banach Sobolev spacesW k,p, k ∈ N, p ≥ 1. This
is a consequence of the Fourier estimates of Lemma 3.2.3.
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3.2.3 Compactness and isolation for critical points in a PRBC
Recall that in Chapter 1, if x and y do not have tangencies2, we have defined the
integer Cross(x rel y), in terms of the winding number of x rel y (with the conven-
tion that the crossing is positive if the x − yi rotates counter clockwise rotation
about the origin, and negative if x − yi rotates clockwise). For un unbounded
braid the same definition can be given and the following result hold.
3.2.10. Lemma (Monotonicity lemma). Let a > 0, V ∈ V , y ∈ LCm(R2) and u ∈
M aHV . The function s ￿→ Cross(u(s, ·) rel y) is (when well-defined) a non-increasing
function of s with values in Z. To be more precise, if there exists (s0, t0) ∈ R × S1 such
that u(s0, t0) = y(t0) then there exists an ε0 > 0 such that
Cross(u(s0 − ε, ·) rel y) > Cross(u(s0 + ε, ·) rel y),
for all 0 < ε ≤ ε0.
Proof. Follow line-by-line [49, Lemma 5.4]. The same argument holds since it
does not require elements x rel y to be uniformly bounded. ￿
Let y be in LCm(R2). Consider an unbounded relative braid class (RBC)
[x]R2 rel y. Recall that y are called skeleton and x ∈ [x]R2 are called free strands. If
the number of free strands of an element in [x]R2 rel y is one, the space [x]R2 rel y
is a subspace of C0(S1;R2). Define the space of critical points of AHV inside
[x]R rel y as
CritHV ([x]R2 rel y) := CritHV ∩([x]R2 rel y).
For V ∈ V , and x± ∈ CritHV ([x]R2 rel y) define the space of connecting orbits in
[x]R2 rel y as
M x
−,x+
HV
([x]R2 rel y) =
￿
u ∈M x
+,x−
HV
: u(s, ·) ∈ [x]R2 rel y, for all s ∈ R
￿
.
Let a ∈ R be positive. The space of bounded solutions of Equation (3.13) is defined
as follows
M aHV ([x]R2 rel y) =
￿
u ∈M aHV : u(s, ·) ∈ [x]R2 rel y, for all s ∈ R
￿
.
It follows from Lemma 3.2.10 that if [x]R2 rel y is an unbounded RBC, and a >
0, for u ∈ M aHV ([x]R2 rel y) we have that Cross(u(s, ·) rel y) is an invariant of the
unbounded relative braid class. This means that Cross(u(s, ·) rel y) is constant on
connected components of [x]R2 rel y.
2more precisely if x and yi for all i = 1, . . . ,m do not have tangencies
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3.2.11. Remark. Let 0 < a < ∞, V ∈ V and [x]R2 rel y an unbounded RBC fiber,
with y ∈ L(Cm(D2)). By Proposition 3.2.7 we have uniform bounds in Cr for
every r for the spaceM aHV ([x]R2 rel y).
Recall that for a relative braid class fiber with skeleton y,we say that [x]R2 rel y
is proper, if the free strand x cannot be deformed onto itself, or components in
yc ⊂ y. For an unbounded PROPER relative braid class [x]R2 rel y, the space
CritHV ([x]R2 rel y)
has special properties. The most important is that unbounded PROPER RBCes
isolate the space of critical points.
3.2.12. Proposition (properness implies isolation). Let y ∈ LCm(R2) and V ∈ V . If
[x]R2 rel y is an unbounded PROPER RBC, then the space CritHV ([x]R2 rel y) is compact
(with respect to the compact-open topology) and isolated in [x]R2 rel y.
Proof. We first prove that CritHV ([x]R2 rel y) is compact. Let xn ∈
CritHV ([x]R2 rel y), then in particular xn ∈ CritHV . Since CritHV is compact
(by Proposition 3.2.2), up to a subsequence
xn → x0 ∈ CritHV .
Since [x]R2 rel y is proper, by Lemma 3.2.10, Cross(xn rel y) is well defined for all
n ∈ N and, by continuity, Cross(xn rel y) = Cross(x0 rel y). This implies that x0 ∈
CritHV ([x]R2 rel y). It follows thatCritHV ([x]R2 rel y) is closed, and hence compact.
We now prove that CritHV ([x]R2 rel y) is isolated. By Remark 3.2.11, we have that
there exists c > 0 such that ||x||C0 ≤ c, for every x ∈ CritHV ([x]R2 rel y). We will
show that there exists 0 < r < c such that
|x(t)| < r and |x(t) − yj(t)| > c − r, for all j = 1, . . . ,m (3.31)
for all x ∈ CritHV ([x]R2 rel y). By contradiction, suppose that such r does not exist.
Let xn ∈ CritHV ([x]R2 rel y), by compactness of CritHV ([x]R2 rel y) (up to a subse-
quence) there exists x0 ∈ CritHV ([x]R2 rel y), such that xn → x0. If such r in (3.31)
does not exist, then there exists t0 ∈ S1 such that
x0(t0) = y
j(t0) for some j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
By uniqueness of the solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations we have x(t) =
yj(t), for all t ∈ S1 which contradicts the fact that [x]R2 rel y is proper. ￿
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3.2.4 Genericity for critical points of hyperbolic Hamiltonians
Let V ∈ V , y ∈ LCm(R2) and [x]R2 rel y an unbounded RBC. We say that x ∈
CritHV ([x]R2 rel y) is a non-degenerate critical point if the operator
J
d
dt
+D2HV (t, x) : H
1(S1)→ L2(S1)
is invertible. We prove now that if V is chosen "generically" in V then all crit-
ical points are non-degenerate. This is the content of the following proposi-
tion. We first give some nomenclature. For HV ∈ Hhyp, V ∈ V , we say that
y = {y1(t), . . . , ym(t)} ∈ LCm(R2) is a solution curve of XHV 3 if for every
i = 1, . . . ,m yi a solution of
yit = XHV (t, y
i), yi(0) = yσ(i)(1), for some σ ∈ Sm. (3.32)
Recall that || · ||C∞ is defined as
||h||C∞ :=
￿
k∈N
εk||h||Ck ,
for a sufficiently fast decaying positive sequence εk.
3.2.13. Proposition. Let y be in LCm(R2) and [x]R2 rel y be an unbounded PRBC. For
every hyperbolic Hamiltonian HV ∈Hhyp, V ∈ V with y a solution curve of XHV there
exists a δ∗ > 0 with the following significance. For every δ < δ∗ there exists a V ￿ ∈ V
(and HV ￿ ∈Hhyp) with the property that
(i) ||HV −HV ￿ ||C∞ < δ;
(ii) y is a solution curve of XHV ￿ .
and such that CritHV ￿ ([x]R2 rel y) consists only of non degenerate critical points. This
implies, by compactness, that the spaceCritHV ￿ ([x]R2 rel y) consists only of finitely many
isolated points.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2.1 the space CritHV ([x]R2 rel y) is uniformly bounded, by a
constant C > 0. Let y ∈ LCm(R2), then y has m strands. Let Bε(yi) a tubular
neighborhood of yi of radius ε. Define
Nε(y) =
￿
k=1,...,m
Bε(y
i).
3the Hamiltonian vector field is defines asXHV = J∇HV
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If ε > 0 is chosen small enough, Nε consists ofm disjoints cylinders.
DC := {x ∈ R2 : |x| ≤ C},
Let
T2C := S1 ×DC
be the two-torus. By the uniform bounds on CritHV , if C is chosen large enough
and ε > 0 small enough, Nε(y) ⊂ T2C . Define
Aε,C := T2C \Nε(y).
Since [x]R2 rel y is proper there exists an ε∗ > 0 such that for every ε ≤ ε∗ it holds
that
CritHV ([x]R2 rel y) ⊂ int (A2ε,C) .
Fix now ε ∈ (0, ε∗] and, for δ > 0 small define the space
Vδ,ε := {v ∈ C∞(S1 × R2;R), supp v ⊂ Aε,C , ||v||C∞ ≤ δ}
of perturbations of V. Let vδ be in Vε,δ and define Let V ￿ := V + vδ. Construct a
Hamiltonian
HV ￿ =
1
2p
2 − 12q
2 + V + vδ.
By construction HV ￿ ∈Hhyp, V ￿ ∈ V , y is a solution curve of XHV ￿ , and
||HV −HV ￿ ||C∞ < δ.
Using the same arguments as in Proposition 3.2.12 we have that the compact set
CritHV ￿ ([x]R2 rel y)
is isolated for all perturbations vδ ∈ Vδ,ε. This shows that
CritHV +vδ ([x]R2 rel y)→ CritHV ([x]R2 rel y)
in the Hausdorff metric4 as δ → 0. Therefore there exists a δ∗ > 0 such that
CritHV +vδ ([x]R2 rel y) ⊂ int (A2ε,C) (3.33)
for all 0 ≤ δ ≤ δ∗. Now fix δ ∈ (0, δ∗]. The Hamilton equations for HV ￿ are −Jxt +
∇HV (t, x) +∇vδ(t, x) = 0, with periodic boundary conditions. Now, in order to
4IfX,Y are non-empty subsets of a metric space (M,d)we define their Hausdorff distance as
dH(X,Y ) := max{sup
x∈X
inf
y∈Y
d(x, y), sup
y∈Y
inf
x∈X
d(x, y)}
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conclude the proof, we need to show that we can choose vδ ∈ Vδ,ε generically such
that for every x ∈ CritHV ￿ ([x]R2 rel y) the operator Jxt +D2HV ￿(t, x) is invertible.
Without going into details (see [49, Proposition 7.1] for a complete proof), we only
say that using the fact that [x]R2 rel y is proper, and, in particular (3.33), for a large
(dense) class of vδ ∈ Vδ,ε, the Sard-Smale Theorem [47] implies that the operator
Jxt +D2HV ￿(t, x) is invertible. ￿
3.2.14. Remark. The previous Proposition 3.2.13 shows that if we choose V gener-
ically, then critical points are non-degenerate, which implies that they are isolated
points. Compactness of critical points, (Proposition 3.2.12) shows furthermore
that they are finitely many.
We now prove that the constant Ca which appears in (3.30) is independent of
a, provided a is chosen large enough and V ∈ V is generic. This is a consequence
of the fact that generically the space of bounded solutions equals the space of
connecting orbits (inside a proper relative braid class).
3.2.15. Proposition (uniform bounds). Let HV ∈ Hhyp with V ∈ V generic. Let y
be in LCm(D2) and [x]R2 rel y be an unbounded PRBC. If a > 0 is sufficiently large it
holds
M aHV ([x]R2 rel y) =
￿
x±∈CritHV ([x]R2 rel y)
M x
−,x+
HV
([x]R2 rel y). (3.34)
This implies that there exists C > 0 such that
||u||Cr(R×S1) ≤ C,
for all a > 0 sufficiently large and all u ∈M aHV ([x]R2 rel y).
Proof. By Corollary 3.2.8 we obtain that there exists (a uniform) a > 0
M aHV ([x]R2 rel y) ⊇M
x−,x+
HV
([x]R2 rel y)
for all x± ∈ CritHV ([x]R2 rel y). Hence taking the union over all x± ∈
CritHV ([x]R2 rel y) we obtain
M aHV ([x]R2 rel y) ⊇
￿
x±∈CritHV ([x]R2 rel y)
M x
−,x+
HV
([x]R2 rel y).
It remain to establish the opposite inclusion. Let u ∈M aHV ([x]R2 rel y), then by
Proposition 3.2.7 we obtain that there exists Ca > 0 such that ||u||Cr(R×S1) ≤ Ca.
Using this bound and and genericity of V ∈ V as in [45, Proposition 4.2] we
establish that solutions inM aHV ([x]R2 rel y) have limits, i.e.
lim
s→±∞u(s, t) = x
±(t), for all t ∈ S1.
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for some x± ∈ C1(S1). If a > 0 is large enough then x± ∈ CritHV . Hence
u ∈ M x
−,x+
HV
, for some x± ∈ CritHV . Isolation of proper relative braid classes im-
plies that x± ∈ CritHV ([x]R2 rel y). by the Monotonicity Lemma (Lemma 3.2.10)
we have u ∈M x
−,x+
HV
([x]R2 rel y) and the other inclusion follows.
To prove the final assertion, we note that elements on the right hand side of
(3.34) are uniformly bounded by a constant C that is independent of a. ￿
3.2.16. Remark. Let a > 0 be large enough V ∈ V generic and [x]R2 rel y is an un-
bounded PRBC. It follows from Proposition 3.2.15 that the spaceM aHV ([x]R2 rel y)
is compact in the following sense. Let {uν}ν∈N ⊆ M x
−,x+
HV
([x]R2 rel y) be a se-
quence, then there exists a subsequence (still denoted by uν) and sequences of
times siν ∈ R, i = 0, . . . , k such that uν(·+ siν , ·) converges with its derivatives uni-
formly on compact sets to ui ∈M x
i,xi−1
HV
([x]R2 rel y),where xi ∈ CritHV ([x]R2 rel y)
for i = 0, . . . , k and x0 = x− and xk = x+. This type of convergence is called in
literature geometric convergence (see [45]).
3.2.5 Hyperbolic braid Floer homology and its isomorphism
with the classical braid Floer homology
We are now ready to construct the Floer homology for hyperbolic Hamiltonian
systems in the setting of unbounded PRBC. We follow the steps of Section 1.4.1.
Recall that the image ofM aHV ([x]R2 rel y) under the mapping u ￿→ u(0, ·) is called
S aHV ([x]R2 rel y).We have proved compactness of the spaceM
a
HV
([x]R2 rel y). The
proof of compactness of S aHV ([x]R2 rel y) follows from the same arguments as in
[49], and from the compactness of M aHV ([x]R2 rel y). The same arguments as in
[49] show that S aHV ([x]R2 rel y) is isolated. We have shown genericity proper-
ties of critical points of hyperbolic Hamiltonian systems. For connecting orbits,
the arguments are the same as in [49]. This yields that the space of connecting
orbits consists of smooth dimensional manifolds without boundary. For non-
degenerate critical points of hyperbolic Hamiltonians we can define the Conley-
Zenhder index as in Section 2.4. By grading the critical points of a generic hyper-
bolic Hamiltonian with the Conley-Zenhder index, we define a chain complex
Ck([x]R2 rel y) with coefficients in Z2 and a boundary ∂k operator. Its homology
is denoted by
HHFk([x]R2 rel y;HV ) := Hk(C∗, ∂∗).
The latter are called hyperbolic braid Floer homology groups. By the same ar-
guments as in [49] we can show that HHFk([x]R2 rel y;HV ) is independent of the
chosen hyperbolic Hamiltonian and of the fiber. Hence we can write
HHFk([x rel y]R2).
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We now prove the isomorphism (3.4). But before we perform an extension
from bounded proper relative braid classes to unbounded ones in the follow-
ing way. Let [x rel y]D2 be a bounded proper relative braid class and [x]D2 rel y
its fiber. Extend now [x]D2 rel y to [x]R2 rel y by considering homotopies in R2 in-
stead of D2. Since [x]D2 rel y is proper, by Remark 3.1.1, [x]R2 rel y is proper. The
extended unbounded proper relative braid classes [x]R2 rel y inherit furthermore
from [x]D2 rel y the topological property that can not be deformed onto ∂D2. Ex-
tensions of proper relative braids class fibers enjoy the following property.
3.2.17. Lemma. Let y ∈ LCm(D2) and [x]D2 rel y be a bounded proper relative braid
class fiber. Let [x]R2 rel y its proper unbounded extension. If there exists a loop x˜ in R2
with support entirely contained in (D2)c := {x ∈ R2 : |x| > 1} then
x˜ ￿∈ [x]R2 rel y.
Proof. We have y ∈ L(Cm(D2)). Then all the skeleton strands have support inD2.
Fix a representative x0 ∈ [x]D2 rel y. Since, as sets, [x]D2 rel y ⊂ [x]R2 rel y, then we
can assume that x0 ∈ [x]R2 rel y has support entirely contained in D2. Suppose, by
contradiction, that there exists x˜ ∈ [x]R2 rel y, with support entirely contained in
(D2)c. Then there exists a homotopy g : [0, 1]×L(R2)→ L(R2) such that g(0, x) =
x0 and g(1, x) = x˜ and g(λ, x) ∈ [x]R2 rel y, for all λ ∈ [0, 1]. Then there are only
two topological configurations for x˜.
(i) x˜ has non-trivial homotopy type. Without loss of generality, since supp(x˜) is
entirely contained in (D2)c and x˜ has non-trivial homotopy type, we can assume
that there exists R > 1 such that x˜ = ∂D2R = {x ∈ R2 : |x| = R}. If we now
perform the following homotopy
h(λ, x) =
￿
g(λ, x) for all λ : |g(λ, x)| ≤ 1, for all x ∈ L(R2)
g(λ, x¯)#π∂D2g(λ, x¯) for all λ : there exists x¯ : |g(λ, x¯)| ≥ 1
where π∂D2 : C([0, τ ];R2) → ∂D2 is the continuous function that makes every
curve γ in R2 with intersection with ∂D2 collapse to the segment (inside γ) in ∂D2
with endpoints the intersection between the curve and ∂D2, and # denote the
concatenation between two curves. By construction h is continuous, |h(λ, x)| ≤
1, for all λ ∈ (0, 1), and all x ∈ L(R2), and h(0, x) = x0 and x˜ = h(1, x) =
π∂D2g(1, x) = ∂D2, for all |x| > 1. Hence we have found a homotopy h(λ, x) ∈
[x]D2 rel y for all λ ∈ [0, 1] with endpoints x0 and ∂D2. This contradicts the fact
that [x]D2 rel y is proper.
(ii) x˜ has trivial homotopy type. Without loss of generality, since supp(x˜) is en-
tirely contained in (D2)c and x˜ has trivial homotopy type, we can assume that
x˜ ∈ ∂D2.Hence g(λ, x) ∈ [x]D2 rel y for all λ ∈ [0, 1]with endpoints x0 and x˜ ∈ ∂D2.
This contradicts again the fact that [x]D2 rel y is proper. ￿
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3.2.18. Theorem. Let [x rel y]D2 a proper relative braid class and [x rel y]R2 its un-
bounded extension. Then
HF∗([x rel y]D2) ∼= HHF∗([x rel y]R2). (3.35)
Proof. The proof is constructive. Let [x rel y]D2 be a bounded proper relative braid
class with fiber [x]D2 rel y and y ∈ L(Cm(D2)). Let H ∈ H (defined in Section
1.3.1) be generic, then
HFk([x rel y]D2) ∼= HFk([x]D2 rel y;H).
Since the left hand side is independent (up to isomorphims) of the chosen Hamil-
tonianH ∈H ,without loss of generality we can chooseH(t, ·) ∈ C∞0 (D2). Extend
H(t, ·) smoothly to R2 in the following way
￿H(t, x) := ￿ H(t, x) |x| ≤ 1
0 |x| ≥ 1.
Note that ￿H(t, ·) ∈ C∞0 (R2). Let g be in C∞(R+) such that
g(r) =
￿
1 r ≤ 2
0 r ≥ 3,
and define ￿V (t, p, q) = g(|x|)￿− 12p2 + 12q2 + ￿H(t, x)￿ .
By construction ￿V ∈ V and hence
H￿V (t, x) = 12p2 − 12q2 + ￿V (t, p, q)
is in Hhyp. We have furthermore, by construction of H￿V , that every constant x0
with 1 ≤ |x0| ≤ 2 is a solution of the Hamilton equations ofH￿V , hence an element
of CritH ￿V . Since the Hamilton equations of H￿V have no closed orbits for |x| ≥ 3,
there are no critical points of AH ￿V for |x| ≥ 3.
The proof now proceeds in two steps.
(i) We prove that
CritH([x]D2 rel y) = CritH ￿V ([x]R2 rel y). (3.36)
It suffices to show that every x ∈ CritH ￿V ([x]R2 rel y) has support in int(D2).
Suppose, by contradiction, that there exists x ∈ CritH ￿V ([x]R2 rel y) and t0
such that x(t0) = x0 for some x0 ∈ ∂D2. Uniqueness of the initial value
problem of the Hamilton equations yields |x(t)| = x0 for all t ∈ S1. This is
a contradiction, since [x]R2 rel y is an extension of the proper relative braid
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class [x]D2 rel y (that can not be deformed onto ∂D2). This proves that, for
every x ∈ CritH ￿V ([x]R2 rel y), x has support either in the interior or in the ex-
terior ofD2. Lemma 3.2.17 proves that the support of x can not be contained
entirely in (D2)c, and hence (3.36).
(ii) And now we show that
M x
−,x+
H ([x]D2 rel y) =M
x−,x+
H ￿V ([x]R2 rel y). (3.37)
By (i) if u ∈ M x
−,x+
H ￿V ([x]R2 rel y) then there exists S > 0 such that u(s, ·) ∈
[x]D2 rel y for all |s| > S. The Monotonicity Lemma (Lemma 3.2.10) implies
that u(s, ·) ∈ [x]D2 rel y for every s ∈ R. Since H￿V |D2 = HD2 we have that
u ∈M x
−,x+
H ([x]D2 rel y). This implies (3.37).
To conclude the proof we have, by (3.37) homotopy invariance of the Hamilto-
nians H ∈ H and HV ∈ Hhyp, homotopy invariance of the fiber [x]D2 rel y in
[x rel y]D2 and of [x]R rel y in [x rel y]R2 , and homotopy invariance of the chosen
constant almost complex structure J ∈J , that
HF∗([x rel y]D2) ∼= HF∗([x]D2 rel y;H, J)
= HHF∗([x]R2 rel y;H￿V , J) ∼= HHF∗([x rel y]R2).
This shows (3.35) and concludes the proof. ￿
3.3 Mechanical braid Morse homology
In this Section we define, for a special type of braids, called Legendrian, a Morse
type thoery. The construction will follow the step summarized in Section 1.4.1
and it is carried out in full details except for the genericity properties for critical
points and connecting orbits. Since we consider Legendrian unbounded braid
class, we need to obtain also in this case we need uniform estimates. These es-
timates will be obtained in the same manner as in Section 3.2, but in a parabolic
setting.
Consider now a simplification of the hyperbolic Hamiltonian system (3.1). Let
U ∈ U (defined in Section 3.1.2) and HU ∈Hmech. Recall that HU has the form
HU (t, p, q) =
1
2p
2 − 12q
2 − U(t, q)
where U satisfies the hypotheses (U1) and (U2) of Section 3.1.2. The action func-
tional has the form (3.7). Note thatLU (q) = AHU (qt, q). Critical points ofLU are
denoted by CritU .
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3.3.1. Remark. Since mechanical systems are special hyperbolic hamiltonian sys-
tems, for mechanical systems, Lemma 3.2.1 and Proposition 3.2.2 continue to
hold. Hence there exists constants c > 0 and C > 0 such that
||q||C0(S1) ≤ c (3.38)
and
|LU (q)| ≤ C, (3.39)
for all q ∈ CritU . Furthermore the set CritU is compact with respect the compact-
open topology.
The choice ofHU of the form (3.6), implies that critical points ofLU are restricted
to be x(t) = (p(t), q(t)) = (qt(t), q(t)). In the setting of braids, it can be easily seen
that such strands lay in the kernel of the one-form α = dq − pdt. This property
is known as the Legendrian property, and we will refer to these braids as LEG-
ENDRIAN BRAIDS. It it important to highlight that for a Legendrian braid (with
multiple strands) the Legendrian constraint implies that all intersections corre-
spond to positive crossings.
3.3.1 Uniform bounds (and compactness) for bounded solutions
The negative L2 gradient flow of the action functional LU gives rise to the non-
linear heat equation
vs − vtt + v − ∂vU(t, v) = 0, (3.40)
Solutions of Equation (3.40) lay in the space
C1,2(R × S1) := {v ∈ C0(R × S1) : vs, vt, vtt ∈ C0(R × S1)}.
As for the Cauchy-Riemann equations, for U ∈ U and q± ∈ CritU define the space
of connecting orbits between q− and q+ as
N q
+,q−
U :=
￿
v ∈ C1,2(R × S1) : v satisfies (3.40) and lim
s→±∞ v(s, ·) = q
±
￿
.
Let a > 0 define the space of bounded solutions as
N aU :=
￿
v ∈ C1,2(R × S1) : v satisfies (3.40) and sup
s∈R
|LU (v(s, ·))| ≤ a
￿
.
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In order to prove the requested uniform estimates it is useful to deal with the
so-called anisotropic Sobolev spaces. We define
H1,22 (R2) := {v ∈ L2(R2) : vt, vs, vtt ∈ L2(R2)},
The norm associated to the space H1,22 (R2) is the following
||v||H1,22 (R2) = ||v||L2 + ||vs||L2 + ||vt||L2 + ||vtt||L2 .
Define then recursively
Hk,2k2 (R2) := {v ∈ L2(R2) : vt, vs, vtt ∈ Hk−12 (R2)}.
We define also the linear heat operator ∂heat : H1,22 (R × S1) → L2(R × S1) as
follows
∂heatv := vs − vtt + v.
In order to obtain uniform estimates for connecting orbits we need some prelim-
inary lemmas. We now prove a parabolic version of Lemma 3.2.3.
3.3.2. Lemma. It holds
||v||H1,22 (R2) ≤ ||∂heatv||L2(R2), (3.41)
for every v ∈ C1,2c (R2).
Proof. As in Lemma 3.2.3 we denote by vˆ(ξ, η) = 14π2
￿
R2 e
−i(sξ+tη)v(s, t) dsdt the
Fourier transform of v. By using the Fourier transform we have
||vˆ||2L2(R2) = || 1iη+ξ2+1￿∂heatv||2L2(R2).
Hence, using the Plancherel identity we obtain
||v||L2(R2) ≤ ||∂heatv||L2(R2).
The functions vs, vt, vtt in the Fourier space become respectively iηvˆ, iξvˆ and
−ξ2vˆ.We have
|iηvˆ|2 = η2η2+(ξ2+1)2 |￿∂heatv|2 ≤ |￿∂heatv|2
|iξvˆ|2 = ξ2η2+(ξ2+1)2 |￿∂heatv|2 ≤ 12 |￿∂heatv|2
|ξ2vˆ|2 = ξ4η2+(ξ2+1)2 |￿∂heatv|2 ≤ |￿∂heatv|.2
By using again the Plancherel identity (3.41) follows. ￿
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And now we prove a parabolic version of Lemma (3.2.4).
3.3.3. Lemma. Let G ⊂ R2 be compact and K ￿ G. There exists a constant CK,G > 0
such that
||v||H1,22 (K) ≤ CK,G
￿||∂heatv||L2(G) + ||v||L2(G) + ||vt||L2(G)￿ , (3.42)
for every u ∈ C1,2(R × S1).
Proof. Extend v via periodic extension in t to a function v ∈ C1,2(R × S1). The
proof of estimate (3.42) is equal to the proof of Lemma 3.2.4. Interchange in that
proof the role of the Cauchy-Riemann operator ∂J,R with the heat operator ∂heat
and use Lemma 3.3.2, when Lemma 3.2.3 is used. The extra term (||vt||L2(G))
arises because the heat operator has two derivatives in t. ￿
3.3.4. Remark. Let U ∈ U , a <∞ and q± ∈ CritU . The estimates (3.22) and (3.23)
continue to hold respectively for elements in N aU and N
q−,q+
U . Their proofs use
only the fact that the Cauchy-Riemann equations are a gradient flow system and
the bounds on the functional. Since these two conditions are satisfied by the heat
flow we obtain that for every a there exists ca > 0 such that
||vs||L2(R×S1) ≤ ca, (3.43)
for every v ∈ N aU .We get also that there exists c > 0 such that
||vs||L2(R×S1) ≤ c. (3.44)
for every v ∈ N q
−,q+
U
3.3.5. Proposition. Let U ∈ U and a <∞. There exists a constant Ca > 0 such that
||v||Cr(R×S1) ≤ Ca for all r ∈ N, (3.45)
for every v ∈ N aHU . Furthermore, the spaceN
a
U is compact with respect to the compact-
open topology on R × S1.
Proof. The proof resembles the proof of Proposition 3.2.7. Nevertheless we pro-
vide all the details. We will obtain (3.45) via bootstrapping argument as Proposi-
tion 3.2.7.
Let S > 3 and R1S := [−S, S] × [−2, 3]. We start multiplying Equation (3.40) by v
and integrating over RS and using the periodic boundary conditions. We obtain￿￿
R1S
vsv dsdt =
￿￿
R1S
vttv − v2 +∂vU(t, v)v dsdt =
￿￿
R1S
−v2t − v2 +∂vU(t, v) dsdt.
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Rearranging the terms, using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, (3.43) and the fact
that U ∈ U we obtain
||v||2L2(R1S) + ||vt||
2
L2(R1S)
=
￿￿
R1S
v2 + v2t dsdt
≤
￿￿
R1S
|vsv| dsdt +
￿￿
R1S
∂vU(t, v)v dsdt
≤ CS(||v||2L2(R1S) + ||vt||
2
L2(R1S)
)1/2.
From this it follows that
||v||L2(R1S) ≤ CS , (3.46)
and
||vt||L2(R1S) ≤ CS . (3.47)
For v ∈ N aU we have
vs − vtt + v = ∂vU(v, t) = f(s, t). (3.48)
Because U ∈ U then f satisfies
||∂heatv|| = ||f ||L2(R1S) ≤ CS . (3.49)
Let R2S := [−S + 1, S − 1] × [−1, 2], then R2S ￿ R1S . Using (3.42), (3.46), (3.47),
and (3.49) we obtain
||v||H1,22 (R2S) ≤ CS
￿
||f ||L2(R1S) + ||v||L2(R1S) + ||vt||L2(R1S)
￿
< CS , (3.50)
We continue with parabolic bootstrapping. By differentiating the equation (3.48)
with respect to t
∂heatvt = g
1(s, t) and ∂heatvs = g2(s, t),
where g1 = ∂t(∂vU) and g2 = ∂s(∂vU). Because U ∈ U then gi ∈ L2(R2), i = 1, 2.
Let now R3S := [−S + 2, S − 2] × [0, 1], then R3S ￿ R2S . By (3.42) we obtain, using
(3.50)
||vt||H1,22 (R3S) ≤ C(||g
1||L2(R2S) + ||vt||L2(R3S) + ||vtt||L2(R3S)) ≤ C.
This implies that
||vts||L2(R3S) ≤ C and ||vttt||L2(R3S) ≤ C, (3.51)
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for a uniform constant C > 0. By (3.42) and (3.51) we obtain
||vs||H1,22 (R3S) ≤ C(||g
2||L2(R2S) + ||vs||L2(R3S) + ||vst||L2(R3S)) ≤ C,
for a uniform C > 0. Hence v ∈ H2,4(R3S). By composing the embedding
H2,4(R3S) ￿→ H2(R3S) with the continuous Sobolev embedding H2(R3S) ￿→
C0(R3S), we obtain,
||v||C0(R3S) ≤ CS .
Since the Equation (3.40) is autonomous then all the estimates can be extended
globally on R × S1, hence
||v||C0(R×S1) ≤ C.
By continuing bootstrapping we can get uniform (local) bounds in Hs,2s, for ev-
ery s ∈ N. This implies a bound for derivative of v of every order (i.e. (3.45)) and,
using the Rellich-Kondrachov Theorem (see [5, Theorem 6.3, Part II],) the final
assertion is proven. ￿
3.3.6. Corollary. Let U ∈ U . There exists a positive constant C > 0 such that
||v||Cr(R×S1) ≤ C, for all r ∈ N, (3.52)
for every v ∈ N q
−,q+
U and every q
± ∈ CritU .
Proof. Use the estimate (3.44) and start with parabolic bootstrapping. ￿
3.3.2 Mechanical braid Morse homology
As for braids with support in R2 we now focus our attention to relative braids,
i.e. those braids which have at least two strands, labeled into two group: q andQ.
The elements denoted by Q = {Q1, . . . , Qm} are called skeleton and correspond
to the (skeleton) elements y = {y1, . . . , ym} in the case of braids supported in
the plane. If y ∈ LCm(R2), it holds that Q = π2(y), where π2 is the standard
projection on the second coordinate. For the free strands we will always assume
that they consist of a single strand. Therefore q = {q}.We recall that such braids
that have only positive crossings. The associated equivalence class of unbounded
Legendrian braids and their fibers are denoted by
[q relQ]R and [q]R relQ.
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These are elements which are invariant under Legendrian isotopies. Let now
[q]R relQ, an unbounded Legendrian relative class fiber. The space of critical
points ofLU in [q]R relQ is denoted by
CritU ([q]R relQ) := CritU ∩[q]R relQ.
For U ∈ U and q± ∈ CritU ([q]R relQ), define the space of connecting orbits on
[q]R relQ by
N q
−,q+
U ([q]R relQ) :=
￿
v ∈ N q
−,q+
U : v(s, ·) ∈ [q]R relQ, for all s ∈ R
￿
.
Let a > 0. The space of bounded solutions in [q]R relQ is defined as
N aU ([q]R relQ) := {v ∈ N aU : v(s, ·) ∈ [q]R relQ, for all s ∈ R} .
3.3.7. Remark. Let a > 0 and U ∈ U and [q]R2 rel y a RBC fiber. By Proposition
3.3.5 we have uniform bounds in Cr for every r for the spaceN aU ([x]R2 rel y)
As for unbounded RBCes, for Legendrian unbounded RBCes, an invariant
can be defined. If x rel y is a relative braid then we have defined the integer
Cross(x rel y) in function of the winding number of x rel y. For Legendrian braids
the same definition can be given. For the Legendrian property all the crossings
are constraint to be positive. If we define I(q relQ) the number of crossings be-
tween q and Q and x = (qt, q) and y = (Qt, Q) then we have
Cross(x rel y) = I(q relQ),
For parabolic equations like (3.40) a similar principle of Lemma 3.2.10 holds.
3.3.8. Lemma (parabolic Monotonicity Lemma). Let a > 0, U ∈ U , y ∈
LCm(D2), Q = π2(y) and v ∈ N aU . The function s ￿→ I(v(s, ·) relQ) is (when well
defined) a non-increasing function of s with values in N. In particular, if there exists
(s0, t0) ∈ R × S1 such that v(s0, t0) = Q(t0) then there exists an ε0 > 0 such that
I(v(s0 − ε, ·) relQ) > I(v(s0 + ε, ·) relQ),
for all 0 < ε ≤ ε0.
Proof. See, for instance [6] [12], [18] and [35]. ￿
3.3.9. Remark. The implications of the parabolic Monotonicity Lemma (Lemma
3.3.8) (and Remark 3.3.7) are the same as the implications of the Monotonicity
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Lemma (i.e. Lemma 3.2.10) (and Remark 3.2.11). In particular, by the same ar-
gument as in the proof of Proposition 3.2.12, we can prove that if [q]R2 relQ is an
unbounded PRBC, and U ∈ U then the space CritU ([q]R relQ) is compact and
isolated in [q]R relQ.
Let U ∈ U and [q]R relQ an unbounded relative braid class we say that q ∈
CritU ([q]R relQ) is non-degenerate if the operator
Aq := ∂tt − Id +∂2qU(t, q) : H2(S1)→ L2(S1)
is invertible. This operator is self-adjoint with respect the standard L2 inner prod-
uct. The number of negative eigenvalues is finite, and it is denoted by β(Aq) and
called the Morse index of Aq. If q ∈ CritU we define its Morse index by
β(q) := β(Aq).
By analogy with the hyperbolic Hamiltonian case, for HU ∈ Hmech, U ∈ U and
y ∈ LCm(R2) of the form y = (Qt, Q)we say thatQ = {Q1(t), . . . , Qm(t)} = π2(y)
is a solution curve of XHU (this is abuse of notation) if y = (Qt, Q) is a solution
curve of the vector field XHU (see (3.32)). Because Q = π2(y) Equation (3.32)
means that for every i = 1, . . . ,m Qi a solution of
Qitt −Qi + ∂QiU(t, Qi) = 0 Qi(0) = Qσ(i)(1), for some σ ∈ Sm.
In these notes the proofs for genericity properties of critical points of the La-
grangian action is not given. We will state this property as a conjecture.
3.3.10. Conjecture. Let y ∈ LCm(R2) of the form y = (Qt, Q) withQ a solution curve
ofXHU and [q]R relQ be an unbounded Legendrian PRBC fiber. Then for every mechan-
ical Hamiltonian HU ∈ Hmech, U ∈ U , there exists δ∗ with the following significance.
For every δ < δ∗ there exists a U ￿ ∈ U with the property that
(i) ||HU −HU ￿ ||C∞ < δ
(ii) Q is a solution curve of XHU
and such that CritU ￿([q]R relQ) consists only of non degenerate critical points. This
implies, by compactness, that the space CritU ￿([q]R relQ) consists only of finitely many
isolated points.
3.3.11. Remark. The idea for the proof of Conjecture 3.3.10 is to use a Sard-Smale
argument to show that the space of certain variations of the potential function
U (which would give non-degeneracy of critical points) is dense in the set of all
variations. The argument is standard in transversality theory and can be found
for instance in [3, Section 2.11]. It turns out that we need only to prove that
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the linearization (around (q, V )) of the map F(qε, vδ) := qεtt − qε + ∂qε(V (t, qε) +
vδ(t, qε)) such that qε is an ε perturbation of q (that stays away from Q) with
ε > 0 small, and vδ is a δ perturbation of V, with δ > 0 small, is surjective. Since
we want to keep Q as a solution curve of XHU we do not want to perturb our
potential close to Qi, for all i = 1, . . . ,m. By the Hahn-Banach Theorem one can
prove that dF(q, V ) is surjective, by proving that the image has trivial orthogonal
complement. In order to prove this, one can use the same argument as in [49].
We say that LU is Morse if all the critical points are non-degenerate. By the
above conjecture LU is a Morse function for a generic choice of a potential func-
tion U ∈ U . By compactness, this implies that CritU ([q]R relQ) is a finite. If we
assume Conjecture 3.3.10 to hold, then we can obtain uniform bounds for un-
bounded Legendrian PRBCes, in the same as the elliptic case.
3.3.12. Proposition (uniform bounds for the parabolic case). Let U ∈ U with LU
Morse and let Q is a solution curve of XHU . Let [q]R relQ be an unbounded Legendrian
relative braid class fiber. Then there exists C > 0 such that
||v||Cr(R×S1) ≤ C
for all a > 0 sufficiently large and all v ∈ N aU ([q]R relQ).
Proof. As in the elliptic case we have
N aU ([q]R relQ) =
￿
q±∈CritU ([q]R relQ)
N q
−,q+
U ([q]R relQ),
if U ∈ U andLU is Morse and a > 0 sufficiently large. By Corollary 3.3.6 we have
that elements on the right hand side are uniformly bounded in Cr by a constant
C that is independent of a. Hence, the same holds for elements in the right hand
side. ￿
3.3.13. Remark. Let a > 0 be large enough, U ∈ U such that LU is Morse, let
[q]R relQ be an unbounded Legendrian PRBC and q± ∈ CritU ([q]R relQ). It follows
from Proposition 3.3.12, that as in Remark 3.2.16 for the elliptic case, also in the
parabolic setting compactness ofN aU ([q]R relQ) is to be meant as compactness to
broken trajectories. More precisely Let {vν}ν∈N ⊆ N q
−,q+
U ([q]R relQ) be a sequence,
then there exists a subsequence (still denoted by vν) and sequences of times siν ∈
R, i = 0, . . . , k such that vν(· + siν , ·) converges with its derivatives uniformly
on compact sets to vi ∈ N q
i,qi−1
U ([q]R relQ), where q
i ∈ CritU ([q]R relQ) for i =
0, . . . , k and q0 = q− and qk = q+.
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As for critical points, non-degeneracy can also be defined for connecting or-
bits. Let U ∈ U and q± ∈ CritU . A connecting orbit v ∈ N q
−,q+
U is said to be
non-degenerate, if the linearized heat operator
∂s − ∂tt + Id−∂qU(t, q) : H1,22 (R × S1)→ L2(R × S1) (3.53)
is surjective. This is an analytical condition that states that the stable manifold
of q− and the unstable of q+ intersect transversely. If the transversality condition
holds we say thatLU is Morse-Smale.
3.3.14. Remark. Note that ξ ∈ H1,22 (R × S1) admit limits lims→±∞ ξ(s, t) = 0
uniformly in t. This holds because, by the (anisotropic) Sobolev embedding,
H1,22 (R × S1) ￿→ L∞(R × S1) (see [32, Lemma 2.3])
3.3.15. Proposition. Let y ∈ LCm(R2) of the form y = (Qt, Q)withQ a solution curve
of XHU and [q]R relQ be an unbounded Legendrian PRBC fiber. Under the assumption
that all critical points ofLU are non-degenerate, i.e. LU is Morse, it holds that
(i) N q
−,q+
U ([q]R relQ) consists only of non-degenerate connecting orbits
(ii) N q
−,q+
U ([q]R relQ) are smooth manifolds without boundary with
dim(N q
−,q+
U ([q]R relQ)) = β(q
−) − β(q+).
Proof. In [33] the authors prove that the heat flow with periodic boundary con-
ditions is automatically Morse-Smale, if one assumes thatLU is Morse. From this
(i) and (ii) follow. ￿
We are now ready to construct the braid Morse homology for mechanical
Hamiltonian systems in the setting of unbounded Legendrian PRBCes. We fol-
low the steps of Section 1.4.1. Let a > 0 sufficiently large U ∈ U , and [q]R relQ be
an unbounded Legendrian PRBC. Recall that the image of N aU ([q]R relQ) under
the mapping v ￿→ v(0, ·) is called S aU ([q]R relQ). We have already proved com-
pactness for the spaceN aU ([q]R relQ) Compactness ofS aU ([q]R relQ) follows from
compactness ofN aU ([q]R relQ) Properness shows furthermore thatS aU ([q]R relQ)
is isolated. By grading the critical points in a generic hyperbolic mechanical
Hamiltonian system with the Morse index, it follows that the Morse chain com-
plex Ck = Ck([q]R relQ) with Z2 coefficients and the associated boundary oper-
ator ∂k : Ck → Ck−1 are well defined. Its homology is denoted, in analogy with
the hyperbolic braid Floer homology by HHM∗([q]R relQ;HU ). The latter can be
denoted by
HHM∗([q relQ]R]),
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after proving that HHM∗([q]R relQ;HU ). is independent of the skeleton.
3.3.3 Braid Morse homology and its isomorphism with the me-
chanical braid Morse homology
A similar construction can be carried out if we assume that the class of potential
satisfies the properties (W1) and (W2) stated at the end of Section 3.1.2. Recall that
the class of function that satisfies (W1) and (W2) is denoted byW . For this class of
potentials we can restrict ourselves to bounded Legendrian proper relative braid
classes. Condition (W2) implies that q ≡ ±1 are stationary for the Lagrangian
action LW . In this case, we restrict to Legendrian relative braids with support
in [−1, 1]. This means that we consider only solutions of the heat flow which are
uniformly bounded by 1. We then do not need all the extra-work we did for the
unbounded case to obtain uniform bounds. Following the steps in Section 1.4.1,
by considering proper (bounded) Legendrian relative braid class fiber [q] relQ,
and aW ∈ W we define
HM∗([q] relQ;W ).
The latter is invariant, up to isomorphism, of the choice of a genericW ∈ W and
of the fiber [q] relQ. This implies that
HM∗([q relQ]) ∼= HM∗([q] relQ;W ).
We now show that this invariant is isomorphic to HHM∗([q relQ]R), in the spirit
of Theorem 3.2.18. We first give meaning to extension of bounded Legendrian
relative braid classes in the following way. If [q relQ] is a (bounded) Legendrian
relative braid class, then we extend [q relQ] to [q relQ]R by considering Legen-
drian isotopies in R instead of [−1, 1].
3.3.16. Theorem. Let [q relQ] be a bounded Legendrian proper relative braid class and
let [q relQ]R its unbounded extension. Then
HM∗([q relQ]) ∼= HHM∗([q relQ]R) (3.54)
Proof. This is only a simpler case of Theorem 3.2.18, we will be brief. Extend
[q] relQ to [q]R relQ by considering isotopies in R (and not only in [−1, 1]). The
unbounded relative braid class fiber [q]R relQ inherit from [q] relQ the proper con-
dition: in particular elements in [q]R relQ can not be deformed onto the constants
±1. LetW ∈ W be generic. We have
HM∗([q relQ]) ∼= HM∗([q] relQ;W )
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Let ε > 0 small and extendW to￿W such that￿W (t, ·) ∈ C∞0 ([−1 − ε, 1 + ε]). Extend
again￿W to ￿U in the following way
￿U = ￿ ￿W (t, q) |q| ≤ 1 + ε
0 |q| ≥ 1 + ε
its extension. Note that ￿U ∈ C∞0 (R) and hence ∈ U . By similar arguments as in
the proof of Theorem 3.2.18 we obtain
CritW ([q] relQ) = Crit￿U ([q]R relQ)
and
N q
−,q+
W ([q] relQ) = N
q−,q+￿U ([q]R relQ).
Hence
HM∗([q relQ]) ∼= HM∗([q] relQ;W )
= HHM∗([q] relQ; Uˆ) ∼= HHM∗([q relQ]R),
which proves (3.54) ￿
3.4 Hyperbolic braid Floer homology equals mechan-
ical braid Morse homology
The aim of this Section is to establish an isomorphism between the hyperbolic
braid Floer homology introduced in Section 3.2 and the mechanical braid Morse
homology developed in Section 3.3. We use the techniques of [46] and we show
that they can be applied to the setting of braids. In order to make a self contained
thesis, we will incorporate some of the proofs contained in [46] in Appendix 3.A.
3.4.1 The adiabatic limit
Let [x rel y]R2 be an unbounded proper relative braid class, then by the ar-
guments shown in Section 3.2 the hyperbolic braid Floer homology groups
HHM∗([x rel y]R2) are well-defined, and independent, up to isomorphisms, of the
fiber [x]R2 rel y, of the hyperbolic Hamiltonian HV ∈ Hhyp and of the constant
almost complex structure J ∈J . Let now U ∈ U , then HU ∈ Hmech ⊂ Hhyp. Let
ε > 0, define Jε as follows
Jε =
￿
0 −ε−1
ε 0
￿
.
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We have that Jε ∈J . It follows that
HHF∗([x rel y]R2) ∼= HHF∗([x]R2 rel y;HU , Jε).
Fix now HU ∈Hhyp generically and Jε as above.
In this section we show that the heat equation can be seen as a formal limit of
the Cauchy-Riemann equations. With such choice of Jε ∈ J and HU as above,
the Cauchy-Riemann equations become
us − Jε(ut −XHU (t, u)) = 0. (3.55)
If we write them in (p, q)-coordinates, Equation (3.55)￿
ps + ε−1qt − ε−1p = 0
qs − εpt + εq − ε∂qU = 0.
Under the scaling
σ = εs, (3.56)
we obtain εpσ = ps and εqσ = qs. Hence we get￿
ε2pσ + qt − p = 0
qσ − pt + q − ∂qU = 0.
(3.57)
Differentiating the first equation with respect to t, for ε = 0 Equation (3.57) be-
comes
qσ = qtt − q + ∂qU(t, q).
Labeling the variable σ by swe obtain Equation (3.40). With a terminology due to
[46], we say then the heat equation is the adiabatic limit for ε→ 0 of the Cauchy-
Riemann equations.
3.4.2 More estimates of Cauchy-Riemann equations
In this section we show the existence of uniform bounds for the ε-dependent
Cauchy-Riemann equations introduced in (3.55). The estimates carried out in
Section 3.2 are independent of u, but not necessarily independent on ε > 0. In
this Section we show that those estimates are also independent of ε > 0. After
performing the scaling (3.56) Equation (3.55) can be written in the form
Dεu
ε − ι(∂qεU(t, qε)) = 0. (3.58)
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HereDε := Bε∂s − J∂t +R,where J is the symplectic matrix (3.3), R the operator
defined in (3.14), Bε is the following
Bε =
￿
ε2 0
0 1
￿
and ι : R → R2 is the embedding ι(q) = (0, q). Because Equation (3.58) is ε-
dependent it is useful to work with ε-dependent Sobolev norms. Define for u ∈
H1(R2;R2) with coordinate u = (p, q) the equivalent Sobolev norm
||u||H1ε := ||u||L2 + ε||ps||L2 + ||qs||L2 + ||ut||L2 . (3.59)
To prove uniform estimates we introduce some preliminary lemmas.
3.4.1. Lemma. There exists a constant C > 0 such that, for every u ∈ C1c (R2) and every
0 < ε ≤ 1, it holds
||u||H1ε (R2) ≤ C||Dεu||L2(R2). (3.60)
Proof. This is an ε-version of Lemma 3.2.3. We repeat the arguments. Using the
Fourier transform we obtain
￿Dεu = Aε￿u = ￿ iξε2 + 1 iη−iη iξ − 1
￿￿ ￿p￿q
￿
.
The inverse of Aε is given by
A−1ε =
1
detAε
￿
iξ − 1 iη
−iη iε2ξ + 1
￿
where detAε = −(ε2ξ2 + 1 + η2 + i(ε2ξ − ξ)). For the square norms of the matrix
entries we obtain
ξ2 + 1
| detAε|2 ≤ 1,
η2
| detAε|2 ≤
1
2
,
ε4ξ2 + 1
| detAε|2 ≤ 1,
which implies ||A−1ε || ≤ 1, and therefore, using the Plancherel isometry we obtain
||u||L2(R2) ≤ ||Dεu||L2(R2). (3.61)
To prove the remainder of the lemma we need to estimate the matrix norms of
iξA−1ε and iηA−1ε . By the Plancherel isometry we have
ε||ps||L2 = ε|| ￿ps||L2 = ε||iξ￿p||L2 = ε||iξPA−1ε ￿Dεu||L2
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and, similarily,
||qs||L2 = ||￿qs||L2 = ||iξ￿q||L2 = ||iξQA−1ε ￿Dεu||L2 .
Here P and Q are the operators defined in (3.15). In order to estimate the matrix
norm of PA−1ε and QA−1ε we need to bound the following terms
ε2(ξ4 + ξ2)
(ε2ξ2 + 1 + η2)2 + ξ2(ε2 − 1)2 ≤ 1,
ε2ξ2η2
(ε2ξ2 + 1 + η2)2 + ξ2(ε2 − 1)2 ≤
1
2
and
ξ2η2
(ε2ξ2 + 1 + η2)2 + ξ2(ε2 − 1)2 ≤
1
2
, ,
ξ2 + ε4ξ4
(ε2ξ2 + 1 + η2)2 + ξ2(ε2 − 1)2 ≤ 1.
And for the norm ut we need to estimate
η2 + (ηξ)2
(ε2ξ2 + 1 + η2)2 + ξ2(ε2 − 1)2 ≤ 2,
η4
(ε2ξ2 + 1 + η2)2 + ξ2(ε2 − 1)2 ≤ 1
and
ε4ξ2η2 + η2
(ε2ξ2 + 1 + η2)2 + ξ2(ε2 − 1)2 ≤ 2.
These bounds show (3.60). ￿
3.4.2. Lemma. Let G ⊂ R2 be compact and K ￿ G. There exists s constant CK,G > 0
such that
||u||H1ε (K) ≤ CK,G
￿||Dεu||L2(G) + ||u||L2(G)￿ (3.62)
for every u ∈ C1(R × S1;R2) and every 0 < ε ≤ 1
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Lemma 3.2.4. Replace the norm H1
with the normH1ε and use Lemma 3.4.1 when in the proof of Lemma 3.2.4 Lemma
3.2.3 is used. ￿
For U ∈ U and q± ∈ CritU we denote, as usual, the space of connecting or-
bits between q− and q− of (3.58) byM q
−,q+
HU ,ε
, and for a > 0 the space of bounded
solutions of (3.58) byM aHU ,ε.
3.4.3. Remark. Let U ∈ U . By denoting q ∈ CritU we mean that x = (qt, q) ∈
CritHU .With abuse of notation we will also denote byM
q−,q+
HU ,ε
the set of connect-
ing orbits between x− = (q−t , q−) and x+ = (q+t , q+). Sometimes we will also write
M x
−,x+
HU ,ε
with the same meaning asM q
−,q+
HU ,ε
. Note furthermore that for Legendrian
braid class fibers we have that [x]R2 rel y = [q]R relQ. Hence we can write also
M x
−,x+
HU ,ε
([x]R2 rel y) =M
q−,q+
HU ,ε
([q]R relQ).
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3.4.4. Remark. ForU ∈ U ,we have that, in particular, U ∈ V . Let q± ∈ CritU , then
Lemma 3.2.1 holds. We point out that an ε-version of Lemma 3.2.5 and Corollary
3.2.6 holds if we interchange the role of M aHV with M
a
HU ,ε
and of M x
−,x+
HV
with
M q
−,q+
HU ,ε
. Their proofs, indeed, rely only on Lemma 3.2.1 and on the gradient-flow
structure of the Cauchy-Riemann equations. Hence, the same argument as in the
proof of Lemma 3.2.5 gives that for every a > 0we obtain a constant ca such that
ε||pεs||L2(R×S1) + ||qεs ||L2(R×S1) ≤ ca, (3.63)
for all u ∈ M aHU , for every 0 < ε ≤ 1. The same argument as in the proof of
Corollary 3.2.6 gives that
ε||pεs||L2(R×S1) + ||qεs ||L2(R×S1) ≤ c (3.64)
for every 0 < ε ≤ 1, every q± ∈ CritU and every uε ∈M q
−,q+
HU ,ε
.
3.4.5. Proposition. Let U ∈ U and 0 < a < ∞. Then there exists a uniform positive
constant Ca > 0, such that
||uε||Cr(R×S1) ≤ Ca, for every r ∈ N (3.65)
for every 0 < ε ≤ 1 and every uε ∈M aHU ,ε. Furthermore, the spaceM
a
HU ,ε
is compact in
the C￿loc(R × S1) topology, for every ￿ ∈ N.
Proof. This is a variation of the proof of Proposition 3.2.7. We give a condensed
version. By the same token as in (3.25), by the fact that U ∈ U and using (3.63)
instead of (3.22), we obtain a local uniform (in both u and ε) L2-estimate for uε.
Using now the bound (3.62) and the fact that U ∈ U we obtain a uniform local
H1ε for uε. This implies that we have local uniform L2-estimates (in both ε and uε)
for pεt , qεt and qεs , but not yet for pεs, as in the proof of Proposition 3.2.7. This is due
to the fact that we are using the ε dependent Sobolev norm H1ε (3.59). To obtain
local uniform estimates for pεs and further derivatives of qε and pε we differentiate
the Equation (3.58) with respect to s, and we start bootstrapping. Using the fact
that U ∈ U and the bound (3.62) we obtain local uniform L2-estimates (in both
ε and uε) for pεs and for pεst, qεst and qεss. And by differentiating Equation (3.58)
with respect to t, we get bounds for for pεtt, qεtt. Differentiating even more we can
obtain uniform bounds in Hs, for every s ∈ N. This implies (3.65), by using the
Sobolev continuous embedding Hs ￿→ Cs−2, and the s-translation invariance of
the Cauchy-Riemann equations. As in the proof of Proposition 3.2.7, by using the
bounds obtained so far, we can apply the Rellich-Kondrachov Theorem and the
last assertion follows. ￿
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3.4.6. Remark. If U ∈ U is generic (it is suffcient that AHU is Morse, this would
imply non-degeneracy of N q
−,q+
U and hence of M
q−,q+
HU ,ε
) and 0 < a < ∞ is suffi-
ciently large, the constant which appears in (3.65) is also independent of a, pro-
vided we consider elements u ∈ M aHU ,ε([q]R relQ), where [q]R relQ is a proper
(unbounded) Legendrian relative braid class fiber. This follows from the fact that
under these hypotheses Conjecture 3.3.10 holds. It follow then, from the same
arguments as in the proof of Proposition 3.2.15 that
M aHU ,ε([q]R relQ) =
￿
q∈CritU ([q]R relQ)
M q
−,q+
HU ,ε
([q]R relQ). (3.66)
3.4.7. Remark. Compactness ofM aHU ,ε implies furthermore that if u
εi ∈M aHU ,εi ,
where εi is a sequence of positive numbers converging to zero, then uεi → (w, v)
inC1loc (up to a subsequence). The adiabatic limit argument implies that v satisfies
(3.40). Regularity of the heat equation implies that w = vt.
3.4.8. Proposition. Let U ∈ U andLU be Morse, letQ be a [q]R relQ be an unbounded
Legendrian PRBC, and q± ∈ CritU ([q]R relQ), with µCZ(x−) − µCZ(x+) = 1. If uεi ∈
M q
−,q−
HU ,εi
([q]R rel y), where εi is a sequence of positive numbers converging to zero, then
uεi → v in C1loc (up to a subsequence) with v ∈ N q
−,q+
U ([q]R relQ).
Proof. SinceM q
−,q+
HU
⊆ M aHU , for some a > 0, by compactness of the spaceM
a
HU
(see Remark 3.4.7), we have that there exists v such that uεi → v and v satisfies
(3.40). For every s ∈ R we have
LU (v(s, ·)) =
￿ 1
0
1
2 |vt(s, t)|2 + 12 |v(s, t)|2 − U(t, v(s, t)) ds
= lim
i→∞
￿ 1
0
1
2 |pεi(s, t)|2 + 12 |qεi(s, t)|2 − U(t, qεi(s, t)) dsdt
= lim
i→∞
AHU (u
εi(s, ·))
From this it follows, by the fact that uε ∈ M aHU , that v ∈ N
a
U . Since U ∈ U is
generic (becauseLU is Morse, and henceMorse-Smale), by the uniform estimates
of Proposition 3.3.12we establish that v has limits. Hence there exist q0, q1 ∈ CritU
such that v(s, ·) → q0 when s → ∞ and v(s, ·) → q1 when s → −∞. Isolation of
proper relative braid classes shows that q0, q1 ∈ CritU ([q]R relQ). The parabolic
Monotonicity Lemma (Lemma 3.3.8) implies that v ∈ N q
0,q1
HU
([q]R relQ). To finish
the proof we show that q0 = q− and q1 = q+, if µCZ(x−) − µCZ(x+) = 1. Suppose
by contradiction that either of the qi, i = 0, 1 is different from q±.Without loss of
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generality we can assume that q0 = q− and q1 ￿= q+. Then, by [39] (Lemma 2.4.6),
we have
µCZ(x−) − µCZ(x+) = β(q−) − β(q+) = β(q0) − β(q1) + β(q1) − β(q+) ≥ 2.
This is a contradiction and concludes the proof. ￿
3.4.3 The Salamon-Weber map and the isomorphism
For U ∈ U and q± ∈ CritU define x± = (q±t , q±). By construction x± ∈ CritU . In
this section we prove the isomorphism (3.31). The key idea is to use, when ε > 0
small, the so-called Salamon-Weber map [46]. This is a bijective map between
N q
−,q+
U andM
x−,x+
HU ,ε
, where U ∈ U is chosen generic. This shows that for every
connecting orbit of the heat equation we can detect a nearby connecting orbit
of the ε-dependent Cauchy-Riemann equation. We will show furthermore that
the Salamon-Weber map respect the braid classes, hence the isomorphism (3.31)
follows.
Before introducing the Salamon-Weber mapwe introduce some nomenclature
for the linearized operators. For q ∈ R, recall the embedding ι : R → R2 given
by ι(q) = (0, q). By linearizing Equation (3.58) around a solution uε = (pε, qε)
we obtain the first order linear differential operator Cε(pε,qε) : H
1(R × S1;R2) →
L2(R × S1;R2) by
Cε(pε,qε) = B
ε∂s − J∂t +R + ι(∂2qεU(t, qε)) = Dε + ι(∂2qεU(t, qε)).
Since Cε(pε,qε) does not depend on p
ε we will write Cεq and drop the ε superscript
over q. We furthermore denote by (Cεq )∗ = −Bε∂s − J∂t + R + ι(∂2qU(t, qε)) the
adjoint in the L2 norm of Cεq .
We proceed now with the definition of the Salamon-Weber map. In Appendix
3.A we will repeat the estimates of [46] in our case to show that the map is well
defined, injective and surjective.
3.4.9. Theorem (Salamon-Weber, [46]). Assume that U ∈ U is generic. There exists
an ε0 > 0 with the following significance. There is a one-to-one correspondance between
N q
−,q+
U andM
q−,q+
HU ,ε
, for every ε ∈ (0, ε0) and every q± ∈ CritU with β(q−)− β(q+) = 1.
Proof. See [46, Theorems 4.1, Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 10.1], and Appendix
3.A. ￿
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The proof of Theorem 3.4.9 is constructive. It shows that for every ε ∈ (0, ε0),
where ε0 is defined in Theorem 3.4.9, there exists a unique element ζε = (ηε, ξε) ∈
im(Cεq )
∗ such that
uε = (pε, qε) ∈M q
−,q+
HU
, pε = vt + η
ε, qε = v + ξε.
for each v ∈ N q
−,q+
U such that β(q
−) − β(q+) = 1. This gives rise to the Salamon-
Weber map defined by
T ε : N q−,q+U → M q
−,q+
HU ,ε
v ￿→ uε = (vt + ηε, v + ξε), (ηε, ξε) ∈ im(Cεv)∗,
(3.67)
Theorem 3.4.9 demonstrates that the map T ε is well-defined, injective and
surjective.
We apply now the Salamon-Weber map to the setting of the braids.
3.4.10. Proposition. Assume that U ∈ U is generic. Let [q]R relQ be an unbounded
Legendrian PRBC fiber and let ε0 defined in Theorem 3.4.9. For every ε ∈ (0, ε0) the
Salamon-Weber map
T ε : N q−,q+U ([q]R relQ)→M x
−,x+
HU ,ε
([x]R2 rel y),
given by v ￿→ uε is bijective.
Proof. By injectivity of the map T ε we have that, when ε ∈ (0, ε0), for every v ∈
N q
−,q+
U ([q]R relQ) there exists a unique u
ε ∈M q
−,q+
HU ,ε
. By the Monotonicity Lemma
(3.2.10), since q± ∈ CritU ([q]R relQ), we obtain that uε ∈ M q
−,q+
HU ,ε
([q]R relQ).
Since [q]R relQ is Legendrian we have that [q]R relQ = [x]R2 relQ hence uε ∈
M x
−,x+
HU ,ε
([x]R2 rel y) and then the injectivity is proved. By surjectivity of the map
T ε we have that, when ε ∈ (0, ε0), for every uε ∈M x
−,x+
HU ,ε
([x]R2 rel y) there exists a
unique v ∈ N q
−,q+
U such that u
ε = T ε(v). Take a sequence εi of positive numbers
converging to zero, then by Proposition 3.4.8 uεi → v and v ∈ N q−,q+U ([q]R relQ).
Hence surjectivity follows. ￿
3.4.11. Theorem. Let [q relQ]R an unbounded Legendrian PRBC. Denote [x rel y]R2 the
unbounded proper relative braid class associated to [q relQ]R. Then
HHF∗([x rel y]R2) ∼= HHM∗([q relQ]R). (3.68)
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Proof. Denote by [q]R relQ a proper (unbounded) fiber associated to the class
[q relQ]LR . Then, we have
HHM∗([q relQ]R) ∼= HHM([q]R relQ;U),
for a generic choice of U ∈ U . Fix now U ∈ U . Fix 0 < ε < ε0, where ε0 appears
in Proposition 3.4.10, and consider Jε ∈J . By Proposition 3.4.10 we obtaint
#N q
−,q+
U ([q]R relQ)/R = #M
x−,x+
HU ,ε
([x]R2 rel y)/R.
It follows that the chain complex defined by counting (modulo 2) the solutions of
(3.57) agrees with the Morse boundary operator defined by counting solutions of
(3.40). This proves the isomorphism
HHM∗([q]R relQ;U) ∼= HHF∗([x]R2 rel y, Jε, HU ).
Since the right hand side is independent of Jε ∈ J , HU ∈ Hhyp and of the fiber
we obtain
HHF∗([x]R2 rel y, Jε, HU ) ∼= HHF∗([x rel y]R2).
Summarizing, we have proved the following chain of isomorphisms
HHM∗([q relQ]R) ∼= HHM∗([q]R relQ;U)∼= HHF∗([x]R2 rel y;HU , Jε) ∼= HHF∗([x rel y]R2),
which shows (3.68) and concludes the proof. ￿
3.4.12. Corollary. Let [q relQ]R a Legendrian PRBC and [q relQ]R its unbounded ex-
tension. Denote by [x rel y]R2 the unbounded proper relative braid class associated to
[q relQ]R, and by [x rel y]D2 the bounded one. Then we have the following chain of iso-
morphisms:
HM∗([q relQ]) ∼= HHM∗([q relQ]R) ∼= HHF∗([x rel y]R2) ∼= HF∗([x rel y]D2).
Proof. The first isomorphism follows from Theorem 3.3.16, the second from The-
orem 3.4.11 and the third from Theorem 3.4.11 . ￿
3.A The Salamon-Weber map
In this appendix we construct the Salamon-Weber map of [46] in our setting. We
follow the lines of [46]. See also [54], for an even more detailed reference. The
construction of the map relies on a variation of the Newton’s method in infinite
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dimensions. In order to construct the Salamon-Webermapwe proceed as follows.
Let U ∈ U be generic (it is enough to assume that LU—and hence AHU— is
Morse ), q ∈ CritU and v ∈ N q
−,q+
U . Define p = vt and q = v and consider u
0 =
(p, q). Then u0 satisfies (3.57) for ε = 0, but it does not satisfy (3.57) for ε > 0. The
idea is to perturb u0 to u0 + ζε, for a ζε ∈ H1(R × S1;R2) such that u0 + ζε is a
solution of (3.57) and then find ζε.
Let ε ≥ 0, define (pε, qε) via
pε = vt + η
ε, qε = v + ξε, (ηε, ξε) = ζε ∈ H1(R × S1;R2). (3.69)
Here ζε is a zero of the non-linear map Fεu0 : H1(R × S1;R2) → L2(R × S1;R2),
defined as follows
Fεu0(ζε) = Fεu0(ηε, ξε) =
￿
ε2vts + ε2ηεs + ξ
ε
t − ηε
ξεs − ηεt + ξε + ∂vU(t, v) − ∂vU(t, v + ξε)
￿
. (3.70)
The map Fεu0 is obtained by substituting (pε, qε) in (3.57) and using the fact that v
satisfies (3.40). Note that, for ε = 0 and ζε = 0,we haveFεu0(0) = 0.Now, suppose
that there exists ε > 0 such that Fεu0(ζε) = 0. Then, by defining uε := (pε, qε) as in
(3.69) we have uε is a solution of (3.55) in the sense of L2. Regularity of the heat
equation and of the Cauchy-Riemann equations will show then that uε ∈M q
−,q+
HU ,ε
,
for every ε ∈ (0, ε0), which we will demonstrate later on.
Finding a unique zero of the map (3.70) is therefore essential to define the
map (3.67). Hence, Equation (3.69) gives the key to define the Salamon-Weber
map (3.67). We will use the classical Newton’s method to find the zero of the map
Fεu0 .
In the following we denote byX,Y Banach spaces with norms ||·||X and ||·||Y
and by || · ||L(X,Y ) the operator norm.
3.A.1. Theorem (Newton’s method). LetX and Y be Banach spaces and let f : X →
Y a continuously differentiable map. Let x0 ∈ X and suppose that the linearization at
x0 of f, i.e. df(x0), is onto with right inverse T. Assume furthermore that there exist
constants δ, c > 0 such that
||f(x0)||Y ≤ δ2c , ||T ||L(X,Y ) ≤ c, ||df(x) − df(x0)||L(X,Y ) ≤ 12c , (3.71)
whenever ||x−x0||X ≤ δ. Then there exists a unique x˜ ∈ X with f(x˜) = 0, ||x0− x˜|| ≤ δ
and x˜ − x0 ∈ im(T ).
Proof. See [54, Theorem C.2.9]. ￿
As explained in Theorem 3.A.1 there are three ingredients that have to be con-
trolled: a small initial value of Fεu0(0, 0), a uniformly bounded right inverse Qεu0
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of dFεu0(0), and the variation of derivatives dFεu0(ζε) − dFεu0(0).We proceed now
with verifying the three conditions.
(i) We have that there exists c > 0
||Fεu0(0, 0)||L2(R×S1) =
￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿ ε2vts0
￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿￿
L2(R×S1)
≤ ε2||vts||L2(R×S1) ≤ cε2.
This follows from regularity estimates of the heat equation. If v satisfies
the heat equation then vt satisfies the linearized heat equation. Because of
the gradient flow structure of the heat equation, by similar arguments as in
Remark 3.3.4, we obtain that there exists c > 0 such that ||vst||L2(R×S1) ≤ c,
for every v ∈ N q
−,q+
U and every q
± ∈ CritU .
(ii) We have that the operator
dFεu0(0, 0)
￿
ηε
ξε
￿
=
￿
ε2ηεs + ξ
ε
t + η
ε
ξεs − ηεt + ξε − ∂2qU(t, v)ξε
￿
correspond to the usual linearized Cauchy-Riemann operator (with almost
complex structure Jε). Hence for every ε > 0 the operator dFεu0(0, 0) is
bounded (if ζε ∈ H1). Since U ∈ U is generic then ∂s − ∂tt + Id+∂2vU(t, v) is
onto (if we assume only that U ∈ U is such thatLU is Morse, then by using
the result of [33] we have that ∂s−∂tt+Id+∂2vU(t, v) is onto). It follows that,
by [46, Thoerem 3.3], the linearized Cauchy-Riemann operator dFεu0(0, 0)
is also onto. Therefore it admits a right inverse Qεu0 : L2 → H1. Since
dFεu0(0, 0) is onto then (dFεu0(0)dFεu0(0)∗) is onto and one-to-one (see [11]),
hence it has an inverse (where (dFεu0(0)∗ is the adjoint of dFεu0(0) with re-
spect to the L2 norm). Then the right inverse of dFεu0(0, 0) can be expressed
in the form
Qεu0(ζ) = dFεu0(0)∗(dFεu0(0)dFεu0(0)∗)−1ζ.
Being a composition of two bounded operators, Qεu0 is itself a bounded op-
erator. To see the boundedness of (dFεu0(0)dFεu0(0)∗) consider
H2
dFε
u0
(0)∗
−−−−−−−−→ H1 dF
ε
u0
(0)
−−−−−−−→ L2.
We have, by [54, Lemma 4.4.3], that ker(dFεu0(0)) = coker(dFεu0(0)∗).Hence,
the operator dFεu0(0)dFεu0(0)∗ is a bounded bijection from H2 → L2, hence
it has a bounded inverse by the Open Mapping Theorem. We need to show
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that the constants are ε-independent. By Lemma 3.4.1 we have that there
exists C > 0 for every 0 < ε ≤ 1 and every ζε ∈ C∞c (R × S1;R2)
||ζε||H1ε ≤ C||dFεu0(0)ζε||L2 ,
and by a similar argument we can prove that
||ζε||H1ε ≤ C||dFεu0(0)∗ζε||L2 .
Hence, by surjectivity of dFεu0(0, 0) we have
||(dFεu0(0)dFεu0(0)∗)−1ζε||H1ε ≤ 4||ζε||L2 .
(iii) We have that for ζε = (ηε, ξε)
(dFεu0(ζε) − dFεu0(0)) =
￿
0
−∂2vU(t, v + ξε) + ∂2vU(t, v)
￿
,
is independent of ε. The operator is bounded, because U ∈ U .
By (i)-(ii)-(iii) we have that if U ∈ U for every 0 < ε ≤ 1, for every q± ∈ CritU
and every v ∈ N q
−q+
U there exists a unique ζ
ε such that Fεu0(ζε) = 0. Therefore, by
defining uε = (pε, qε) as in (3.69), we obtain that uε is a solution of the Cauchy-
Riemann equations. Now, the fact that ζε ∈ H1(R×S1;R2) does not guarantee that
ζε(s, ·) admits limits for s → ±∞, and the limit is 0. Hence we can not conclude
immediately that uε ∈M q
−,q+
HU ,ε
. However, since ζε ∈ H1 and v ∈ N q
−,q+
U then￿ ∞
−∞
￿ 1
0
|uεs|2dtds ≤
￿ ∞
−∞
￿ 1
0
|vst|2 + |vs|2 + |ηεs |2 + |ξεs |2 dsdt ≤ C.
Using the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 3.2.7 we obtain regu-
larity for uε, in particular uε ∈ Cr(R × S1;R2), for every r ∈ N. It follows that
AHU (u
ε(s, ·)) is well-defined for every s ∈ R and uniformly bounded by C. We
deduce that
sup
s∈R
|AHU (uε(s, ·))| ≤ C.
It follows that uε ∈ MCHU . If U ∈ U and hence HU ∈ Hmech is generic, by (3.66)
we establish that uε has limits for s→∞ uniformly in t. It follows that
lim
s→±∞ ζ
ε(s, ·) = lim
s→±∞u
ε(s, ·) − u0(s, ·)
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exists. Now suppose that the limit lims→∞ |ζε(s, ·)| = |f(·)| > C ≥ 0. Then by
choosing S sufficiently large we obtain￿￿
{|s|>S}×S1
|ζε(s, t)|2 dtds ≥
￿￿
{|s|>S}×S1
(C − δ)2 >∞,
where 0 < δ < C. This implies that lims→±∞ ζε(s, ·) = 0, uniformly in t. Hence
uε has the right limits and uε ∈M q
−,q+
HU ,ε
. From the above arguments it follows that
the map T ε : N q−,q+U → M x
−,x+
HU ,ε
defined by (3.67) is well defined and injective.
Theorem 3.A.1 also says that (ηε, ξε) ∈ imQεu0 ⊆ im(dFu0(0))∗.
In order to prove that the map is surjective we will show that there exists ε0
such that for every ε ∈ (0, ε0) the map T ε admits an inverse. Let ε > 0, U ∈ U
generic, x± ∈ CritHU and q± = π2(x±) and uε = (pε, qε) ∈ M
x−,x+
HU
. Define the
non-linear map Gεuε : H1,22 (R × S1;R)→ L2(R × S1;R) by
Gεuε(ξε) = ξεs − ξεtt + ξεt + ∂qU(t, qε − ξε) − ∂qU(t, qε) + ε2pεst. (3.72)
By similar arguments as in (i)-(ii)-(iii) (where we interchange the role of the
heat equation to the one of the Cauchy-Riemann equations) we can apply the
Newton’s method to the map (3.72) which yields the existence of an ε0 and a
unique ξε, for every ε ∈ (0, ε0) such that Gεuε(ξε) = 0. Define now the map
Sε : M x−,x+HU → N q
−,q+
HU ,ε
uε = (pε, qε) ￿→ qε − ξε,
The Newton’s method and regularity of the heat equation imply that the map Sε
is well defined and injective. By construction Sε is the inverse of T ε.
A Poincaré-Bendixson result for CRE 4
In [18] Fiedler and Mallet-Paret prove a version of the classical Poincaré-
Bendixson Theorem for scalar parabolic equations. We prove that a similar re-
sult holds for bounded solutions of the non-linear Cauchy-Riemann equations.
The latter is an application of an abstract theorem for flows with an (unbounded)
discrete Lyapunov function.
4.1 Introduction
The classical Poincaré-Bendixson Theorem describes the asymptotic behavior of
flows in the plane. The topology of the plane puts severe restrictions on the be-
haviour of limit sets. The Poincaré-Bendixson Theorem states for example that if
the α- and the ω-limit set of a bounded trajectory of a smooth flow in R2 does not
contain equilibria, then the limit set is a periodic orbit. Several generalizations
of this theorem have appeared in the literature. For instance in [8], the Poincaré-
Bendixson Theorem is generalized to two-dimensional manifolds. In [30] an ex-
tension to continuous (two-dimensional) flows is obtained, and [14] provides a
generalization to semi-flows. The remarkable result by Fiedler and Mallet-Paret
[18] establishes an extension of the Poincaré-Bendixson Theorem to infinite di-
mensional dynamical systems with a positive Lyapunov function. They apply
their result to scalar parabolic equations of the form
us = uxx + f(x, u, ux), x ∈ S1, f ∈ C2. (4.1)
In this paper we establish a version of the Poincaré-Bendixson Theorem for
bounded orbits of the nonlinear Cauchy-Riemann equations in the plane. A
bounded orbit of the nonlinear Cauchy-Riemann equation in the plane is a
(smooth) bounded function u : R × S1 → R2, which satisfies the equation
us − J(ut − F (t, u)) = 0, (4.2)
with u(s, t) =
￿
p(s, t), q(s, t)
￿
, s ∈ R, t ∈ S1 = R/Z. Here F (t, u) is a smooth
non-autonomous vector field on R2 and J is the symplectic matrix
J =
￿
0 −1
1 0
￿
.
We prove that the asymptotic behavior, as s goes to infinity, of bounded solutions
of Equation (4.2) is as simple as the limiting behavior of flows inR2. Equation (4.2)
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arises in many different contexts, in particular in Floer Homology literature (see,
for instance [36]), where the vector field has the form F (t, u) = FH(t, u), i.e. FH
is Hamiltonian. The latter implies that there exists a time-dependent Hamiltonian
function H(t, ·) : R2 → R, such that FH(t, u) = J∇H(t, u). In the Hamiltonian
case the Cauchy-Riemann equations are the L2-gradient flow of the Hamilton
action and as such bounded solutions of (4.2) will, generically, be connections
orbits between equilibria. TheHamilton action is anR-valued Lyapunov function
for the Cauchy-Riemann equations. In this paper we obtain a result about the
asymptotic behavior of orbits for general vector fields F in the Cauchy-Riemann
Equations.
The main result for the Cauchy-Riemann equations in this paper concerns the
asymptotic behavior of bounded solutions. A bounded solution of the Cauchy-
Riemann equations is a smooth function u with |u(s, t)| ≤ C. Let X be the set
of solutions bounded by a fixed (but arbitrary) constant (in the present work we
will always choose C = 1). Endowed with the compact-open topology X is a
compact Hausdorff space. The translation invariance of the Cauchy-Riemann
equations defines a flow φσ on X by translating solutions in the s-variable. A
bounded solution u can be identified with its orbit γ(u), and α(u) and ω(u) are
well-defined elements of X . In Section 4.2 we given a detailed account of the
space X and the flow φσ in the context of the Cauchy-Riemann equations.
4.1.1. Theorem. Let u be a bounded solution of the Cauchy-Riemann Equations (4.2).
Then, for the ω-limit set ω(u) the following dichotomy holds:
(i) either ω(u) consists of exactly one periodic orbit, or
(ii) α(v) ⊆ E and ω(v) ⊆ E, for every v ∈ ω(u),
where E denotes the set of 1-periodic solutions of the vector field F (x, t). The same
dichotomy holds for the α-limit set α(u).
As in the classical Poincaré-Bendixson Theorem, alternative (ii) allows for ω(u)
(or α(u)) to consist of homoclinic and/or heteroclinic solutions joining equilibria.
An important reason why a generalization of the Poincaré-Bendixson holds for
the Cauchy-Riemann equations is that there exists a continuous projection onto
R2, which is defined as follows. Let t0 ∈ S1 be arbitrary, then define
πt0 : X → R2
u = (p, q) ￿→ πt0(u) =
￿
p(0, t0), q(0, t0)
￿
.
(4.3)
4.1.2. Theorem. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1.1 the projection
πt0 : ω(u)→ πt0ω(u)
is a homeomorphism onto its image.
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In general, if a flow allows a continuous Lyapunov function, then limit sets of
orbits consist only of equibria. Such flows are referred to as gradient-like flows.
Theorem 4.3.1 in this paper gives an abstract extension of the Poincaré-Bendixson
Theorem to flows that allow a discrete Lyapunov function. In particular Theorem
4.3.1 implies Theorem 4.1.1. Note that Theorem 4.1.2 together with the classical
Poincaré-Bendixson Theorem implies Theorem 4.1.1.
The main differences between the results in [18] for parabolic equations and
the results in this paper, are that the Cauchy-Riemann equations do not define a
well-posed initial value problem and, more importantly, the discrete Lyapunov
functions that are considered in this paper are not bounded from below. Fur-
thermore, the results obtained in this paper do not assume differentiability of the
flow, nor does the flow need to be defined on a Banach space. We believe that
most of the results in this paper can be extended to semi-flows, e.g. [14].
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 4.2 we analyze the main prop-
erties of the Cauchy-Riemann equations (4.2), with additional details given in
Section 4.6. In Section 4.3, we set up an abstract setting which generalizes the
properties of the Cauchy-Riemann equations. In Sections 4.4 and 4.5 a full proof
of the Poincaré-Bendixson Theorem is given, adapted to the abstract setting in-
troduced in Section 4.3.
4.2 The Cauchy-Riemann Equations
Since the initial value problem of Equation (4.2) is ill-posed, we restrict our atten-
tion to bounded solutions, i.e. functions u ∈ C1(R × S1;R2), that satisfy Equation
(4.2), and for which
|u(s, t)| <∞, for all (s, t) ∈ R × S1. (4.4)
Since we can consider each bounded solution separately, it suffices to consider
the space X of functions u ∈ C1(R × S1;R2) satisfying Equation (4.2), and for
which
|u(s, t)| ≤ C, for all (s, t) ∈ R × S1,
for some fixed arbitrary constant C > 0. Note that, without loss of generality, we
can choose C = 1. On X we consider the compact-open topology, i.e.
un
X−→ u ⇐⇒ un C
0
loc−−−→ u, (4.5)
where the latter indicates uniform convergence on compact subsets of S1 × R.
Since C0(R × S1;R2), endowed with the compact-open topology, is Hausdorff
(see [40, §47]), and X ⊂ C0(R × S1;R2), also X is a Hausdorff space.
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4.2.1. Proposition. The solution space X is a compact Hausdorff space.
Proof. See Section 4.6. ￿
Identify the translation mapping (s, t) ￿→ (s + σ, t) by σ ∈ R and consider the
evaluation mapping
R × C0(R × S1;R2)→ C0(R × S1;R2), (σ, u) ￿→ φσ(u) = u ◦ σ. (4.6)
4.2.2. Lemma. The evaluation mapping (σ, u) ￿→ φσ(u) is continuous with respect to
the compact-open topology on C0(R × S1;R2).
Proof. Since R × S1 is a locally compact Hausdorff space, the composition of
mappings
C0(R × S1;R × S1) × C0(R × S1;R2)→ C0(R × S1;R2),
is continuous with respect to the compact-open topologies on C0(R × S1;R ×
S1) and C0(R × S1;R2), see [40, §46]. The translation σ as defined above is a
continuous mapping in C0(R × S1;R × S1), which proves the lemma. ￿
Since the Cauchy-Riemann Equations are s-translation invariant we have that
u ∈ X implies that φσ(u) ∈ X.We therefore obtain a continuousmappingR×X →
X , again denote by φσ(u). Also,
φσ
￿
φσ
￿
(u)
￿
= (u ◦ σ￿) ◦ σ = u ◦ (σ + σ￿) = φσ+σ￿(u),
which shows that φσ defines a continuous flow on X . A continuous flow on X is
a continuous mapping (σ, u) ￿→ φσ(u) ∈ X , such that φ0(u) = u and φσ+σ￿(u) =
φσ(φσ
￿
(u)), for all σ,σ￿ ∈ R and for all u ∈ X .
Consider the evaluation mapping ι : C0(R×S1;R2)→ C0(S1;R2), defined by
u(·, ·) ￿→ u(0, ·).
By a similar argument as in Lemma 4.2.2 it follows that the mapping ι is a contin-
uous mapping with respect to the compact-open topology on C0(S1;R2).
4.2.3. Proposition. The mapping ι : X →X , withX = ι(X), is a homeomorphism.
Proof. See Section 4.6. ￿
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For φσ we have the following commuting diagram:
R ×X X
R ×X X ,
✲φ
σ
❄
id×ι
❄
ι
✲Tσ
with u(0, ·) ￿→ T σ(u(0, ·)) = u(σ, ·), and T σ defines a flow onX .
The principal tool in the proof Theorem 4.1.1 is the existence of an un-
bounded, discrete Lyapunov function, which decreases along orbits of the flow
φσ. Let u1, u2 ∈ X be two solutions, with u1 ￿= u2, such that the function
t ￿→ u1(s, t) − u2(s, t) is nowhere zero. Then define w := u1 − u2 ∈ C0(R × S1;R2).
The s-dependent winding numberW of the pair (u1, u2) is defined as thewinding
number of w about the origin, i.e.
W (u1(s, ·), u2(s, ·)) := W (w(s, ·), 0) = 1
2π
￿
S1
w∗θ, (4.7)
where θ = −qdp+pdqp2+q2 is a closed one-form on R
2 \ {0} (see [49] for more details).
A pair of solutions (u1, u2) ∈ X × X is said to be singular, if they belong to the
“crossing” set defined by
ΣX := {(u1, u2) ∈ X ×X : ∃ s ∈ R : u1(s, t) = u2(s, t) for some t ∈ S1},
andW : (X ×X) \ ΣX → Z, is defined by
W (u1, u2) := W
￿
ι(u1), ι(u2)
￿
. (4.8)
The Lyapunov function W is continuous on (X × X) \ ΣX and constant on con-
nected components. The set ΣX is a closed in X ×X, since uniform convergence
on compact sets implies point-wise convergence. The functionW is a symmetric:
W (u1, u2) =W (u2, u1), for all (u1, u2) ￿∈ ΣX .
The diagonal in X ×X is defined by
∆ := {(u1, u2) ∈ X ×X : u1 = u2},
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and ∆ ⊂ ΣX . The flow φσ induces a product flow on X × X , via (u1, u2) ￿→￿
φσ(u1),φσ(u2)
￿
, and the diagonal ∆ is invariant for the product flow. For the
action of the flow onW we have
W
￿
φσ(u1),φσ(u2)
￿
= W
￿
ι ◦ φσ(u1), ι ◦ φσ(u2)￿
= W
￿
T σ(ι(u1)), Tσ(ι(u2))
￿
= W (u1(σ, ·), u2(σ, ·)).
In [49] it is proved that the set ΣX \∆ is “thin" inX ×X , which is the content
of the following proposition.
4.2.4. Proposition ([49]). For every singular solution pair (u1, u2) ∈ ΣX \ ∆, there
exists an ε0 = ε(u1, u2) > 0, such that (φσ(u1),φσ(u2)) ￿∈ ΣX , for all σ ∈ (−ε0, ε0) \
{0}.
Orbits which intersectΣX “transversely” (and thus are not in the diagonal) in-
stantly escape fromΣX and the diagonal∆ is themaximal invariant set contained
in ΣX . The following proposition indicatesW is a discrete Lyapunov function.
4.2.5. Proposition ([49]). For every pair of singular solutions (u1, u2) ∈ ΣX \∆, there
exists an ε0 = ε(u1, u2) > 0, such thatW (φσ(u1),φσ(u2)) > W (φσ
￿
(u1),φσ
￿
(u2)), for
all σ ∈ (−ε0, 0) and all σ￿ ∈ (0, ε0).
For a given u ∈ X define the α- and ω-limit sets as:
ω(u) := {w ∈ X : φσn(u) X−→ w, for some σn →∞},
α(u) := {w ∈ X : φσn(u) X−→ w, for some σn → −∞}.
The sets α(u) and ω(u) are closed invariant sets for the flow φσ , see [30, Lemma 4.6
Chapter IV]. Since X is compact, also α(u) and ω(u) are compact. Compactness
of X implies furthermore that α(u) and ω(u) are non-empty, see [30, Theorem
4.7 Chapter IV]. The Hausdorff property of X and the continuity of the flow φσ
imply that α(u) and ω(u) are connected sets, see [30, Theorem 4.7 Chapter IV].
Define the equilibria of φσ by
E := {u ∈ X : φσ(u) = u for all σ ∈ R}.
Equilibria are functions u = u(t) which satisfy the stationary equation ut =
F (t, u).
4.3 The abstract Poincaré-Bendixson Theorem
The concepts introduced so far can be embedded in amore abstract setting, which
generalizes the work by Fiedler and Mallet-Paret in [18]. Let φσ be a continuous
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flow on a compact Hausdorff space X. In the case of the Cauchy-Riemann equa-
tions the flow φσ was defined in (4.6), where the space X can be either the full
solution space, or else, the space which consists of the closure of a single entire
(bounded) orbit.
The notions of α- and ω-limit sets, defined in Section 4.2 remain unchanged,
and α(u) and ω(u) are non-empty, compact, connected, invariant sets.
Let∆ = {(u1, u2) ∈ X×X : u1 = u2} be invariant for the product flow induced
by φσ. We assume that there exist a closed “thin” singular set Σ, with ∆ ⊂ Σ ⊂
X ×X, and functionsW : (X ×X) \Σ→ Z and π : X → π(X) ⊂ R2,which satisfy
the following axioms:
(A1) the mapW : X ×X \ Σ→ Z, is continuous and symmetric;
(A2) the map π : X → π(X) ⊂ R2, is a continuous projection onto its (compact)
image;
(A3) the set {(u1, u2) ∈ X ×X : π(u1) = π(u2)} is a subset of Σ;
(A4) for every (u1, u2) ∈ Σ\∆, there exists an ε0 > 0, depending on (u1, u2), such
that (φσ(u1),φσ(u2)) ￿∈ Σ, for all σ ∈ (−ε0, ε0) \ {0};
(A5) for every (u1, u2) ∈ Σ\∆, there exists an ε0 > 0, depending on (u1, u2), such
that
W (φσ(u1),φσ(u2)) > W (φσ
￿
(u1),φσ
￿
(u2)),
for all σ ∈ (−ε0, 0) and all σ￿ ∈ (0, ε0).
Axioms (A1)-(A5) are modeled on the properties of the non-linear Cauchy-
Riemann Equations discussed in Section 4.2, with π = πt0 defined in (4.3). The
above axioms also generalize the conditions in the work of Fiedler and Mallet-
Paret in [18]. Note that the functionW is a priori unbounded in the present case
and the flow φσ does not necessarily regularize. Under these assumptions we
prove the following Theorem.
4.3.1. Theorem (Poincaré-Bendixson). Let φσ be a continuous flow on a compact
Hausdorff space X. Let Σ be a closed subset of X × X , and let W : (X × X) \ Σ → Z
and π : X → π(X) ⊂ R2 be mappings as defined above, and which satisfy Axioms
(A1)-(A5). Then for ω(u) we have the following dichotomy
(i) either ω(u) consists of precisely one periodic orbit, or else
(ii) α(w) ⊆ E and ω(w) ⊆ E, for every w ∈ ω(u).
The same dichotomy holds for α(u).
As in [18], the proof of Theorem 4.3.1 will be divided into three Propositions,
namely Proposition 4.3.2, Proposition 4.3.3 and Proposition 4.3.4. For the follow-
ing three Proposition and throughout the paper we assume the hypotheses of
Theorem 4.3.1.
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4.3.2. Proposition (Soft version). Let u be inX and let w ∈ ω(u), then ω(w) contains
a periodic solution or an equilibrium. The same holds for α(w).
Proposition 4.3.2 implies that, since ω(w) and α(w) are both subsets of ω(u), also
ω(u) contains a periodic solution or an equilibrium.
4.3.3. Proposition. Let u be in X and let w ∈ ω(u). Then either,
(i) α(w) and ω(w) consist only of equilibria, or else
(ii) γ(w) is a periodic orbit.
4.3.4. Proposition. Let u be X. If ω(u) contains a periodic orbit, then ω(u) is a single
periodic orbit.
The proof of Proposition 4.3.2 is given in Section 4.4 and the proofs of Propo-
sitions 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 are carried out in Section 4.5.2. Section 4.5.2 also provides
the proof of Theorem 4.1.2, with a formulation adapted to the abstract setting.
Propositions 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 together imply Theorem 4.3.1, while Proposition 4.3.2
will be used to prove Proposition 4.3.3. Theorem 4.3.1 can be applied directly to
the Cauchy-Riemann equations and therefore implies Theorem 4.1.1. Subsection
4.5.1 of Section 4.5 contains a number of technical lemmas. Finally, Section 4.6
provides the proofs of Propositions 4.2.1 and 4.2.3.
4.4 The soft version
This section deals with the soft version of the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem given
by Proposition 4.3.2. In the remainder of this text we adopt the hypotheses of
Section 4.3.
4.4.1. Lemma. For every pair (u1, u2) ∈ (X ×X) \∆, the set
A(u1,u2) := {σ ∈ R :
￿
φσ(u1),φσ(u2)
￿
∈ Σ}
consists of isolated points only. Moreover, the mapping
σ ￿→W (φσ(u1),φσ(u2)),
defined for σ ∈ R \ A(u1,u2), is a non-increasing function of σ and constant on the
connected components of R \A(u1,u2).
Proof. Suppose there exists an accumulation point σn → σ∗, for σn ∈ A(u1,u2). By
definition
￿
φσn(u1),φσn(u2)
￿
∈ Σ \ ∆, since ∆ is invariant and (u1, u2) ￿∈ ∆. By
the continuity of φσ we have that￿
φσn(u1),φσn(u2)
￿ n→∞−−−−−→ ￿φσ∗(u1),φσ∗(u2)￿ ∈ Σ,
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since Σ is closed. This proves that σ∗ ∈ A(u1,u2). The invariance of ∆ implies that￿
φσ∗(u1),φσ∗(u2)
￿
∈ Σ \∆. By Axiom (A4) there exists an ε0 > 0, depending on￿
φσ∗(u1),φσ∗(u2)
￿
, such that (φσ∗+ε(u1),φσ∗+ε(u2)) ￿∈ Σ, for all ε ∈ (−ε0, ε0) \ {0}.
This contradicts the fact that σ∗ is an accumulation point.
The set A(u1,u2) is a discrete and ordered set. Let σ￿ < σ￿￿ be two consecutive
points in A(u1,u2). By Axiom (A1), W is continuous and Z-valued, and therefore
W (φσ(u1),φσ(u2)) is constant on σ ∈ (σ￿,σ￿￿). The fact that W is non-increasing
then follows from (A5), sinceW (φσ(u1),φσ(u2)) drops at points in A(u1,u2). ￿
4.4.2. Lemma. Let u ∈ X and w ∈ ω(u). For every w1, w2 ∈ cl
￿
γ(w)
￿
with w1 ￿= w2,
it holds that (w1, w2) ￿∈ Σ.
Proof. For contradiction, suppose (w1, w2) ∈ Σ \ ∆, then, by the Axioms (A4)
and (A5), there exists an ε0 > 0, such that
￿
φσ(w1),φσ(w2)
￿ ￿∈ Σ, for all σ ∈
(−ε0, ε0) \ {0} and
W (φσ(w1),φσ(w2)) > W (φσ
￿
(w1),φσ
￿
(w2)),
for all σ ∈ (−ε0, 0) and all σ￿ ∈ (0, ε0). Set σ = −ε and σ￿ = ε, with 0 < ε < ε0. Since
w1, w2 ∈ cl(γ(w)), there exist s1, s2 ∈ R, such that
￿
φs1±ε(w),φs2±ε(w)
￿ ￿∈ Σ and￿
φs1±ε(w),φs2±ε(w)
￿
is close to
￿
φ±ε(w1),φ±ε(w2)
￿
. The continuity of W (Axiom
(A1)) then implies
W (φs1+ε(w),φs2+ε(w)) = W (φε(w1),φε(w2))
< W (φ−ε(w1),φ−ε(w2))
= W (φs1−ε(w),φs2−ε(w)).
(4.9)
Since γ(w) ⊂ ω(u) is an invariant subset of ω(u), the definition of ω-limit set and
the continuity of φσ imply that there exists a sequence σn → ∞, as n → ∞, such
that
φσn+s1−s2±ε(u)→ φs1±ε(w), and φσn±ε(u)→ φs2±ε(w). (4.10)
Since σn is divergent, we may assume
σn+1 > σn + 2ε, for all n. (4.11)
Inequality (4.9), the convergence in (4.10), Axiom (A1) (continuity) and the fact
thatW is locally constant (see Lemma 4.4.1), imply, for σn →∞, that
W (φσn+s1−s2+ε(u),φσn+ε(u)) = W (φs1+ε(w),φs2+ε(w))
< W (φs1−ε(w),φs2−ε(w))
= W (φσn+s1−s2−ε(u),φσn−ε(u)).
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By combining the latter with (4.11) and the fact that W is non-increasing, we
obtain
W (φσn+1+s1−s2−ε(u),φσn+1−ε(u)) < W (φσn+s1−s2−ε(u),φσn−ε(u)),
for all n. From this inequality we deduce that σ ￿→ W (φσ+s1−s2(u),φσ(u)) has
infinitely many jumps and therefore
W (φσ+s1−s2(u),φσ(u))→ −∞, as σ →∞.
On the other hand, by continuity ofW and (4.10) we have, for σn →∞, that
W (φσn+s1−s2+ε(u),φσn+ε(u)) =W (φs1+ε(w),φs2+ε(w)) > −∞,
which is a contradiction. ￿
4.4.3. Lemma. Let u ∈ X and w ∈ ω(u), then
π : cl (γ(w))→ π cl(γ(w)) ⊂ R2
is a homeomorphism onto its image. Hence, π ◦ φσ ◦ π−1 is a continuous flow on
π cl(γ(w)).
Proof. By Axiom (A2), the projection π : cl (γ(w)) → π cl(γ(w)) is continuous.
Since cl (γ(w)) is compact and π cl(γ(w)) is Hausdorff, it is sufficient to show
that π is bijective, see [40, §26, Thm. 26.6]. The projection π is surjective and it
remains to show that π is injective on cl(γ(w)). Suppose π is not injective, then
there exist w1, w2 ∈ cl(γ(w)), such that w1 ￿= w2 and π(w1) = π(w2). Axiom (A3)
then implies that (w1, w2) ∈ Σ \∆. On the other hand, Lemma 4.4.2 implies that
(w1, w2) ￿∈ Σ, which is a contradiction. This establishes the injectivity of π. ￿
For the projected flow on π cl(γ(w)) we have the following commuting dia-
gram:
R × cl(γ(w)) cl(γ(w))
R × π cl(γ(w)) π cl(γ(w)),
✲φ
σ
❄
id×π
❄
π
✲ψ
σ
(4.12)
where ψσ = π ◦ φσ ◦ (id × π)−1.
4.4.4. Corollary. The equilibria of the planar flow ψσ := π◦φσ◦(id×π)−1 on π cl(γ(w))
are in one-to-one correspondence with the equilibria of the flow φσ in cl(γ(w)).
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Let (σ, x) ￿→ ψσ(x), x ∈ R2, be a continuous flow on R2. A subset Q ⊂ R2 is a
section for ψσ , if there is a δ > 0, such that
ψσ1(Q) ∩ ψσ2(Q) = ∅, for all 0 ≤ σ1 < σ2 ≤ δ,
where δ is called a σ-extent of Q. The definition of section does not require dif-
ferentiability of the flow ψσ. If there exists a section Q that is a continuum (i.e.
a compact, connected set containing at least two points), then Q is a curve in R2
see [30, Theorem 1.6 ch. VII]. A curve in R2 that is a section is called a transversal.
4.4.5. Lemma (Flow-box Theorem for planar flows). Let ψσ be a planar flow and let
x ∈ R2 not be an equilibrium of ψσ . Then,
(i) there exists a transversal C containing x, of extent δ, for some δ > 0. The transver-
sal C is given as the image of the embedding r : [−ε, ε] → R2 with r(0) = x, for
ε > 0 sufficiently small. The set
U :=
￿
ψσ(r(τ)) : τ ∈ [−ε, ε] ,σ ∈
￿
− 12δ,
1
2δ
￿￿
,
is a neighborhood of x;
(ii) there exists a homeomorphism h : U → U := [−ε, ε] × ￿− 12δ, 12δ￿, such that for
every τ ∈ [−ε, ε],
h ◦ ψσ(r(τ)) = (τ,σ) ∈ U, for all σ ∈ ￿− 12δ, 12δ￿ .
Proof. See [30, Proposition 2.5 chapter VII]. ￿
4.4.6. Remark. The homeomorphism h is also referred to as the canonical homeo-
morphism for ψσ . Under its image the flow trivialises to the parallel flow as indi-
cated in Figure 4.1. The set U is referred to as a canonical domain, for which h is a
change of coordinates, that transforms the flow ψσ to the parallel flow h◦ψσ ◦h−1.
4.4.7. Remark. In our case the projection π does not induce a planar flow on
the full R2 (or an open subset of it), but only on the closed invariant subset
π cl(γ(w)) ⊂ R2. In fact, as we will see later, we need to apply a variant of Lemma
4.4.5 to forward invariant closed subsets of the form
cl(γ(w) ∪ {φσ(u),σ ≥ σ∗}),
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Figure 4.1: The transversal C and the canonical change of coordinates h that maps to the
parallel flow.
where u ∈ X,w ∈ ω(u),σ∗ ∈ R. On cl(γ(w) ∪ {φσ(u),σ ≥ σ∗}) we have a com-
muting diagram similar to (4.12). In order to have a bi-directional local flow, we
define the slightly smaller set
V := π cl(γ(w) ∪ {φσ(u),σ ≥ σ∗ + δ}), (4.13)
for δ > 0 small. Then, if x ∈ V is not an equilibrium for ψσ, Lemma 4.4.5 continues
to hold, provided we replace U with
U˜ :=
￿
ψσ(r(τ)) : τ ∈ r−1(C ∪ V ),σ ∈ ￿− 12δ, 12δ￿￿ .
Note that U˜ := U |τ∈r−1(C∪V ).
4.4.8. Proposition (Soft version). Let u be in X and w ∈ ω(u), then ω(w) contains a
periodic orbit or an equilibrium. The same holds for α(w).
Proof. Suppose ω(w) does not contain any equilibria. Choose ζ ∈ ω(w) and ζ∗ ∈
ω(ζ), then
ω(ζ) ⊆ ω(ω(w)) = ω(w) ⊆ ω(γ(w)) = cl(γ(w)). (4.14)
Since ζ∗ is not an equilibrium, then π(ζ∗) is not an equilibrium for ψσ = π ◦ φσ ◦
(id × π)−1 by Corollary 4.4.4. According to Lemma 4.4.5 there exists a transversal
C for ψσ , through x = π(ζ∗). Let U be the canonical domain, which is the image
of U (neighbourhood of π(ζ∗)) under h, and
h ◦ ψσ ◦ h−1￿h(π(ζ))￿ = h ◦ ψσ(ζ) = h ◦ π ◦ φσ(ζ), for all π(ζ) ∈ U .
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Since ζ∗ ∈ ω(ζ), there exist times σn → ∞, such that φσn(ζ) → ζ∗. By the Flow-
box Theorem (Lemma 4.4.5) these times can be chosen such that π◦φσn(ζ) ∈ C , for
σn sufficiently large, and moreover π ◦ φσ(ζ) ￿∈ C for σ ∈ (σn,σn+1).We consider
two cases.
Case 1. For some n ￿= n￿, we have π ◦ φσn(ζ) = π ◦ φσn￿ (ζ). Then, since π is
a homeomorphism on cl
￿
γ(w)
￿
(see Lemma 4.4.3) and since ω(ζ) ⊂ cl
￿
γ(w)
￿
(see
Equation (4.14)), it follows that φσn(ζ) = φσn￿ (ζ), and thus φσ(ζ) is a periodic
orbit.
Case 2. All π ◦ φσn(ζ) are mutually distinct. Choose n∗ sufficiently large, such
that π ◦ φσn(ζ) and π ◦ φσn+1(ζ) lie in U , for all n ≥ n∗. Consider the closed
Jordan curveJ in R2 that is the union of the sets π ◦ φ[σn,σn+1](ζ) and S , where
S = h−1
￿
[τn, τn+1] × {0}
￿
, with τn and τn+1 the first coordinates of the points
h ◦ π ◦ φσn(ζ) and h ◦ π ◦ φσn+1(ζ), respectively.
Consider the orbit π ◦ φσ(w). Since ζ∗ ∈ ω(w) and π is continuous, we have
that π(ζ∗) is an ω-limit point of π(w) under ψσ. This implies, for σ sufficiently
large, that every time π ◦ φσ(w) enters U , it crosses C exactly once. By Lemma
4.4.3, ψσ is a planar flow on π(γ(w)) and therefore π ◦ φσ(w) cannot intersect
π ◦ φ[σn,σn+1](ζ). Thus, for σ sufficiently large, π ◦ φσ(w) is either in the interior or
in the exterior of the Jordan curveJ i.e. the interior ofJ is either forward or
backward invariant with respect to ψσ. Therefore there are only four possibilities:
(i) the interior ofJ is forward invariant. For all σ sufficiently large, π ◦ φσ(w)
is insideJ ;
(ii) the interior ofJ is forward invariant. For all σ sufficiently large, π ◦ φσ(w)
is outsideJ ;
(iii) the interior ofJ is backward invariant. For all σ sufficiently large, π◦φσ(w)
is insideJ ;
(iv) the interior ofJ is backward invariant. For all σ sufficiently large, π◦φσ(w)
is outsideJ .
By (4.14) and the invariance of ω(w), we have that φσn(ζ) ∈ ω(w), for all n ∈ N,
and hence π ◦ φσn(ζ) ∈ πω(w). Consequently, for all n ∈ N, π ◦ φσn(ζ) are ω-limit
points of π ◦ φσ(w). Hence there exist σ1k → ∞ and σ2k → ∞ as k → ∞ with
φσ
1
k(w) → φσn(ζ) and φσ2k(w) → φσn+1(ζ), as k → ∞. By the Flow-Box Theorem
(Lemma 4.4.5) we may choose σjk, j = 1, 2 such that π ◦ φσ
j
k(w) ∈ C , j = 1, 2.
Let η > 0 be small. Now, either π ◦ φσ1k−η(w) is outside J and π ◦ φσ2k+η(w) is
insideJ (see Figure 4.2 [left]), or π ◦ φσ1k−η(w) is insideJ and π ◦ φσ2k+η(w) is
outsideJ (see Figure 4.2 [right]). Since σjk →∞, j = 1, 2, this contradicts all four
cases above. Consequently, Case 2 cannot occur, which implies Case 1 and thus a
periodic orbit. ￿
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Figure 4.2: The two possible local geometries near the section C (in canonical coordi-
nates), for the Jordan curveJ . On the left the interior ofJ is forward invariant, while
on the right it is backward invariant.
4.4.9. Remark. In [18, Proposition 2] the “soft version” was proved using both
smoothness of the flow and fact that there exists a non-negative discrete Lya-
punov function. The extension given by Proposition 4.4.8 makes it applicable to
the Cauchy-Riemann equations, for which a Z-valued Lyapunov function exists.
4.5 The strong version
This section is subdivided into two subsections. In the first subsection we show
some preliminary lemmas that will be used to prove the strong version of the
Poincaré-Bendixson Theorem. The proof of Proposition 4.3.3 occupy the second
subsection. Proofs are as in [18], but worked out in more details, and eventually
adjusted to our setting.
4.5.1 Technical lemmas
4.5.1. Lemma. Let u ∈ X, then for every w ∈ ω(u) there exists an integer k(w), such
that
W (w1, w2) = k(w),
for all w1, w2 ∈ cl
￿
γ(w)
￿
, with w1 ￿= w2.
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Proof. See also [18, Lemma 3.1]. Since we consider two distinct w1, w2 ∈
cl
￿
γ(w)
￿
, we may exclude the case that w is an equilibrium. We therefore dis-
tinguish two cases: (i) γ(w) is a periodic orbit, or (ii) σ ￿→ φσ(w) is injective.
Lemma 4.4.2 implies that (w1, w2) ￿∈ Σ, and therefore (w1, w2) ￿→ W (w1, w2) is a
continuous Z-valued function on
￿
cl(γ(w)) × cl(γ(w))
￿ \∆.
(i) If γ(w) is a periodic orbit, then, cl(γ(w)) = γ(w), which is homeomorphic
to S1, and γ(w) × γ(w) is therefore homeomorphic to the 2-torus T2. Therefore
(w1, w2) ￿→ W (w1, w2) induces a continuous Z-valued function on T2 \ S1. Since
the latter is connected, it follows thatW is constant on
￿
γ(w) × γ(w)
￿ \∆.
(ii) If σ → φσ(w) is injective, then ￿γ(w)×γ(w)￿\∆ has two connected compo-
nents given by (φσ1(w),φσ2(w)), with σ1 > σ2, and σ1 < σ2, respectively. SinceW
is symmetric (Axiom (A1)) we conclude thatW is constant on
￿
γ(w) × γ(w)
￿ \∆.
Note that
￿
cl(γ(w))×cl(γ(w))
￿\∆ is the closure of ￿γ(w)×γ(w)￿\∆ in (X×X)\∆.
SinceW is continuous on
￿
cl(γ(w))×cl(γ(w))
￿\∆, it is also constant, which proves
the lemma. ￿
4.5.2. Lemma. Assume that u ∈ X and w ∈ ω(u). Let k(w) be defined as in Lemma
4.5.1. If α(w) ∩ ω(w) = ∅, then there exists a σ∗ ≥ 0, such that
W (u1, w1) = k(w) (4.15)
for every u1 ∈ cl{φσ(u),σ ≥ σ∗} and every w1 ∈ cl(γ(w)), such that u1 ￿= w1. In
particular, if π(u1) = π(w1) for some u1 ∈ cl{φσ(u),σ ≥ σ∗} and w1 ∈ cl(γ(w)), then
u1 = w1. Hence
π ◦ φσ(u) ￿∈ π cl(γ(w)) for all σ ≥ σ∗. (4.16)
Proof. See [18, Lemma 3.2]. We start by observing that it is enough to prove that
(4.15) holds for u1 ∈ φσ(u),σ ≥ σ∗. Then by continuity ofW, the statement follows
for all u1 ∈ cl{φσ(u),σ ≥ σ∗}.
Suppose there exist sequences σn →∞, wn ∈ cl(γ(w)), with
φσn(u) ￿= wn, kn :=W (φσn(u), wn) ￿= k(w).
Wemay assume, passing to a subsequence if necessary, that for all nwe have that
either kn > k(w) or kn < k(w).We will split the proof in two cases.
Case 1: kn < k(w). Again passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may
assume that either wn ∈ α(w) for all n or else wn ∈ cl(γ(w)) \ α(w) for all n.
Since α(w) and ω(w) are disjoint by assumption, it follows that cl(γ(w)) \ α(w) =
γ(w) ∪ ω(w). Choose now w1 ∈ ω(w) in case wn ∈ α(w), and w1 ∈ α(w) in case
wn ∈ γ(w) ∪ ω(w). In both cases we have w1 ∈ ω(u), hence we can choose a
sequence σ˜n with σ˜n > σn, for every n such that
w1 := lim
n→∞φ
σ˜n(u).
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In casewn ∈ γ(w)∪ω(w)wemay assume that σ˜n−σn is so large that φσ˜n−σn(wn) ∈
cl{φσ(w),σ > 0}. For a further subsequence, we have convergence of φσ˜n−σn(wn).
Call
w2 := lim
n→∞φ
σ˜n−σn(wn).
Note that w1, w2 ∈ cl(γ(w)), and w1 ￿= w2 since α(w) ∩ ω(w) = ∅. In fact, by
construction it follows that either w1 ∈ ω(w) and w2 ∈ α(w), or else w1 ∈ α(w)
and w2 ∈ cl{γ(w),σ ≥ 0} = {φσ(w),σ ≥ 0} ∪ ω(w). By Lemma 4.5.1 there exists
k(w) ∈ Z such that
W (w1, w2) = k(w).
Now, for n big enough, by continuity ofW we obtain
kn < k(w) = W (w
1, w2) =W (φσ˜n(u),φσ˜n−σn(wn))
= W (φσn+(σ˜n−σn)(u),φσ˜n−σn(wn))
≤ W (φσn(u), wn) = kn,
which is a contradiction.
The final assertion (4.16) follows from the following observation. Suppose, for
contradiction that there exist a u1 = φσ1(u), for some σ1 ≥ σ∗ and w1 ∈ cl(γ(w)),
such that π(u1) = π(w1). By what we have just proved, we then have u1 = w1.
Sincew1 ∈ cl(γ(w)) and, by assumption, the sets α(w), γ(w) and ω(w) are disjoint,
there are only three different possibilities.
(1) w1 ∈ ω(w). Then φσ1(u) ∈ ω(w). By invariance ω(u) ⊆ ω(ω(w)) = ω(w).
Since α(w) ⊆ ω(u) ⊆ ω(w), this contradicts α(w) ∩ ω(w) = ∅.
(2) w1 ∈ α(w). Then φσ1(u) ∈ α(w). By invariance ω(u) ⊆ ω(α(w)) = α(w).
Since ω(w) ⊆ ω(u) ⊆ α(w), this contradicts α(w) ∩ ω(w) = ∅.
(3) w1 ∈ γ(w). Then φσ1(u) ∈ γ(w). By invariance ω(u) = ω(w). But α(w) ⊆
ω(u) = ω(w), again contradicting α(w) ∩ ω(w) = ∅.
Case 2: kn > k(w). This case is analogous to the previous one. It is enough to
exchange the roles of α(w) and ω(w). See [18, Lemma 3.2] for further details. ￿
4.5.3. Remark. Lemma 4.5.2 implies that the commutative diagram (4.12) extends
from cl(γ(w)) to cl(γ(w) ∪ {φσ(u),σ ≥ σ∗}), if α(w) ∩ ω(w) = ∅. Additionally, by
Lemma 4.4.5 and by Remark 4.4.7 the Flow-box Theorem holds for every x ∈ V
(defined in (4.13)) that is not an equilibrium.
4.5.4. Lemma. Let u ∈ X and let γ1 and γ2 be (not necessarily distinct) stationary or
periodic orbits in ω(u). Then, there exists a k = k(γ1, γ2), k ∈ Z, such that
W (p1, p2) = k, (4.17)
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for every pj ∈ γj , p1 ￿= p2. In particular, the projections of disjoint periodic orbits are
disjoint.
Proof. See [18, Lemma 3.3]. We consider the case where γ1 and γ2 are both peri-
odic, the others are analogous or even simpler. We first claim thatW (p1, p2) is de-
fined for every p1 ∈ γ1 and every p2 ∈ γ2 with p1 ￿= p2. Suppose, for contradiction,
that there exist p1 ∈ γ1 and p2 ∈ γ2 with p1 ￿= p2 such that (p1, p2) ∈ Σ \∆. Then,
by Axiom (A4) and (A5) there exists an ε0 > 0, such that (φσ(p1),φσ(p2)) ￿∈ Σ for
every σ ∈ (−ε0, ε0) \ {0} and
W (φσ
￿
(p1),φσ
￿
(p2)) < W (φσ(p1),φσ(p2)), (4.18)
for σ￿ ∈ (0, ε0) and σ ∈ (−ε0, 0). Set σ￿ = ε02 and σ = −
ε0
2 . By continuity ofW there
exists an η ∈ (0, ε02 ) such thatW is constant on the set
U = ￿(φσ1(p1),φσ2(p2)) | − ε02 − η < σ1,σ2 < ε02 + η￿ .
By periodicity of γ1 and γ2 there is a σ3 > ε0 such that (φσ3(p1),φσ3(p2)) ∈ U (both
in the periodic and the quasi-periodic case). Now, by (4.18)
W (φε0/2(p1),φε0/2(p2)) < W (φ−ε0/2(p1),φ−ε0/2(p2)) =W (φσ3(p1),φσ3(p2)).
Since σ3 > ε02 , this contradicts Lemma 4.4.1. Hence (p
1, p2) ￿∈ Σ and W (p1, p2) is
well defined for every p1 ∈ γ1 and every p2 ∈ γ2, with p1 ￿= p2.
This implies, by continuity ofW , that the map
(p1, p2)→W (p1, p2)
is locally constant on
{(p1, p2) ∈ γ1 × γ2 | p1 ￿= p2}.
This set is connected, which proves (4.17). ￿
4.5.5. Lemma. Let u ∈ X and e ∈ E. For every w ∈ ω(u) with w ￿= e it holds
(w, e) ￿∈ Σ. If, furthermore, e ￿= ω(u) then there exists a σ¯ ∈ R such that the map
σ ￿→W (φσ(u), e) is constant for σ > σ¯.
Proof. The proof resembles the one of Lemma 4.4.2. We repeat the argument. Let
w ∈ ω(u). Since w ￿= e,we can assume that (w, e) ￿∈ ∆. Suppose, for contradiction,
that (w, e) ∈ Σ \∆, then by Axioms (A4) and (A5), there exists an ε0 > 0 such that
(φσ(w), e) ￿∈ Σ, for all σ ∈ (−ε0, ε0) \ {0} and
W (φσ(w), e) > W (φσ
￿
(w), e),
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for all σ ∈ (−ε0, 0) and all σ￿ ∈ (0, ε0). Set σ = −ε and σ￿ = ε,with 0 < ε < ε0. Then
we have
W (φ−ε(w), e) > W (φε(w), e). (4.19)
By definition of the ω-limit set and the fact that ω is invariant, we have that there
exists a sequence σn →∞, as n→∞ such that
φσn±ε(u)→ φ±ε(w). (4.20)
Since σn is divergent we assume that
σn+1 > σn + 2ε, for all n ∈ N. (4.21)
Inequality (4.19), convergence in (4.20) and Lemma 4.4.1 imply, for σn →∞, that
W (φσn+ε(u), e) = W (φ+ε(w), e)
< W (φ−ε(w), e)
= W (φσn−ε(u), e).
Combining the latter with (4.21) and the fact thatW is non-increasing, we obtain
W (φσn+1−ε(u), e) < W (φσn−ε(u), e),
for all n. From this, we deduce that σ ￿→ W (φσ(u), e) has infinitely many jumps
and therefore
W (φσ(u), e)→ −∞ as σ →∞.
On the other hand, continuity ofW and (4.20) imply, for σn →∞, that
W (φσn+ε(u), e) =W (φε(w), e) > −∞,
which is a contradiction.
To prove the final assertion, suppose, by contradiction, that such a σ¯ does not
exist. Then there exists a sequence σn →∞ such that (φσn(u), e) ∈ Σ.Now choose
a w ∈ ω(u) \ {e} ￿= ∅. There exists a sequence σ˜n →∞ such that φσ˜n(u)→ w. By
the first part of the lemma,W (w, e) ∈ Z.We may choose σ˜n > σn without loss of
generality. By continuity ofW and axiom (A5) it follows that
W (w, e) = lim
n→∞W (φ
σ˜n(u), e) = −∞,
a contradiction. This concludes the proof. ￿
4.5.6. Lemma. Let u be in X. There exists an integer k0 ∈ Z such that
W (w, e) = k0 (4.22)
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for every w ∈ ω(u), and for every equilibrium e ∈ ω(u) such that w ￿= e.
Proof. Fix e ∈ E ∩ω(u). Let w ∈ ω(u) \ {e}. According to Lemma 4.5.5,W (w, e) is
well-defined. Since φσn(u)→ w for some σn →∞,
W (w, e) = lim
n→∞W (φ
σn(u), e)
= lim
σ→∞W (φ
σ(u), e) = ke,
where the second limit exists by Lemma 4.5.5. Since the above statement holds
for any w ∈ ω(u) \ {e}, this implies thatW (w, e) is independent of w ∈ ω(u) \ {e}.
We still need to show thatW (w, e) is independent of e ∈ E ∩ ω(u). Therefore
let e, e˜ ∈ E ∩ ω(u), e ￿= e˜. Then, by Axiom (A1), by the fact that e, e˜ ∈ ω(u), and by
Lemma 4.5.5 it holds that
ke =W (w, e) =W (e˜, e) =W (e, e˜) =W (w, e˜) = ke˜.
This shows (4.22) and concludes the proof. ￿
4.5.2 Proof of the strong version
In this section we prove Propositions 4.3.3 and 4.3.4. This completes the proof
of Theorem 4.3.1. We finish by proving Theorem 4.1.2 (in the abstract setting of
Section 4.3).
Proof of Proposition 4.3.3. Suppose that w∗ ∈ ω(w) is not an equilibrium and
suppose furthermore that γ(w) is not periodic. Lemma 4.4.3 implies that π ◦ φσ
is a planar flow on the set ω(w) ⊆ cl(γ(w)). By Corollary 4.4.4, the point π(w∗) is
not an equilibrium for π ◦ φσ. According to Lemma 4.4.5 there exist a transversal
C through π(w∗) and a canonical domain U centered in π(w∗), in which the flow
has the form shown in Figure 4.1 (as in Lemma 4.4.8 we will identify π(w∗) with
h ◦ π(w∗) and the neighborhood U of π(w∗) with its image under h, i.e. U =
h(U )). Consider first π ◦ φσ(w) and recall that by Lemma 4.4.3 the map σ →
π ◦ φσ(w) is one-to-one since γ(w) is not periodic. Let σn → ∞ denote those
positive times for which π ◦ φσn(w) ∈ C , and note that {π ◦ φσn(w)}∞n=1 are all
distinct. By construction, for all n ∈ N we have π ◦ φσn(w),π ◦ φσn+1(w) ∈ U.
Consider the Jordan curve J consisting of π ◦ φ[σn,σn+1](w) together with the
subinterval of C with endpoints π ◦ φσn(w) and π ◦ φσn+1(w). As in the proof of
Proposition 4.4.8, the region inside J , is either forward or backward invariant
for the flow π ◦φσ(w), and thusJ separates πω(w) from πα(w). By Lemma 4.4.3
we obtain α(w) ∩ ω(w) = ∅. The assumptions of Lemma 4.5.2 are satisfied and
hence there exists a time σ∗, such that the curve π◦φσ(u) (σ ≥ σ∗) cannot cross the
curve π ◦ φσ(w). In particular it cannot cross π ◦ φ[σn,σn+1](w), for large n.When
π ◦ φσ(u) enters U it crosses C in the same direction as π(w∗), hence π ◦ φσ(u) is
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either inside or outsideJ for all large σ > σ∗∗ ≥ σ∗. Since both ω(w) and α(w)
are contained in ω(u) the curve π ◦φσ(u)will have ω-limit points when σ →∞ in
both πα(w) and πω(w). These two sets are separated byJ and hence the forward
orbit π ◦ φσ(u),σ > σ∗∗ has to crossJ . This is a contradiction. ￿
Proof of Proposition 4.3.4. See [18, Proposition 2]. Suppose that ω(u) strictly
contains a periodic orbit γ(p). Let V ⊆ X be a closed tubular neighborhood of
γ(p). Choose V small enough such that it does not contain equilibria and such
that ω(u) still has elements outside V. Since there are accumulation points (for
φσ(u) when σ goes to infinity) both inside and outside V, then φσ(u) must enter
and leave V infinitely often. Let σn →∞ be a sequence such that
p = lim
n→∞φ
σn(u)
and such that φσ(u) leaves V between any two consecutive times σn. Let In :=
[σn − αn,σn + βn] be the maximal time interval containing σn such that
φσ(u) ∈ V for all σ ∈ In.
Since ∂V is closed, we may assume convergence (passing to a subsequence, if
necessary) of φσn−αn(u). Note that σn−1 < σn − αn thus σn − αn →∞. Let
q := lim
n→∞φ
σn−αn(u) ∈ ω(u).
We have that q ∈ ∂V. Moreover we may assume that αn + βn → ∞ (at least for
a subsequence) since ω(u) contains a periodic orbit in the interior of V. We have
thus
ω(q) ⊆ cl(φσ(q)) ⊆ V, σ > 0.
By Proposition 4.3.3 we have that γ(q) is periodic. By construction γ(q) and γ(p)
are distinct and γ(q) is contained in V. By continuity of the flow and the projec-
tion π, and compactness of V,πγ(p) and πγ(q) are close to each other with the
standard topology of R2, provided that we take the tubular neighborhood V suf-
ficiently small. From this it follows that πγ(q) and πγ(p) are nested closed curves.
Reducing V to separate γ(p) from γ(q), a periodic solution γ(r) can be constructed
in the same way. Note once more that πγ(q),πγ(p) and πγ(r) are nested closed
curves. Applying Lemma 4.5.4 to the trajectories γ(p) and γ(q) we conclude that
there exists a k ∈ Z such that
W (p1, q1) = k,
for all p1 ∈ γ(p) and q1 ∈ γ(q). By continuity ofW (Axiom (A1)) this implies that
W (p1,φσn−αn(u)) = k,
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for all p1 ∈ γ(p) when n is big enough, since φσn−αn(u) → q ∈ γ(q). By Assump-
tion (A5) we get π ◦φσ(u) ￿∈ πγ(p) for every σ in the open interval with endpoints
σn − αn,σm − αm, provided n,m are chosen large enough. Since σm − αm → ∞,
asm→∞, it follows that π ◦ φσ(u) ￿∈ πγ(p), for any σ large enough. In an analo-
gous manner we can prove that, for σ large enough, the curve π ◦φσ(u) can never
intersect πγ(q) and πγ(r), but this is a contradiction since π ◦ φσ(u) has ω-limit
points as σ →∞ in the three nested curves πγ(p),πγ(q),πγ(r). ￿
Finally we are able to prove the following Theorem 4.5.7. Since, by Section
4.2, the Cauchy-Riemann Equations satisfy the Axioms in Section 4.3, Theorem
4.1.2 follows from Propostion 4.5.7.
4.5.7. Proposition. Let u ∈ X then
π : ω(u)→ π(ω(u))
is a homeomorphism onto its image. Hence π ◦ φσ is a flow on π(ω(u)).
Proof. See also [18, Theorem 2]. By Axiom (A5) it is enough to show that there
exists a k0 ∈ Z such that
W (w1, w2) = k0, (4.23)
for all w1, w2 ∈ ω(u), w1 ￿= w2. We now apply Theorem 4.3.1 (Poincaré-
Bendixson). If ω(u) consists of a single periodic orbit, then (4.23) holds by Lemma
4.5.4. We may therefore assume for the remainder of the proof that for every
w ∈ ω(u) we have α(w),ω(w) ⊆ E. If either w1 or w2 is an equilibrium then (4.23)
holds with k0 defined in Lemma 4.5.6. We may therefore assume that w1 ￿∈ E.
Suppose now, for contradiction, that there exist (w1, w2) ∈ Σ \ ∆. By Axioms
(A4) and (A5), there exists an ε0 > 0, such that
￿
φσ(w1),φσ(w2)
￿ ￿∈ Σ, for all
σ ∈ (−ε0, ε0) \ {0} and
W (φσ
￿
(w1),φσ
￿
(w2)) < W (φσ(w1),φσ(w2))
for all σ ∈ (−ε0, 0) and all σ￿ ∈ (0, ε0). Set σ = −ε and σ￿ = ε, with 0 < ε < ε0.
Since w1 ∈ ω(u), there exists σn →∞ such that
w1 = lim
n→∞φ
σn(u),
and
0 < σn+1 − σn →∞, as n→∞.
Define σˆn := (σn+1 − σn) → ∞ then, passing to a subsequence if necessary, the
limits
e := lim
n→∞φ
−σˆn(φ−ε(w2)) and e˜ := lim
n→∞φ
σˆn(φε(w2))
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exist, and e, e˜ ∈ E, since α(w2) ⊆ E and ω(w2) ⊆ E. By Axiom (A1), Lemma
4.4.1, Lemma 4.5.6 and the fact that w1 ￿∈ E we infer that, for n sufficiently large
(slightly shifting ε if necessary to makeW well-defined for all relevant pairs)
W (φε(w1),φε(w2)) < W (φ−ε(w1),φ−ε(w2))
= W (φσn+1−ε(u),φ−ε(w2))
≤ W (φσn+1−σˆn−ε(u),φ−σˆn−ε(w2))
= W (φσn−ε(u), e)
= W (φ−ε(w1), e)
= W (φ−ε(w1), e˜)
= W (φε(w1), e˜)
= W (φσn+1+ε(u), e˜)
= W (φσˆn+σn+ε(u),φσˆn+ε(w2))
≤ W (φσn+ε(u),φε(w2))
= W (φε(w1),φε(w2)),
which is a contradiction. In the sixth and in the seventh (in)equality we have used
Lemma 4.5.6. ￿
4.6 Proofs of Propositions 4.2.1 and 4.2.3
Consider the operators
∂ = ∂s − J∂t and ∂ = ∂s + J∂t,
and recall the following regularity estimates:
4.6.1. Lemma. Let g be a function in ∈ C∞c (R × S1;R2). For every 1 < p < ∞, there
exists a constant Cp > 0, such that
||∇g||Lp(R×S1) ≤ Cp||∂¯g||Lp(R×S1). (4.24)
The same estimate holds for ∂ via t ￿→ −t.
Proof. See [4], [15] [31], [36, appendix B]. ￿
Proof of Proposition 4.2.1. For a solution u ∈ X, we can write
∂u = −JF (t, u) = f(s, t), (4.25)
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where F, and therefore f , are uniformly bounded since for every u ∈ X we have
|u(s, t)| ≤ 1 for all (s, t) ∈ R × S1, i.e. u satisfies the a priori estimate
||u||L∞(R×S1) ≤ 1. (4.26)
Extend f and u via periodic extension to a function on R2 in the t-direction. By
(4.26) we obtain the existence of a constantM > 0, such that
||f ||L∞(R2) ≤M. (4.27)
We use (4.24) to obtain the interior regularity estimates for the Cauchy-Riemann
operators.
Let K,L,G be compact sets contained in R2 such that K ￿ L ￿ G ⊂ R2, and
let ε be positive such that ε < dist(L, ∂G). By compactness, L can be covered by
finitely many open balls of radius ε/2 :
L ⊂
Nε￿
i=1
Bε/2(xi).
Consider a partition of unity {ρε,xi}i=1,...,Nε onL subordinate to {Bε(xi)}i=1,...,Nε.
In particular the supports of ρε,xi are contained in Bε(xi), for every i = 1 . . . Nε.
Then, for every u, every small ε > 0 and every i = 1 . . . Nε, the function vε,i :=
ρε,xiu belongs toW
k,p
0 (R2), for every p ≥ 1, and every k ∈ N. Using the Poincaré
inequality and Lemma 4.6.1 we get (with C changing from line to line)
||vε,i||W 1,p(R2) = ||vε,i||W 1,p(Bε(xi)) ≤ C||vε,i||W 1,p0 (Bε(xi))
≤ C||∂vε,i||Lp(Bε(xi))
≤ C||ρε,xi∂u||Lp(Bε(xi)) + C||u∂ρε,xi ||Lp(Bε(xi))
≤ C||∂u||Lp(G) + C||u||Lp(G).
(4.28)
As {ρε,xi}i=1,...,Nε is a partition of unity it follows that
||u||W 1,p(L) =
￿￿￿￿￿
￿￿￿￿￿
Nε
i=1
vε,i
￿￿￿￿￿
￿￿￿￿￿
W 1,p(L)
≤
Nε￿
i=1
||vε,i||W 1,p(Bε(xi)) . (4.29)
Putting together (4.28) and (4.29) we obtain
||u||W 1,p(L) ≤ Cp,L,G
￿||∂u||Lp(G) + ||u||Lp(G)￿ . (4.30)
Using (4.30) and (4.25), (4.26) and (4.27) we obtain
||u||W 1,p(L) ≤ Cp,L,G
￿||f ||Lp(G) + ||u||Lp(G)￿ ≤ C1p,L,G <∞, (4.31)
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where the constant C1p,L,G depends on p, L,G, but not on u. Therefore, we have
that if we take a sequence {un} ⊂ X then, from (4.31), un is uniformly bounded
inW 1,p(L). It follows from the Sobolev compact embedding
W 1,p(L) ￿→ C0(L0), (4.32)
for every L0 ￿ L (see e.g. [5, theorem 6.3 part II]) that un has a converging
subsequence in C0loc(L0). Since this holds for every L ⊂ R2, we obtain that un
converges (up to a subsequence) in X to a continuous u. We still need to prove
that the limit u solves Equation (4.2). To prove that u ∈ X we will show that
the convergence of un to u is stronger, more precisely C1loc. In order to obtain
further regularity, we consider a partition of unity ofK ￿ L,which we call again
{ρε,xi}i=1,...Nε , where now 0 < ε < dist(K, ∂L). On balls Bε(xi) we obtain
||ρε,xiu||W 2,p(Bε) ≤ C||ρε,xiu||W 2,p0 (Bε(xi)) ≤ C||∂(ρε,xiu)||W 1,p(Bε(xi))
≤ C
￿||ρε,xi∂u||W 1,p(Bε(xi)) + ||u∂ρε,xi ||W 1,p(Bε(xi))￿
≤ C
￿||∂u||L∞(L) + ||∂u||W 1,p(L) + ||u||L∞(L) + ||u||W 1,p(L)￿ .
As in (4.29), using (4.25) we obtain
||u||W 2,p(K) ≤ C˜p,K,L,G
￿||f ||L∞(L) + ||f ||W 1,p(L) + ||u||L∞(L) + ||u||W 1,p(L)￿ .
(4.33)
To estimate the three terms ||f ||L∞(L), ||u||L∞(L) and ||u||W 1,p(L) we use respec-
tively (4.27), (4.26), and (4.31). In order to estimate ||f ||W 1,p(L) we differentiate
the smooth vector field F and we obtain
fs(s, t) = (F (t, u))s = Dt,uX(t, u)(0, us)
ft(s, t) = (F (t, u))t = Dt,uX(t, u)(1, ut).
Both right hand sides lie in Lp(L), and hence alsoDf = (fs, ft) is in Lp(L). From
this it follows, by using (4.33), that there exists a constant C2p,K,L,G, dependent on
p,K,L,G and uniform in u, such that
||u||W 2,p(K) ≤ C2p,K,L,G <∞,
for compact domainsK ￿ L ￿ G. By the compact Sobolev immersion
W 2,p(K) ￿→ C1(K0), (4.34)
for every K0 ￿ K [5, theorem 6.3 part II] we get, by choosing p > 2, and passing
to a subsequence that the limit u ∈ X. ￿
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Proof of Proposition 4.2.3. As in the proof of Lemma 4.4.3 if suffices to show that
ι is injective. Suppose there exist u1, u2 ∈ X such that ι(u1) = ι(u2). By definition
of ι we have
u1(0, ·) = u2(0, ·). (4.35)
Define v(s, t) := u1(s, t)−u2(s, t), for all (s, t) ∈ R×S1. By (4.35) we have v(0, t) = 0
for all t ∈ S1. By smoothness of the vector field F we can write
F (t, u1) = F (t, u2) +R(t, u1, u2 − u1)(u2 − u1),
where R1 is a smooth function of its arguments. Upon substitution this gives
vs − Jvt +A(s, t)v = 0, v(0, t) = 0 for all t ∈ S1, (4.36)
and A(s, t) = R(t, u1(s, t), v(s, t)) is (at least) continuous on R × S1. Evaluating
(4.36) in t = 0we obtain, in particular,
vs − Jvt +A(s, t)v = 0, v(0, 0) = 0 (4.37)
Introducing complex coordinates z := s + it, (4.37) becomes
∂zv +A(z)v = 0, v(0) = 0, (4.38)
where the operator ∂z := ∂s− i∂t is the standard anti-holomorphic derivative and
we have used the identification between the complex structure J in R2 and i in
C.Multiplying (4.38) by e
￿ z
0 A(ζ)dζ and defining
w(z) := e
￿ z
0 A(ζ)dζv(z),
we obtain
∂zw = 0, w(0) = 0.
which means that w is analytic. This implies that either 0 is an isolated zero for
w, or there exists a δ > 0, such that w(z) = 0, on Uδ := {z ∈ C : |z| ≤ δ}. Because
of (4.36) we conclude that 0 cannot be an isolated zero for w, hence w ≡ 0 in
Uδ := {z ∈ C : |z| ≤ δ}. Repeating these arguments we obtain that w(s, t) = 0 for
all (s, t) ∈ R × S1 and hence v ≡ 0. This implies u1 = u2, which concludes the
proof. ￿
4.6.2. Remark. The same proof can be carried out in case J is a smooth map
R × S1 → Sp(2,R) such that J2 = − Id (i.e. J is an almost complex structure and
Sp(2,R) denotes the symplectic group of degree 2 over R). In this case one can
prove that the equation us − J(s, t)(ut − F (t, u)) = 0 can be tranformed into (4.2)
using [31, Theorem 12, Appendix A.6].
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Samenvatting (Dutch Summary)
Braid invarianten voor niet-lineaire differentiaalvergelijkingen
In dit proefschrift worden topologische eigenschappen en invarianten van
speciale typen niet-lineaire partiële differentiaalvergelijkingen onderzocht welke
gebruikt worden voor het vinden van oplossingen in bepaalde ‘braid’ klassen van
krommen— krommen met de structuur van een vlechtwerk. De belangrijkste re-
sultaten kunnen in drie punten worden samengevat:
• een uitbreiding van de Poincaré-Hopf stelling voor braid klassen;
• de constructie van een isomorfisme tussen Floer homologie en Morse ho-
mologie voor braid klassen;
• een generalisatie van de Poincaré-Bendixson stelling voor niet-lineaire
Cauchy-Riemann vergelijkingen.
Periodieke banen van 1-periodieke Hamilton vectorvelden op de eenheidsbol
D2 kunnen als braids (vlechtwerken) worden beschouwd. Voor bepaalde braid
klassen kan er een algebraïsch topologische invariant worden gedefinieerd, de
Floer homologie van de braid klasse, zie [49]. Als de Floer homologie van een
braid klasse niet triviaal is, worden via Morse theorie aanvullende periodieke
banen van de Hamilton vergelijkingen geforceerd.
Het eerste resultaat in Hoofdstuk 2 toont aan dat de Euler karakteristiek van
de Floer homologie het bestaan van periodieke banen en periodieke punten voor
willekeurige vectorvelden en diffeomorfismen geeft. Dit resultaat kan worden
geformuleerd in termen van een Poincaré-Hopf stelling. Floer homologie en
dus ook de bijbehorende Euler-Floer karakteristiek zijn abstract gedefinieerd en
moeilijk te berekenen. We beschrijven een methode hoe de Euler-Floer karakter-
istiek voor een willekeurige relatieve braid klassen berekend kan worden via een
(eindig) simplicial complex.
In Hoofdstuk 3 geven we de definitie van de Morse homologie voor braids
en het isomorfisme naar de bijbehorende Floer homologie. De constructie wordt
uitgevoerd met behulp van verschillende technieken en met de keuze van spe-
ciale Hamilton functies. Dit is een eerste stap richting een isomorfisme tussen de
Floer homologie en de Conley index voor relatieve braid klassen. Op het niveau
van Euler karakteristieken is dit reeds uitgevoerd in Hoofdstuk 2. Een isomor-
fisme naar de Conley index geeft een soortgelijke berekenbaarheid van de Floer
homologie via simplicial complexes.
Hoofdstuk 4 betreft de karakterisering van het asymptotisch gedrag van de
Cauchy-Riemann vergelijkingen. Fiedler en Mallet-Paret (cf. [18]) bewijzen een
versie van de klassieke Poincaré-Bendixson stelling voor scalaire parabolische
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vergelijkingen. Wij tonen aan dat een vergelijkbaar resultaat geldt voor be-
grensde oplossingen van de niet-lineaire Cauchy-Riemann vergelijkingen. Om
dit laatste te bereiken, bewijzen we een abstracte Poincaré-Bendixson stelling
voor flows op compacte Hausdorff ruimten die een discrete Lyapunov functie
hebben. Deze stelling is een generalisatie van het resultaat van Fiedler en Mallet-
Paret. De stelling van Fiedler en Mallet-Paret kan niet toegepast worden op de
Cauchy-Riemann vergelijkingen.
